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ABSTRACT

"Anthropology and Teacher Education" demonstrates the

relevance of certain anthropological concepts to those persons

involved with the teaching profession. It is borne out of a

need to re-evaluate pedagogical techn.ique in light of culture

change. Conceptually, evolution both biological and cultural

is overriding. It is intertwined with the concepts of culture,

enculturation, and culture change, The significance of these

concepts is discussed at some length. Although Largely

Lheoretical, practical implications are demonstrated in relation

to an analysis of Canadian Indian education in both an historical

and contemporary context. Furthermore, this is broadened to the

notion of multiculturalism in generaL. The major contribution

of this thesis will be one of inspiring the reader to develop

critical cul tural a\rareness.
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CHAPTER ]

Anthropology in Education has become a growing concern in recent

years. Although early concerns are evident (see Hewett, L904, for example),

for the most part anthropologists have been concerned with education in a

descriptíve1y ethnographic serise ratl'ier than in an "activd'sense. As such,

education was, and sti1l is for that matter, regarded as that process through

which cultural- phenomena vrere trarrsmítted. Education did not assume

recognition a príori. It became part of a systemic analysis of the

phenomenon of humankínd including such elements as mants relation to man

(i.e., social structure, kinship), mants relation to his erlvironment

(i.e., ecology), and man's relation to other members of the animal kíngdom

(i.e. , non-human primates, evolutlon) .

Granted, the process of educatj-on was not belittled; it was part of

the holistic endeavour to substantiate the human phenomenon in a total

envÍronment. In a human population Lhat is relatively stable and geograph-

. e. , so-cal1ed "primitivet' societies) , this holisticically isolated

endeavour seemed

(a

mor:e realistic and attalnable. Indeed, numerous ethno-

graphies exíst. A great enterprise \.ras undertaken post World War II wherebl,

the colonlal drive macle some sensitive lrumanists a\,vare of the fact that
t'pristineil examples of'humankí.nd were soon to disappear. An effort was made

on their part to record "this past" while Ít yet existed in the present.

This is sti1l a crucial issue wi tl-i some recent scirolars (Taylor, 19BL) .

Tl're problem today, however, is thar such dynamíc factors as vol.unt-ary

and forced mÍgration, co1-onialism, and general human expansion have created

a c.omplex milieu, one which cloes not len<l itself to sirnplif ied ana1vsis.

As such, even tlrough Lile hol istic encle¿ìvour must continue to be a per:r-as ir.¡e
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force, the complex society in which we exíst and the seemingly "compart-

mentalization" of the sociocultural phenomena thereof, render it more

difficult to attain.

As a result, studies have become more specíalized; "Anthropology

and Educationt'is an example. It is a concern of the wríter, hov/ever, that

\,ve may have become overly-specialized, and have lost sight of our humanity.

Living in a society that is apparently mechanistic and atomistic, we have

become myopic towards the reality of cultural dynamics and processes withín

a total environment.

THE NEED AND PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY

The need for this study is based upon t\,ro major premises. The first

is largely t.heoretical, borne out of a perceived need to establísh a pedagogy

that is integrated rather than compartmentalized. In this writerrs opinion,

such an approach is largely attained through a knowledge of biological and

cultural evolutionary concepts. Recognizing that evolution is a theory, it

will nonetheless be the overriding integrative factor of this thesis and, in

fact, its raison dtâtre.

The secor-rd major premise ís practÍcal, based on the observation that

Canada is a racially and ethnically diverse nation. In recent years the

thrust has been one of attempting to appreciate and to maintain this diversity

(i.e., the rlse of "mu1tícu1tura1ism"). According to the Canada Yearbook,

1980-81 (117) :

The ethnic composition of Canada has changed considerably because
of many factors, including differences in the flow and source of
immígrants. Trends have been charactertzed by a decl.ine in the
propor:tions of British Isles groups and have a corresponding
1ncrease in European ethnic groups other than Frenc.h.

As well, when the demographic table re population b1r etirnic group 1951,

1!j6l ancl '.1.9 r-I, is exarlined (ibid; 137), a narked increase j-s observed rvltlr
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respect to Asiatícs. I'or example, there is roughly a 400"/. increase

(1951 - 72,82i; IglI - 285,540) ín popularion vis-à-ví.s Asiatics as a

group. In this partÍcular table "Asiatics" is broken down into "Chinese'

Japanese and Other". The "Other" reveals a sízeable increase of roughly

7007. (1951 - L8,636; IglL - I29,460). Although not defined one may

assume that this cat-egory contains clearly visible racial grouPs such as

Philipinos and East lndíans. Within more recent years v/e are witnessing

an ínflux of Víetnamese as well.

Consequently, Canadars racÍa1/ethnÍc nilieu is becoming more diverse

and visíble. Furthermore, this sort of mílieu is normally accompanied with

an increase in social malaise relating to problems of prejudice, discrimína-

tion and racism. A means of dealing with these problems is by tackling

them through the schooling process. This thesis wifl deal mainly with

creating a pedagogícal technique through the incorporation of certain anLhro-

pological concepts, evolution overriding, and their utilization within the

schoolíng process.

The purpose of this thesls is threefold.

I. It is an attempt to demonstrate how Anthropology Ín Education might línk

separate realitj-es Ínto some uniform process (characterized anthropologically

as "ho1ism"). In fac.t, this wil-l be done with an explicit orientation that

anthropological concepts form a vital learning component Ín today's classrooms.

It is the opinion of some anthropol-ogists (Kimball, L974; Gearing, I973)

that industrial societies (e.g., Canada) operal-e within a context whereby

"realitytt 1s per:ceivecl as a seri,es of "stages" or t'].evel-s". This may imply

alíenatíon. The home becomes a certain reality, the school anoLher, for

example, how often do we not refer to'rreality" aS being "out there" (i.e.,

outside the school setting).
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It can be argued that the human organism undergoes various stages

of physical and social maturation. For example, we categorize 1n terms of

child, adolescent, and adu1t. As we1l, vre categorize in terms of pre-

schooling, schooling, and post scilooling (i.e., securing a position in the

work force). Quite often, unfortunately, these are perceived as "pockets"

of reality, and are thus perceived without any integral interconnectedness,

or, continuity. This automatically creates a mílieu whereby various stages

are juxtaposed one against the other, each regarded as an isolated entity.

0n the contrary, they are not isolated entities; rather, they are subtle

transformations (í.e., evolution) shaped by continuous natural and social

forces.

II. This rhesis will attempt to demonstrate how the use of anthropological

concepts within the teaching professíon might correct the myopic tendency

towards societal atomism (see Wax and l,{ax, L977). This is not meant to

epitomize the anthropological endeavour as the ultimate cure for social

mafaise; rather, ít rvi1l act as a premise whereby both the teacher and the

student may gain some insight into cultural processes. It will be a formula

for critical awareness wíth the understanding that society and culture are

much more than an aggregate of individuals operating in a random \day.

III. This thesis will attempt to generate ideas for further and more

elaborate investigati.on. Being a\^/al:e of processes means becomi.ng aware of

those forces shaping human lives. Specialization and "compaitmentalízaLion"

within our society have fielped to pr:ocluce an educational system based on the

institution of scl-rooling (see Cohen, L971) .

The social mechanism referred to as "schooling" wilI be regarde<1 as part

of a socio-cultural process. And it should be the aim of every teacher to

regarcì it in thís 1ight. The scliool trecomes an í.ntegraì, parl of the social
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system, and although it cannot effect change sui generis, it can be more

than a mimicry of bureaucratic demands.

The school could become a catalyst for individual development and

creativity. It would involve a process of "unfolding". This ís perhaps

comparable to pri-mítive initiation rites whereby the indÍvidual "unfo1ds"

as an expression of individual human growth within the reality of his total

society (see van Gennep, 1908; Kimball, op.cit: 153).

A basÍc assumption of this study 1s that education is a process through

v¡hich the individual develops the capacity to re-cogníze and solve problems.

Its purpose ís not merely to acquire facts. As such, learning can be viewed

as a causal sequence of the rewarded response to stimuli, a theory "that

requires of the learner no greater cerebral capacity than that of a dog

learning tricks". (Kimba1l, op. cit: 23) .

Within biological science there is a theory that over-specíalization

can lead to extinction. The organism becomes so adapted to the immediate

environment in such a ttperfect" ruy that a major change in that environment

will suddenly make that same organism become maladaptive, and consequently

extinct. Of course, it could be argued whether biological adaptation can

be discussed at tl-re same leve1 as cultural adaptaLion. But if it is

realized that the t\do are actually inLerrelated, tl'rat ttrey form part of a

system, then it is realized thal- humanlcind is at tl-re mercy of ecological forces.

Tire maj or point here is tl-rat humar-r beings , cultur:a11.y and b1ologica1ly,

constitute a s\¡stem of social and physical interrelationships (I(imba1l,

ibid: 22), 'Ioo of ten tl'ris point is over:looked; too of ten fhe individua.l Ís

regarded as being a system unto itself, rvith no responsibility toward a

greater cause. As such, the emphasis on the individual belittles, if not

negates, the holistic rrotion.
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METHODOLOGICAL ORIENTATION

Anthropology in education at the post-secondary level should not

necessarily be part of an effort to graduate teachers who will íntroduce

anthropology as a subject in the schools. Although thís is a favourable

idea, the overriding concern is one to provÍde certain conceptual tools

that could be utilízed in all aspects of teaching. This pervasiveness is

an attempt to reduce categorizai_ion, beíng concerned with education in the

broadest sense. Indeed, the reality of systemics has been undermined.

Too many courses operate on self-righteous principles, sett.ing up psychic

barriers to the holistíc notion.

Thís fragmenÈed approach to human knowledge should be replaced by one

that seeks the íntegration of social and physical realities. 0f course,

this would require a major transformation of the atLiLudes upon whích schools

operate. Even if this approach \,rere unattainable, schools should at least.

attempt to represent wÍthin our educatlonal system a thematic orientation of

the human condition. This thesis will attempt to provide a philosophical

orientation congruent with certain anthropological concepts.

Major holistic concepts and how they relate to the teaching field will

províde the core of the thesis. In essence, these concepts will represent

an "outline for action". They will ínvolve an analytical discussion vis-à-vis

the necessity of insl-ítl-ing teachers wíth a certain O"rr"" of cuftural insight.

Not only are teachers to be concerned with the capacity for critical assessment,

but aÌso for some integral restoratj-on of human dignity. It could be argued

that through the evolutionary process \^/e are loslng sight of our humanity

(for a counter argument see Teill-rard de Chardin, 1955). A reínvestigation of

ourselves througtr historico-cross-cultura1 analysis may provide a fruitful

reorinetatíon.
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LIMTTATIONS

Although the wríter believes that anthropological concepls would

provide some i-nsight to t'cul tural- understandingt', limiÈations need to be

discussed. In fact, by virtue of the holistic endeavour' the approach

must be interdisciplinary. This is the axiom upon which anthropology

claims to operate.

One danger is that the rst.udy of manr can sometimes seem so
total that ít becomes lhe study of man. One ethnocentrísm
is substituted for another:. The anthropologí-stts comments
seem to glitter like gold - to him at least - because for a
time they are nevr and fresh. I{e becomes a kind of cultural
oracle. But when his stock of illuminating asides on the
Upper Pukapuka or the Lower Zambesi runs low he will be
forced to take another stance. Then he may be reduced to
makíng broad, conjectural statements that he may confuse as
final judgements or subsLantial general.izations rather than
a potential source of hypotheses. He may fool some of the
educators some of the time, but he can?t fool them all.
(Spínd1er, 1955: LI2).
In the classical sense, anthropologists have been concerned mainly

wíth cultural activities of non-industrialized socíetíes. Although this

1s still the case, it is no longer a priority. The simple reasorr is that

these societies have evolved and have necessarily changed as a result of

contact. In terms of cultura1 analysis on an hlstorico-comparative 1evel,

however, non-industrial societies cannot be ignored, for they represent

cultural systems that are rather ur-rique and only by investigating these systems

can vre better come to appreciate in a relatívistic way that very system in

which we function. (Taylor, op.cit: 55).

It will not be the intention of the writer to makcì a plea for the

critical a\rareness necessarí1y wíth the Ímp1-ication of assessing whether one

society is either good or bad as compared with another. For example, the

argument will not be for the "goodness" or "badness" of the capitalist regime

as opposed to a non-capitafist one. This quite necessarily leads into a
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moral discussion which will be beyond the scope of the

not to imply, however, that amorality is in order here;

concern will be one of processes in a relativist frame

thesis. This

rather, the

of reference.

IS

question would be framed, "Ho\.,/ does this come to be?" as opposed to

ought this come to be?"

The

"How

The overriding concept is the holistic endeavour. Indeed, the

subsequent concepts that the writer intends to integrate into this over-

riding one are selective. Yet, they are not random selections, but a

consequence of what the writer feels to be important as a result of general

reading in the area of Anthropology and Education. Prejudice, discrimination

and racism, for example, are realities that citízens must contend with in

their daily lives. The media report numerous instances of group confron-

tation. The "West" versus the "East" represents some form of ideological

confrontation. In short, the world is becoming more a\^/are of systemic

confrontations, and the educator cannot turn a blind eye to this situation.

THEORETICAL ORIENTATION

"Anthropological research may be justified on the grounds of gathering

more data, examining a problem, or for purely exploratory purposes".

(i<imba11, op.cit: I974:56-57; atso see Lofland, l-97l'). The theoretical

orientation of this t.hesis assumes an approach as described by Kimball.

Thus:

We (certain anthropologists) are not opposed to quantification,
but we use il very little, anc1, as a consequence, we do not
rely upon statistical analysis. Insteacl, we seek to work out
cultural. patterns or social systems by examining traits or
components and relationships which unite these.

Anthropology's scientifj.c tradition cones from biology rather
than from physical science. Hence, it emphasizes the inductive
approach and utilizes the natural l-ristory method in examining
systems as events in a time span which stretches from origin to
inf inity. Its analytical techniques organize clata in two \^/ays:
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(1) by grouping them as types or classes in taxonomic schemes;
and (2) by describing them as whole systems. (fim¡a1l, op.cit:
1963: 2I7, and see op cit: 1974: 4I).

It should be noted, of course, that not

adhere to the approach as described above.

anthropology in

all anthropologists mighr

It does not represent

for example, to belittle an

human data; in fact, reference

toto. It is not intended,

quantitative in analysis of

a number of these studies.

approach that is

will be made to

ORGANIZATION OF THESIS

Chapter II v¡it1 provide a review of the literature concerning

"Anthropology and Education" per se (see Burnett, I974). Certain common

themes will be discerned throughout the readings. The review, therefore,

will provide a critique of these themes as well as the authors'viewpoints.

The readings, however, must go beyond this defined area into the fields of

Anthropology and Education, in general. 0f course, this could be a task ad

infinitum. As a result, the readings will represent a select group of

material deemed relevant by the writer, to be introduced in following chapters

in relation to various arguments.

Chapter: III will provide a discussion of anthropological concepts

ímportant to prospective teachers. These concepts vrere selected by this

wriLer on the grounds that they are the most outstanding and the most

fundamenlally important to the area of Anthropology and Education.

These concepts are:

a) Evolution, race and ethnicity;

b) culture;

c) the enculturative process;

d) cultural dynamícs and cul.tural change.
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An investigatíon of evolution, race and ethnicity will emphasíze

that humankind is to be placed within some cosmological perspective, with

an.approach that is historíco-biologica1. Humans are to be regarded as a

rather unique sort of species, and yet not so unique, as they, along with

other members of the animal kingdom have struggled, and stíll must, with

the immediate physícal environment.

The discussion of race is a crucial issue" Both the biological and

social aspect.s will be revealed, eventually leading into a discussion of

prejudice, discrimination, and racism (see Montagu, ed.1964).

Culture appears to be unique to humankind; it is culture that makes

us human. Aptly defined by Tylor in 1871, "Culture or Civílization is that

complex whole wl-rich includes knowledge, belief , art, morals, 1aw, custom,

and other capabílities and habits acquired by man as a member of society".

(in Brameld, 1957: 7). Intert\"rined wlth the culture concept are values

and goals which are incorporated within a society's ideology"

A discussion of the enculturative process will necessltate a dístinction

between 'reducation" and "schoolíng". As well, a dístinction must be drawn

between these two and "socialization". (see Cohen, op.cit.). From a cross-

cultural perspective the notions of "generalist" and "specialist" - (Sea1ey,

1980) - will be discussed. One of the most striking differences between

education in "generalist" and "specialist" societies is tl-ie shift from the

need of an individual to learn something that everyone agrees he wishes to

know to what Margaret Meacl lias called "the will of some individual to teach

something which it is not agreed that anyone has any desire to know". (Mead

in Spindler, ed.,1963: 316).

The study of cultural dynamics and culture change malces evident that no

system is static. A major issue will surround group confrontation. Sucir
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aspects as acculturation, diffusíon, and assimilation are essential

components for the analysis of group conflict at a cross-cultural .level

(see Herskovits, 1967). Vital as well will be a discussion of the evolution

of social stratification and the value premJ-se upon which it thrives. (see

Fried, L967).

Chapter IV will pl'ace these concepts within a Canadian context in an

atte-mpt to reduce the theoretical component to a more.practÍcal level.

The cultural diversity exi-sting wit.hin Canada makes ít a príme candidate for

analysis. It is hoped that this chapter will provide a "mental catalyst"

for the teacher. ImporÈant components will include cultural diversity ir-r

Canada, historical educational po1ícies based on assimí1ation, cultural

pluralism, and multiculturalism (theory and practice).

ft becomes imperative that the Canadian teacher be made aware of the

realÍty and determination of prejudice, discrimination, and the perpetuation

of stereotyping, racism and ethnocentrism. These are processes to be reckoned

with and placed within a critically oriented matrix.

Chapter V r¿ill suggest that the teacher/learner dichotomy be replaced

with a notion indicating mutual symbiosis, actually involvíng a t\ro-\¡/ay

process. The conceptual framework that anthropology provides might instíll

a crítical cultur:al awareness based on the noti-on of r¡ariability. In

essence, in the l'lontessori..r r.y (see Gearing, J973: L227), the teacher be-

comes a sor:t of etlrnographer. Once the teacher ceases to ínvestigate, the

quality of education, in this writerts opinion, stands in question.
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DEFIN]TIONS

Social phenomena deny absolute definition. As such, definitions

are always subject to revisíon. Basically, a definitíon must provide

some means for explanation. In the social scíences these become numerous,

based upon the researcherrs indiosyncratic preferences. In this study the

following constitutes this writer's preferences. The following definitions

are my own, based on preferred criteria, except those that have been extracted

from references

Acculturation

(indicated).

t'the process by which a

change as a result

I973: 253).

Anthropolosy - the

of prolonged contact

society unclergoes profound c.ultural

wíth another culture". (Salzmann,

study of man.

Assimilation - in a social group sense, t'the disappearance of a minority

identifying physical or cultural characteristícs".through the loss of

(Harris, L97I: 624)

ConpartmentaIization

special

categorízatíon of cognltive informalion ínto discrete

packages.

Concept -

Cul tural

a general. notion guiding a system of classification.

Pluralism-amodelfor society based on corrtrolled assimilation

for the maíntenance of ethnic integrity. It requires some degree of

integratlon of constituent groupings necessary wíthin the publíc sphere of

secondary, societal institutions. At the same tíme, the model requires some

degree of social segregatiori on the part of the ethnic groupings, necessary

for the maintenance and growth of the distinctive culture, identity and

integrÍty of the various ethnic groups. (Hughes and Kallen, I974: 135-186).

Cultura,L Relatívism - "the belief tliat all sociocultural systems ¿rre inirerentlr'
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of equal value arrd thal sociocultural traits must be evaluated in the

context of the system in which they occur rather than in relation to some

other system". (Harris , op. cit.: 629) .

Cultural Trait - "any single characteristic of a culture such as pattern

of behavior or a typical artifact". (Salzmann, op.cít: 255).

Diff usior-r - "the migration and borrowing of cultural traits'r.

ibid: 255).

( Sa1 zmann ,

Discriminatíon - the acting out of prejudice.

Education - the acquisition of knowledge through living and experiencing.

Enculturation - "the transmission of sociocultural traíts from one generatíon

to tire next by means of learning". (Harris, op.cit: 632).

Ethnocentrism - "a belief that onets own sociocultural practices and values

are lnvariably better and more natural than the practices and values found

in other societiesr'. (Harris, ibid: 633) .

Evolution - "change of an earlíer form or entity into a later form or entíty

by means of cumulative modification". (Harris, ibÍd: 633).

Goal - a predetermineci end to which any individual- or group of individuals

strive.

Holistic - an approach whereby an observation is regarded as part of the total

interacting system of events.

Ideology - a set of doctrines relating to fundamental beliefs about the world.

Mul ticulturalisrn - a policy set forth to the peoples of Canada by the Prime

Minister of Canada, Pierre E. Trudeau, in 1977. It is a policy based on the

model of cultural- pluralism.

Prejudice - an o pinion formed without taking all the possibÍlities for fairl_y

forming the opinion Ínto account. An attitude.
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Race - "a human population whose members breed among themselves and

have become distinct from other populations by sharing a number of ínherited

physical traits'r. (Salzmann, gg. cir: 26I) .

Racism - a doctrine that incorporates the notlon that some races are innately

inferiorl superior to other races.

S chool i an instiLutionalized means for inculcatÍng of standardizedng-

knowledge and skills by standardízed and stereotyped means

Socializatíon - the i-nculcation of basic patterns of behaviour through the

and others.interaction with parents, síblings,

Stereotype - classification of a group according to criteria based on a

prejudged premíse.

Social Stratifícation - "refers to the evaluatíon and ranking of social

categories (i.e., categories of people rather than indivíduals). The Ëhree

fundamental dimensions for rankíng found within all systems of social

stratification are povrer, privilege and prestiger'. (Hughes and Ka11en,

op. cit: 99).

System - a set of relationshÍps forming a who1e.

Thematic - overriding orientation incorporated into a meaning.

Value - anythÍng to \,/hich importance is attributed.



CHAPTER II

This chapter wilf survey some of the materíal dealing with Anthro-

pology and Education. Because of the all-encompassing nalure of the two

fields only material dealing with "Anthropology and Education" p"t se will

be referred to. As stated previously, information is not at a1l that

scarce.

Undoubtedly, in a holistic sense, education has always been a concern

among cultural anthropologists. As a component of culture, it represents

that process through which members of a given society acquire their idio-

syncratic cultural traits, incorporated \'Jithin a rather unique world-víew.

In primitive societies, educaLion can be visualized in the broadest sense.

As such, early ethnographíes refer to it congruently with cultural trans-

mission and socj-alizatÍon practices. (see, for examples, Firth, 1936;

Fortes, 1938). Through contact \47ith other cultural forms, however, the

uniqueness of studying these "cultural wholes" has become a rare enterprise.

Nonetheless, these early ethnographies prove invaluable r¡hen comparing

and contrasting primitive educatíon with the formalized system (schoolíng)

representative of I^Iestern-type societies. Mead (1931) provides a good

example of this. As well, Boas (1928), who apparently deplored nationalism,

by contrasting Eskimo and American cultures demonstrated that- the indívidual

freedom presumed to be fundamental to democracr¡ was hardly the case in the

actual schooling of American children. i*pfi.it throughout Boas' tl-rínking

is the assuntption that only knowledge of cultural alternatÍves makes freedom

possible and that education must incorporate such knowleclge Íf cultural

determinism is to be avoided. (in Roberts, L976a: 6).
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llowever, it is not the purpose of this chapter to provide an

historical outline on the evolution of Anthropology and Education. For

a concise overvj-ew of this aspect the reader is referred to Roberts, ibid;

Burnett, L97B; Comitas and Dolgin, 1978.

The distincL possibility of uniting Anthropology and Education as a

field of study unto itself was Íntroduced by Hewett (gg.cit.¡. In light of

the fact that anthropology is a relatively nevT area of human endeavour, this

early mention seems quite impressive. However, the possibílíty never

transformed into a probabilÍty untíl the mid-1950ts. One can only speculate

as to why this was the case. Culture-contact via colonialism and trade had

been present for quíCe some time. Perhaps the traumatíc experience of tr¡o

world \¡rars, coupled with a continued threatening experience with a large

influx of immigrants transporting their cultural dífferences, created a need

to unite the two. Undoubtedly, the schooling system must have suffered from

numerous cultural headaches arising from racial and cultural differences in

general, and language problems in particular.

Consequently, Anthropology and Education acquired a degree of legitimacy

wlren, ín 1954, George Spindler organízeð. a conference at Stanford, California,

which dealt specifically with topics in this area. The substance of this

conference \,/as published in book form (1955). In hÍs overview (ibid: 5-37),

Spindler ca11s a need for cultural awareness and critical thinking Ín light

of studying non-t/estern societÍes. I(Ímba1l and hís "natural history method"

to educational research is also present (ibid: 82-87; to be later incor-

porated into his comprehensive book, op. cit: I91 4, on cul,ture and ti.re

educative process). In 1Íght of the trauma of war and a shrinlcing wor,ld,

Cora DuBols expresses a need for intercultural understanding (ibid: 89-723).

There are other contributions as wel1..
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Since that

in the area.

time there has been an increasj-ng amount of literature

In 1968 the American Anthropological Association formed a

Council on Anthropology and EducatÍon which set out to produce a quarterly

publicatÍon. In fact, most of the literature is found in journal form,

mainly in education journals, and a good number of them are wrj-tten by

anthropologists rather than educators.

As in any newly establíshed field of inquiry, the reader ís faced with

problems of taxonomy and definition. Consequently, this area of research

has taken on a number of guÍses based upon the perspective of the researcher.

They appear as follows:

ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION - (General)

(for examples, see Vandewalker, 189B: Hewett, I9O4; Boas, I92B;
Ehrich, 1947; Spind1er,1955; KimbalL, 1956a; Brameld, 1957;
Eggan, 1957; Spindler, L959a; Brameld and Su1livan, 1961;
Paulsen, L96I; Brown, 1963; Kimba11, L963; Spindler , 1963;
Shunlr and Goldstein, L964; Brameld, 1965b; Wolcott, L967a;
Burton, L972; Gearing, L973; Ianni, L973; Burnett, I974;
Kimball , I9l4; Roberts, L9l6a; Burnett, I97B; Comltas , 7978;
Comitas and Dolgin, I97B; S1-ngleton and Textor, 1978).

a) Anthropoloqy of Education

(for examples, see Spindler, G., and Louise, eds. (7965, a
continuing series of case studies 1n Education and Culture,
e.B. , King, 1967'; l,rlolcott, 1967b; and others) ; Brameld,
7957; Sindell, 1969; La Belle, I972a; Spindler, I974;
Roberts , I976b).

b) Anthropology in EducatÍon

(for examples, see Redfield, 1945; Brameld and Sul1ivan, 1961;
Eddy, 1968; Bohannan, et a1., 1969; Ianni, I973; Kimba11,
I974; Litrleford, L974; Chilcott, I976).

c) Educational Anthropolog_v

(for examples, see Rosenstiel, L954; Knel1er, 1965)

d) Cross-Cultura1 Education

(for examples, see Henry, 1960; ZinLz, L963; Ianni, l_973)
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In this writerts opinion, these constitute the major areas withln

Anthropology and Education. The listing of examples ís by no means

complete; they constitute a representatj-ve sample of material with which

this writer has familiarized himself. For a complete listing, genelaf

bibliographies in the area do exist (see Burnett, oP.cit: I974; Roberts,

op. cit: I97 6a) .

The apparent divisiveness and increased compartmentalization as

demonstrated by the categories above rest uneasy with this writer.

Reminíscent of Henry's cross-cultural outline of education (s¿.cit.), they

reveal a pre-occupation with categorízing research traits rather than

organízing concepts and discerning processes (see Roberts, op.cit: 7976a;

f1). In light of this pre-occupation with labe11ing, one is left with the

impression that the relationship between anthropology and education is rather

"tenuous" (Brarneld and Sullivan, op.cit.).

Ìn fact, to further enhance this dilemma, Comitas (op.cit: 11), states

that at present there exists no dominant theoretical position tùit.hin Amerj-can

Anthropology, only various "schools of inquiry". In 196I, for example, a

stuclent interested in presenting a paper entitled, "educanthropology" was told

by colleagues to "lay off the idea". (Brameld and Sullivan, op.cit: 7I).

This writer has suffered Lhe same type of "encouragement" in l9B1.

Nonetheless, there is a need to trlz and make some sense out of the

controversy. The approach thís writer wishes to pursue is one of discerning

common themes running throughout the literature. In a general sense, this

assumes some difficulty in that one must take into account the perspecl-ive

and focus of the r^rriting involved. Consequently, any themes evident in the

writings of Anthropology of Educatlon may not occur in those dealing with

.Anthropology in Education. The former is concerned with anthropological
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approaches to the study of education and/or schooling via ethnography,

for example; the latter with anthropological concepts that may be utilized

wÍthÍn the schooling process. It is the purpose of this thesÍs to be pre-

occupied with the latter.

Many of the writings that have been referred to under "Anthropology and

Educatíon" are of a general sort. They tend to be reviews, or, synopses

in chronological order, of works that demonstrate some relationship between

the two fields. As such, and this is probably due to the infancy of the

area, there exísts a potpourri of wrÍtings based upon idiosyncratic research.

At this point the rnajor conclusíon would seem to be that there is no

theme.

Though perhaps more often implÍcít raLher than explicit, one can detect

an emphasis upon "area of concern". Undoubtedly, there are many, and this

r¿ríter has selected those r¿hich appear to be most outstanding. For tl-re

purpose of this thesis, ttarea of concernt', "themett, and ttconceptt' will be

synonomous.

An overriding concern, and in a sense a raison dtâtre, in much of the

literature is one of the holistj.c perspective. Perhaps selfishly, this is

deemed to be anthropology's uníque contribution to education. Philosophically

debatable, hoÌism is concerned with viewing cultures as integrated wholes,

regulated by certain socio-physico processes. And it becomes the endeavour

of the social scientist to determine these processes. 0f course, limitations

are outstar]ding. At one time, antrhopologists had the unique opportunity of

investigating rather ísolated societies and "global vi1lages". Although

intrinsically complex, they had not yet fa11en victirn to dominant accultur-

ative forces. As units unto themselves they could be perceived holisticall-y.

Through tíme, general human expansion (i.e., imperialism, colonialism,
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migratíon), however, generally transformed these unique entiLies into

marginal dilemmas. Boas, for example, was quite av/are of this, stressing

the importance of ethnographic research.

Societies of today do not lend themselves easily to the sort of

holistic "objectification" that seemed apparent in earlier times;

conversely, reductíonism seems in orderr. studying society microscopically

rather than macroscopically. Yet this does not necessarily deny the holístic

endeavour. Although perhaps overly simplified, it can be stated that holism

implies an a\dareness of the integratedness of cultural activi As such,ty.

for example, schooling becomes an institutionalized process dependent upon

other social processes. Comparable to archaeological investigation, the

school as a social "artifact" must be studied in situ; it cannot be divorced

from the total cultural context. This is the point that anthropologists

a most important one,are emphasizing to educators, and it is

Another overriding concern is one of critíca1 thinking. Certainly,

this is an essential criterion for any sort of academic pursuit. Unfortunately,

critical thinking is sacredly perceived by many as only possible within the

confínes of the intelligentsia. This is a totalitarian view that fragments

socíety into t'those who know and those ¡¿ho are knov,rn". (Hymes, l9B0: 7).

In a communícative sense this "client relationship" (Kinba1l, op.cit: 7974: IO9)

becomes strictly unilateral, and no true learning occurs. This provides a

major thesis in the work of Freire (1970). Regardless of academic achievement,

the emphasis becomes one of instilling a critical consciousness in all members

of society. This becomes a major task of the educator.

also particularly strong in the writing of Burton. (op.cít;

This orientation is

see also Brameld

and Sullivan, op.cit

1971+: throughout) .

l4; Shunk and Goldstein, op. cit: 74; Kimball, e¿.cit
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No one will deny the importance of the concept of culture (see

Spindler, op.cít: 1955;101,103; Kneller, op.cit: L7-42' 115-134;

Burton: cL.cit.; La Be1le, op.citt 528; Kimball, op.cit:. L974; Roberts

gp.cit: 7976a: 2, 3, 14; Chílcott, op.cit: 326). In the light of holism,

culture ís viewed as a total way of 1ife. And, ín the líght of critical

thinking culture means much more than elitist materialism. It becomes

manifest as a dynamic milieu of interacting systems and processes. As such,

culture itself becomes a process, not amenable to static definition.

In the broadest sense, what distinguíshes man from other members of

the animal kingdom is that he is a cultural being. Moreover, he has the

unique capacity to translate culture via abstract symbols. In a more

specific sense, he does so differentially; that is, culture (generally) has

become manifest in various expressions (specifically) vis-à-vis adaptation

and evolutionary development.

There are many different vrays of living, and this realization is intrinsic

to the theme of cultural relativism (see Redfield op.cit: 204-205; Ehrich,

gp. cít . ; Rosenstiel, op. cí_t : 32-33; Spindler, op. c j.t : 1955: 100 ;

KÍmba11, gp.cit: L9l4: 235; Chilcott, op.cit:326). These authors

emphasize that one needs to look at onets own culture through an understanding

of another. Anthropology becomes important to education in that it ís

comparative. It recognizes the reality of a plurality of lifestyles. In

Irron a practical

states:

such a framework does one speak of cross-cultural studies

viewpoint, this has outstar-rding implications. As Kimball

One of the errors that those who work ín cross-cultur:a1
situations are 1ike1y to make has been based on the bland
assumption that underneath the obvious differences, which
are often viewed as superficial, the people of diverse
cultures are basically alike Those who hold such a
view, often experience a rude shock when their most
artful attempts to bring new wisdom . to others of
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f ind their ef forts either l-rave little
unintended consequences (235)

and shared by members of a socíety. Thís process,

constilutes anotheT area of concern for anthro-

(see Kimba11, op.cít: I956a: 483; Kne11er, op.cit:

Culture is learned

known as enculturation,

pologists and edûcators

L2, 18; I{olcott, op.cít: 1967a: 86; Síndell, sp.cÍt: 594; La Be1le, op cit:

519; Kimball, op. cit: I914: L25-I6L; Littleford, p¿.clt: 285; Mead, L970) .

Encufturation involves the transmission of socio-cultural values. In

primitive-type socíeties (non-stratified) this was a non-formalized process

(excepting rites of passage ceremonies) accomplished by observÍ-ng and Ímitating

others. It is in such a mi1Íeu where any individual gains knowledge of a

total cul-ture (I4ead, cp. cit: L943) .

Undoubtedly, in societies that are highly stratified (i.e., industrial,

one is hard pressed to find pristine examples of the former), this is not the

case. Although education can be spoken of in general terms, the total

cultural knowledge becomes segmented and selectively packaged. The package

is then delivered C.0.D., pêr taxes, in institutionalized form, the school.

It is the school, in essence, wliich becomes the subject of scrutinous inquiry

by those concerned with the anthropology of education. Indeed, and more

anthropologists are a\.vare of this than educators, a firm distinction must be

drar¿n between education and schooling (La Bel1e, op.cit., 519).

Sindell (op.cit., 594), in a review of the l-iterature in this area,

discerns three focí of research. These are:

1. schools and their relations wÍth socio-cultural milieux in
whlch they exist;

2. descrlption and analysis of classroom procedures;

3. the study of individual pupils and educators.

't{olcott (op. cit: 1967a: 86) , in a broader sense, Iists the f oci of
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research in Anthropology and Education as being:

itself is the object of1. the formal educational institution
the inquiry;

2. the school as an enculturator;

3. the school as an acculturative agent representing domination
of one group by another.

The orientation of this thesis relates most specifically to the schema

outlined by l^lolcott above.

As the school becomes the focus for ínquiry among anthropologists and

educators, the transmission of cultural knowledge vía thís institution becomes

a major concern. What kind of knowledge is being transmitted, and in what

form? Consequently, the areas of ínvestigation surround content, contexL,

and process (see Ehrich, op.cit., 60; Rosenthal , ep"c_*., 30; Burton, op.cit.;

Gearing, op.cit., L23O; Kimball, op.cit., I9742 47, 70, l-3I, 732, 137).

According to Ehrich, "the student too often loses the consciousness that all

the activities of a group are interrelated, and he frequently fínishes a

course wíth little or no sense of the fundamental unity of his own culture in

particular or mankind in general" (op.ci-t: 60). This area of concern becomes

one of compartmentalization.

The act of categorízíng is intrínsic to the world-view of Western man.

Iüren the objects-to-be-categorized possess rather concretely observable

physical propertÍes they lend themselves to the Linnaean formula of classífi-

cation. However, wi"th "objecLs" that are hígh1y transmutable (i.e,, social

phenomena) categorization becomes a tiighly prejudicial one. Moreover, socía1

phenomena cannot be regarded as isolated entitles; they constitute clynamic

systems of interaction , and are observed as processes. It i.s the argument of

these authors that the schoolÍng process has unrealistically compartnentalized

social phenomet-ra, and phys-i-ca1 phenomena as rvell , belittling tl-ie unj-versal
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interrelatedness of existence,

Culture is characterized as dynamic. The whole aspecr of change is

what apparently makes the theory of evolution an observable process. Change

is inevitable, and it is perhaps the utopic endeavour of many a social

scíentist to not only discern wirat causes change, but to be able to control

and direct it. The significance of studying socio-cu1tural conflict is

tlrat it has immediate concerns (see Spindler, sg.cit. , 1959a: 396; Kneller,

gp. cit. , B0-94; Kimball, op. c1t., 7974; Chilcott: gp.cít. , 328; Comit.as,

gP. cír . , 31) .

Spindler sees change as a value in itself. Basically, change may be

perceived at t\^ro levels. Firstly, the change and conflict that occurs

withín a gíven cultural system. Secondly, that which occurs between cultural

systems. The former confirms that no society is static; the latter, ho\oever,

is more pronounced and directly obsçrvab1e, becoming the subject matter of

anthropological studies dealÍng r^¡ith acculturation (for example, see

Herskovits , op. cit . )

Then there is the case of a North Australian tribe whose men
used the stone axe to kill anímals and cut fire\,/ood. The axe
was their treasurecl possession and the symbol of their masculinity.
Missionaries, however, introduced steel choppers and gave them to
both men and women. Quite unintentionally they disturbed the
pattern of sex and age relatÍonships, deslroying the reasons that
led children and adolescents to obey their male elders and
depriving the men of their self-respect. Now women could chopl
Tlle tribe was almost ruined by an act of kindness. (Kne1ler,
op. cit. , 9) .

Once agai.n, the school becomes the subiect for analysis vis-à-vis trans-

mission of cultural values and socio-cult-ural confLict. It must be under-

lined, however, t-l-rat the school.

theless, it is regarded as part

one of hors shou].d socieLv best

cannot ínstigate change sui generis. None-

of the cultural process. The question becomes

convey cultural kr-ror^rleclge rnrj-thln an instltution-

aLízecl, settj-ng that best reflects the real.it]'of socio-cultural. conflict?
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Kimball (op.clt., L974: 23), emphasizes tlnal schooling should develop the

capacity to recognize and solve problems. Cornitas (sg.cit., 31) writes

in terms of discerning, analyzing, and resolving "events of crisisr'.

In the light of viewing schooling as a cultural process, and the

educator as a contríbutor to this process, it seems reasonable to assume

that the educator become crÍtica11y reflective of his/her part in the process

Thus, another area of concern becomes one of the educator as social scientist

(see Vandewalker, op.cit.; Eggan, el_.ci.t. , 254; Burton, op.cit., l;

Gearing, op.cit. , 1227).

The act of going through the institutionalízed "rj-tual" of becoming a

teacher should not be an end ín itself. I^lithout this recognition one can

easily fall into the trap of those who know telling l-hose who do not kno\^/.

The educator is forever in a process of becoming; to believe otherwise is

to negate cultural dynamics. As an active participant within the cultural

matríx, the educator must visualize the student community as an act.ive

participant as wel1. A concept that emphasizes an I-you relationship

instigates alienatíon and produces social fragmentation.

In terms of metl-rodological orientation, most of the readings in this area

favour a qualitative approach rather than a quantitative onè (see Paulsen,

g¿. cit. , 296; Broron, op.cit. , 252; Kimba11, op.cit., I974t 59-74; Roberts,

ej_.cit., I976a: J4; ComÍtas, op.clt., 35-36). The emphasls is upon "getting

to know the peop1e", which is most effectíve1y accomplished through participant

observation as opposed to the questionnaire technique. Being a matter for

philosophical debate, this writer does not wísh to belabour the matter here.

In tl-re final analysis, it becomes one of personal preference (see Polanyi, I974)

This writer's preference has been established in the ínitía1 chapter. To

settle this concern, a remarlc rnade by Comitas (35-36) is in order:
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Were people chess pieces and were social orders chess boards,
the task of understanding would be símpler. It would be
enough to describe the color paÈtern and the relation
of the pieces to each other and to the board in order to
comprehend the game. But they are not; people recapÍtulate
and reinterpret the past as they anticipate the future. They
combine vast sets of variously interrelated and effective
influences in becoming who they are.

An area of concern that received no sizeable recognition \^7as that of

evolution. Congruent with Lhe reality of change one could surmise that

the concept lies implicit ín most of the writlng. However, the word per se

is infrequently referred to. The mentioning of evolutíon in a biological

sense is a rare occurence indeed (albeit Brameld, 1965b; Kímball, op.cít.,

L974: 59-74; Chilcott, op. cit. , 328) .

Perhaps this can be explained away by stating that the writers involved

are more preoccupied with the cultural aspect of existence as a result of being

untrained as physical anthropologísts. Nonetheless, the whole íssue of

evolution (biologícal and cultural) is a crucial one, and this writer will

elaborate upon its significance in the following chapter.

As well, there has been a lack of emphasis upon utilizíng anthropological

concepts within the schooling system. There are instances of instigating

anthropology-type courses in institutions other than at tl're universitl' level

(Bohannan et a1: L969; and see Ianni, op.cit.). Yet, there is hardly a

mention of the necessity of utilizing anthropological concepts in a pervasively

interdisciplinary sense

It would seem logica1, ther:efore, that the initial recipients of this

en1í.ghtening endeavour should be the prospective teachers themselves. And

it is primarÍly to tfrem that this thesis acldresses itself. This chapter

has provided an overview of some of the major themes rvithin the area of

Anthropology and Education.



CHAPTER III

The title of this thesÍs is "Anthropology and Teacher Education".

The purpose of this thesis is to discern and to discuss certain anthro-

pological concepts relative to teacher education, and their import to

educatíon in general. These concepts and their import would become a

pervasive characterÍstic of education in general. As such, these concepts

might be incorporated wíthin some sort of pedagogical constitutj-on to which

all members of a faculty of education might abide.

A limitation to thís seemingly utopic endeavour, however, is simply

one of characterising these concepts as "anthropologícal". This immediately

assumes an anthropological priority to which scholars in other dísciplines

might take, and ríghtfu11y so, offense. A scholar in psychology, for

example, might be either partially or fully in disagreement with the corLcepts

this writer has deemed significant. Consequently, thís scholar has the

right to issue remarks concerning academic i-mperialisml And indeed, this

writer appears hypocritíca1 ín that in his campaign against compartment--

allzation, hê, himself, has fallen victj.m to categorizíng concepts as

t'anthropological t'.

Too often we refer to scholars as anthropologÍsts, sociologists,

psychologists, et ceLera Perhaps a more appropriate tltle to this

Condition and Teacher Educatiorl". Thiswould have been "The Hunan

1-he impression of unclaimed

here.

territory. But there are tl{o sides to

thes is

might glve

the coin

pologists are alllce; much in the

0n the one sÍde we might have a tendenc)/ to utter that all ant-hro-

same \,ray Anglo-Saxons might utter that all



Indians are alike. As such, \47e run into the problem of stereotyping

and exaggerating upon perceíved differences of certain individuals.

Unfortunately, these exaggerated perceptlons become a typification of all

members belonging to the group (discipline). Anthropologists are so and

so, sociologists are so and so, et cetera. And most certainly there is

an emotional committment aftached to these generalities

Drerve (1980) has

in lanada. The neecl

decline of the field

provided a report on

for such a study was

in tl-re United States
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To solve this

based upon an observation of the

cluring tire last dec¿iclc ( jbid: ,l ) .

the state of Educational. Iroundatiorrs

dilemma one might suggest the elímination of "ists", providlng qualifications

such as "one who studies anthropologyt', for example.

0n the other side, however, we realize that, regardless of individual

varÍation and stereotyping based upon exaggerated differences, these

disciplines follow theoretical tenets unique unto themselves. This aspect

becomes detrimental when any given disci.plÍne assumes self-righteousness and

academic arrogance. Yet, it also proves fruitful ín understanding that all

disciplines are concerned with the human condition in some form. A

diversity of outlooks (discíp1ines, theoretical orientations) is probably

essential in determining any'truths.

Necessarily pleadÍng ígnorance to the knor¿ledge of absolute truth, a

plurality of orientatíons seems a logical path to proceed upon. Anthropology,

therefore, must be regarded as a legitimate and meaningful field of inquiry.

If we look at its development in l-ristorical perspective !ùe can reaclily discerr-r

theoretical approaches unique to tfie f ield. These approacl-res will be outlinc-.cl

in the following pages. Before doing so, holvever, let us first examine the

current st¿ì.tus of anthropolog,r. (type) courses within teac.her traíning

institutions across Canada,
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A questionnaire \,/as sent out to the chairmen, or corresponding representatives,

of all 48 teacher training institutions in Canada. The return of these was

a gratifying 45 of 48, or 93.7 percent (ib.id: 3).

I^Iithout going into great detail of this study, the general impression

vras that the state of Educational Foundations ín Canada is stabl-e, definitely

not declining in general, and that some areas vrere experiencing growt.h.

There \^/as a particular mention of a growing need for cross-cultural educatÍon

(ibid: 11, 13). As we1l, anthropology has been a recent addition in some

institutions (ibid: 5). For example, the number of anthropology-type

courses offered in one calendar year to undergraduate students during teacher

tralning across Canada is eight (five in the Western provinces, one in Quebec,

and two in the Atlantic provinces, instítlrtÍons unspecified) .

At the graduate level six courses \^rere offered (ibíd: 24). In terms of

enrollment in the last five years, anthropology-type courses reveal a

decrease of 25 per cent in two, an increase of 25 per cent ín three, and five

have remained stable (ibid: 25). Final-ly, a slight growth was predicted j-n

that t\^7o instltutions reported an additional course to be added 1n the area of

Anthropology and Education (ibid: 28).

In no way do these fi-gures indicate an overwhelming need for anthropology

Ín education, nor that the state of Educational Foundations is witnessíng a

renaissance. In fact, across Canada, of the 44 responding institutions, 15

listed t\^/o or less instructors in Foundations (ibid: 16)i Other than argulng

tokenism on the part of I¡aculties of Education in Canada for allowíng

f oundation areas not to become extinct, \,Je ma)1 surniise that their demise is not

yet ascertainable.

Congruent wít1-i the above, this thesis is catering to a perceíved need,

al,though apparently ininlmal . Furthel:more, this rn'rite¡ bo1.dly declar:es that
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the need ís probably greater than it is perceived to

offered tend to be electives for those either keenly

in Anthropology and Education. It is this writerfs

be. The courses

or mildly interested

be1Íef that exposure

a11 studentsto concepts as defíned through anthropology become mandatory to

r¿ithin education.

0f course, this statement reeks of unwarranted monopolizatÍon.

Drewe states "with the exception of the Atlantic region there is a general

move to offering a foundaLions course, often entit.led fssues Ín Education

or the like, which cornbines several foundations subjects in a general look

at the role of education ín society . " (ibid: 11) . \^lhy could not

anthropology be incorporated in this enthusíastic endeavour? The material

presented under such an enterprise will undoubtedly lack detailed analysís,

but the important issue is that all students will be exposed to it.

. 
The necessity for the incorporation of these concepts becomes even more

evident in terms of the very make*up of our society. In a country thaL

portends to understand and perpetuate cultural pluralism, and where words

such as "racett, ttethnícityt', "dÍscriminatÍontt and ttracismttare part of our

everyday language, how can vre sti11 deny the relevance of anthropology?

It is this r^rriterrs belief that after an initíal exposure to these concepts,

a full course should be maintained in all teacher training institutions and

become mandatorl' for tl-rose involved in desígning and implementing progranìmes

relaLing to the teaching and developing (i.e., curriculum) of the social

sci ences.

In this manneï may antl'rropology gain a rightful place within the

institution without becoming capitalistic. As weJ.l, there should be no

extensive outcries of territorial imperialism from those members of a

de1:artment of anthropology outside of the teacher training 1nstitution, for
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the latter malntaíns a professional role vis-à-vis schooling, and

anthropology offered therein would focus upon education and schooling.

As stated in chapter II of this thesis, this wriLel has not come

across much literature dealing with Anthropology and Teacher Educatíon

per_ sg (see Redfield, op.cit., L945; Eddy, g!=.çit; Kimball, oP.citr, I974;

Líttleford, op.cít. Note: one nright argue that any number of works

relat.ing to eíther anthropology andlor educatíon will indirectly relate to

teacher education. Indeed, this is true, as the following chapters will

indicate, In this instance, hor¡ever, thís wrÍter is referring specÍfically

to those writings whose purpose is directly and explicitly involved with

the relevance of anthropology to teacher education). Unfortunately, the

few writings that do exist are neíther extensive nor totally convincing;

but rather brief assertions that anthropology has significance to the

education of teachers. This is a tenuous statement tl-rat needs greater

elaboration and qualification.

In a review of the relevant literature as presented in the previous

chapter, it was this i¡riterrs intention of díscerning what he felt were

common areas of concern, or themes, running throughout. To refresh the

reader's memory of tl-rese they are listed below as they appear sequentially in

Chapter II.

1. Ilolistic Perspective

2. Critical Thinking

3. Cufture
4, Cultural Relativism

5. Enculturat ion

6. Compartmentalization

7. Socio-cultural Conflict
8. Educator as Social Scientist
9. Evolution.
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we might be able to make a dlstinction here between themes and what seem

to be qualifiers of themes. Consequently, this writer has taken the

liberty of reducing this list to what he perceives as beÍng four major

themes. These four themes are:

1. Evolution, Race and Ethnicity
2. Culture

3. Enculturative Process

/+. Cultural Dynamics and Culture Change.

The reasons for this reductíon are as follows. The holistic

perspective and crítical thÍnking (awareness) are

passíng; that ís, these are qualifíers that are

categories above. They represent, more or less,

Cullural relativism is an aspect that is implícit

culture and is discussed simultaneously with it.
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perceived as all-encom-

essential to all the four

mentalization is perhaps the antíthesis to holism.

a thread running throughout.

to an understanding of

The problem of compart-

ft could be dealt \^/ith

in a number of \'rays, the most grandiose being its relationship to realíty

itself. As wel1, it can be regarded as a means by which knowledge is

transmitted among certain human populations. In this sense it becomes

assocíated rvith the enculturative process, and therein wíll it be discussed.

For the purpose of this thesis, socio-cultura1 conflict is synonomous to

cultural dynarnics and culture change. The educator as social scientist wj.11

provide the basis for discussion in the last chapter of this thesis.

The order in which these four themes appear is not random. Bohannan

et al., (qp.Srj., 410) argue that tl-rey hesitate to discuss human evolutiorr

prior to cultural issues. In their opinion, Lhis assumes a chronological

approach with te1eol.ogical. impli cations , Rather, their approach 1s orre of
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going from ethnographic fact to t.he abstract, from the local to the

universal. Indeed, their argument may be well founded; however, from

a conceptual viewpoint (and this does not imply ahistorÍcal) this writer

is more corLcerned with perspective rather than historical progression.

As outlined Ín Chapter I, humans are to be regarded in some cosmological

perspective, with an approach that is historico-biological.

Consequently, when lJe regard evolrrtion as transformation operating

upon principles of chance, direction need not be ímplied. Chronology,

therefore, becomes a research technique that is misleading when regarde-d in

terms of dírectíon. I^lith this in mínd, Bohannants argument is not all that

convincing.

The themes will be discussed in a general way, hopefully not too general

Indeed, theses could be written on any one of these themes. But the nature

of thís thesis can be justified on the grounds that ít is exploratory (see

Kimball, op.cit., I974: 57), and hopefully ít will lead others to Ínvestigate

the relevance of these themes, utilizing any number of methodological

approaches, within the context of education and schoolíng.
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EVOLUTT0N, RACE AND ETHNICITY

Evolution and race are discussed simultaneously for a couple of reasons.

Firstly, and more generally, both words evoke stereotyped images v/ithin the

mlnds of men. Secondly, it is ímpossible to relate to race ín a historico-

biologícal sense without malcing reference to evolutionary princi-ples.

Without being naive, it can safely be stated that to many, the word

t'evolutiont' brings to mind notions of monkeys and men. Moreover, the

association between the two is usually regarded in direct rel-ational terms.

Although fallacious, the notion seems both intriguing and appalling when we

wander off to the zoo, for example, and find ourselves face to face with

these furry creatures.

Unfortunately, to many this fantasy has been transformed into a social

myth which seems more often real than unreal, and the mere thought of inter-

primal relatedness becomes both defacíng and bestial. This is a prejudice

based upon hearsay and ignorance of the facts, coupled with the sanctification

of humanness as the apex of achievement. A very obvious questionr for

example, ís that if humans have directly descended from the ape then why are

there apes with us today? The problem is basically one of not questionning;

the general populace seems more content with sensational evidence based on

socíal gossip.

It becomes the task of the educator and the educational system (e.g. ,

acliievecl wÍthscl-rooì,i-ng) to correct thís myopic tender-rcy

the implementation of anthropological data

Before this r¿riteï attempts to reveal

perspective to educational practice, it is

circles and to some scholars there is much

This might be

the importance of the evoLutionarv

important to mentlon that in some

debate concerning the relation of
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evolution to truth. There have been, and there are today, court cases

being conducted whereby members of the opposing camp question its

authenticity and a priori relevance in the schooling system. Although

arguments against evolution tend to be of a "religious" nature, there should

be enough opposition to make the serious scientist aware that \^/e are dealing

Evolut ion, therefore, is a theory that r eq ulresprimarily with g theory.

constant lest j-ng.

anthropological

1965b: 2I3) .

cir:cles and by many is regarded as a truism

Based upon accumulated anthropological data

In reference to his Primítive Social 0rgani-zatíonrService writes

(L962: 10):

This book is rífe with speculation and conjecture
The error, however, lay in the non-scientific, clannish
antagonisms which turned speculations into convictions.
But the \,ray to cope with such human frailties ís not to
foreswear or outla\,¡ theory, speculations, and conjectures,
for they are an important part of scientific thought.
Rather, there must be an effort to be wary of the
emotíona1 states and social or political circumstances
thaL transform mere speculations such as the Kon Tiki
notions into vehemently held beliefs, for then they
resemble religion rather than science.

Nonetheless, the theory of evolution has gained wide acceptance in

(Brameld, sp. cit

thís writer as

well believes.in ics exístence; indeed, the conceptual framework of this

thesis is basecl upon it. In this writerrs opínion, the fundamentalist víew

of paralleling evolutionism with atheism is quite prejudicial and misleading

as well.

Pàre Teilhard

attempts to unify

mis sionary worlcir-ig

out t-he remains of

de Chardin,

evolution and

in the caves

Homo erectus.

in his book, The Phenomenon of Man (s_p. cit. ) ,

Christianity. He, himself , rntas a Jesuit

at Choukoutien (China), meticulously sorting

Although regarded by the hard-core scientist

as a mystic, his approach of synthesis rather than antithesis is, Ín tl-ris
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v,/rlterrs opinion, to be highly respected. Undoubtedly, the religious

debate will continue until the ultÍmate truth (if ever) is revealed.

The primary pedagogical postulate here is that evolution is a process

of change that affects all aspects of nature. This is holistic of course,

but carrying the important concept that humankind is actually a part of

nature. How often do we not look at the gorilla in the cage as being not

from our world (i.e., the world of human constructs)? Our effort.s will be

meaningless unless we begin to admire the fact, and suffer self-humiliatÍon,

that we are a part of the process, that we are conditioned by ecologícal

forces. As such, evolution is sti1l occuring; it affects all aspects of

nature (see Scientific Amerícan, September, LglB, Special Issue on Evolution).

Harrís (L915: 6) states that "the feature that distinguishes evolutionary

change from nonevolutionary change is t.ransformation: change of an earlier

form or entity into a later form or entÍty by means of cumulative modifications".

The essence of bioevolution, however, is its opportunism and pragmatism

(chance), and there j-s no basis for attríbuting any single or irïeversible

direction of change to thís process (ib-id: 18). Harris, of course, offers

no room for teleology here, judgementally so, albeit inconclusively so.

In a dÍscussion of bíological evolution it is inevitable that genetics

ent-er lnto it. This is a complex area of study which this writer is not-

well versed in, and a detailed analysís of it is not essential to the sub-

stance of this thesis (for a good introduction see Harris, ibid: chapter 2).

In a more general sense the educalor should become alvare of the

evolutionary process in terms of

A relevant question becomes - why

Earth? In terms of geography we notÍce

types of species unique to that area.

environment, adaptation, and natural selection.

are there so many forms of life on this

certain areas contain certaiethat

We míght be able to explain tl-ris
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variation in terms of evolutionary processes. It becomes a question of

special adaptatíon to a unique environment with the guídance of natural

selectlon.

In essence, the notíon of rrnatural selection" is quite abStIact,

It is that "force" (perhaps it rnight best be perceived as a plocess) of

"genetic intervention"; that is, it acts upon the genetic endov¡ment of an

organism so as to best rnake it adaptable to its surrounding environment.

In a specific sense, it is purely pragmatically functional and opportunistic,

operatÍng within the context of the immediate physical environment

According to Ginsburg and LaughlÍn (1966:20L) "the genetic endov¡ment of any

organism, which includes its behavioral capacities, represents a potential,

the actualization of r¡hÍch involves a series of interactions wíth environmental

factors that restrict the degrees of freedom of this potentÍa1". As such,

a dramatic environmental change can lead to extinction of the organism (e.g.,

speculaLion as to 1-he demise of the dínosaur populatíon). In this sense,

evolution can be regarded specifically as organismic adaptation to a specific

physical environment (ecological niche) guided by natural selection.

It is important here to. bring ín the notion of the "survival of the

fittest" and certain misconceptions about it. Indeed, in a genetic sense,

certain species appear more fit within a given environment under certaln

conditions. "Fít" ís congruent with adaptabílity. Those that are the least

adaptable díe out. But v/e are faced with a problem when speaking in rhe

superlatirze. \^le might conclude that the "f ittest" are representative of

some intrinsÍc preferential treatment on the part of natural selection.

This contradicts the notion of opportunism and assumes a value judgement

whereby the "fittest" represent some divine manifest destiny. Tllis notion

has disastrous lmplications when transferred to a social level (i.e., Social
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Darwínism). In lig}it of this principle we might assume an ethnocentric

bias whereby some cultures are more fit than others, and in terms of

adaptation they might be, under certain conditions, utílizing it as an

excuse for exploitation (e.g., competition, imperialism, colonialism,

difference in intelligence, et ceterg).

I^le may also speak of evolution ín more general terms as well as

specific (see Sahlins and Service, eds. 1960). General evolution as an

area of inquiry becomes a philosopher's paradise. This approach assumes a

cosmologÍca1 perspective, incorporating the entire life history of the Earth,

and no Iess, the universe" Brameld (gg.cit., 1965b) argues that this

approach become an integral part of educational inquiry. From a philosophical

perspective the student visualizes the process of evolution as an unfolding

one, a becoming, a progression of increased complexity. For example, the

history of the Earth rnight be seen at various stages of evolutionary develop-

ment such as:

preorganic

in reference to

org an]-c

Teilhard de Chardin (op. cit.. ) :

postorgan 1C

Or

geo sp here biosphere noosphere ( Íncreased
hominization)

From a "1esst' grandíose and more historical perspective Brameld (op.cit.,

1965b: 168) suggests the following orientations:

anthropocentrism - man as centre of everything
geocentrism - Earth as fulcrum of the solar system with Sun and

Planets revolvÍng about (i.e., Ptolemaic)

helÍocentrism - Sun as centre of universe (i.e., Copernican)

galactocentrism - Sun as at the peripher-v of the Milky Way Galaxy

In assuming this approach we once again may fa1.l into the trap of

directional implications. Consequerrtly, these categories can only act as a

frame of reference. Tfre more important realízaLion is the need to shift
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centrictt.

The evolution of humankind, therefore, is

not necessarily the final

?q

only a part of the evolutionary

expression. or the raisonp rocess; humans are

d'être, of evolution. Pedagogically speaking, Chilcott (qg.cit., L976: 321)

states that students fínd the study of man exciting. Moreover, accordÍng to

Chilcott, it challenges the interest of students in all levels of capacity -

not merely the brightl (cf. Bohannan et al., op.cit., 1969:409 - the students

exposed to anthropology in thís report \üere a t'selecL" group whose capacities

ran from "average" up. In this T/¡riterrs opinion, there is no room for such

academíc elitÍsm ín our schooling system).

Quite recently, thís writer offered a course in anthropology at a rural

high school Ín Manitoba. The students in this group were heterogeneous in

"íntellectual capacitíes", but all studenEs vTere eagerly enthusiastic when it

came to díscussíng human evolution. The concept was the most important

element; technological jargon was undermined.

Perhaps this statement \rarrants blasphemous outcries from the academic

intelligentsia, but this writer r¡isfies to underlíne that especially at this

level of schooling, learning should be an exciting and cooperative af.fair.

"Exciting" does not ímp1y sensationalism, rather a milieu in which students

can share their ideas where no one has the final ans\,/er. So much schooling

involves a process whereby one verifies an ans\,rer from those l-isted at the

back of the book. In a situation where there is no final ansvrer education

becomes a search, not a solution, and it becomes the task of the educator to

lead the search by instilling critÍcal awareness.

For the educator there are many good books dealing with human evolution.

fn this writerrs opi.níon Dobzhansky's (1962) Mankind Evolving: The Evolution
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of the Human Species ís a goldmine of information. Hughes and Kallen

(op.cit.) provide good introductory chapters on the "spectrum of man and his

diversity". Hunter and Whitten, e<þ. (Lg79) of fer a collecl-ion of anthro-

pological articles in whicir human evolutÍon is included. Recently, Ríchard

Leakey (1978) has published a book, intended for the layman, on his work in

East Africa entitled People of the Lake: Mankínd and Its Begínnings

It is to be remembered that much of this sort of writing is speculative

and controversial. Palaeoanthropology ís based upon fossil evidence, much

of which is fragment-ary. Consequent-ly, there is no conclusive proof of what

actually belongs to the human phylogeny. Leakey, for example, will argue

that australopithecines do not contribute directly to the homínid lineage.

Rather, he has found evidence of another creature, namely Homo habilis, that

does, he claims, have a direct relatíonship. Yet another palaeoanthropologist'

Don Johanson (198I), has recently unearthed skeletal evidence in another

African location claiming that his find, australopithecus afarensis ("Lucy"),

ís a true progenitor of humankind, and consequently sympathizes neither with

Leakey nor his evidence. Packed into one volume all of this controversy

could probably provide the greatest mystery story of all time.

But it ís not the object of this wrÍtíng to expound upon these

technicalities; rather, íts íntention has been to surmise the import of the

general concept of evolution to education in general ar-rd schooling in

particular. I^/hat this writer is concerned with is the concept, or the idea.

Anthropological data have revealed, .for example, that the origin of

humanltind is probably to be found in Africa; that from this area did human-

kind proliferate and migrate to other parts of Eur:ope and Asia; that tl-ie

mígration to North A¡rerica is a relatively recent occurrence; that evolutior.l

Ís an ongoing process as demonstrated by fossil evidence; that environment
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is a key variable in determinÍng the evolutionar:y process; and that,

consequently, change is inevitable and \¡re are all amidst the process.

Of course, these are but a few of the ideas that have great educational

sÍgniflcance 1n developing a perspective that is "cosmocentric" rather

than ttegocentrict'.

There is mucli speculation as to the origin of humankind and with each

new fossil discovery there seems to be yet more, And, indeed there are

many gaps in the fossil record. Instead of referring to a rrmissing link"

it would probably be more appropriate to speak of "missing 1inks". None-

theless, palaeoanthropologists have painstakingly amassed enough data ín

order for us to make some general conclusíons.

It would appear that our origin is to be found somewhere in East Africa,

with true horninid-1ike creatures appearing some 5 million years ago.

Evolutlon as an ongoing process r¿ou1d continue to modify the physical appearance

of the hominid line congruent with environmental adaptation (spec1fical1y)

and lifestyle (generally). As well, these early hominids would radÍate from

the Afrícan continent unto other parts of the world

As yet, no hominid fossil evidence has been found anywhere in the world

that is older than that found in Africa. This is not to conclude that it

is not possible. For example, ramapithecine remains (the earlÍest known

linkage to the hominid line, circa 11-14 million years ago) have been located

in nort.hern India, China, and Spain. Certain authorities are disputing this

linkage, however (see Harr:is, op.cit., 1975:46). The remains of a later

form of hominid, Homo erectus (circa 500 thousand years ago) have been unearthed

in Europe and as lar away as China and Java. The whole point of this is that

there might be some type of argument pro multi-origin or parallel evolution.

But as it now stands, there Ís but one origin, and thís is to
lt\\

be found
fi ', ì,.a&,

Ui¡rri.,.*-. '.'l.¡i
-., {Y/

e?f ÂiL1¡ì;iüie'{

¿./,.1ì li/r" ¡;if:ã

in Africa
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ff the latter statement is true, then it becomes necessary to think

in terms of migration. Why did human populations move from one area to

another? More than likely in search of suslenance. But as soon as popu-

lations start moving they may introduce themselves to varying environments

and other populations; and these in turn will affect evolutionary development

of the population adaptíng to tl-ìem.

In ligi'rt of the evolutionary process there comes a point ín our analyses

whereby \,re must make a distinction between what ís human and what is not

human? More than likely the "transitional" phase is more a process of

"becoming" rat.her than one of definíte delineation. But associated v¡ith some

of the early hominid finds are crude stone tools. Indeed, they are crude,

and early examples (Australopithecine-Oldowan) are no more than a few flakes

chopped f::om a stone. Yet, in a rudimentary T¡/ay, this may be indicative of

a mental process that involves preconception. Consequently, through

modification, these implements demonstrate a finer fabricating technique over

time (e. g. , Acheulian) .

It is at this po int, the capacity to mould an idea, and to reflect upon

onets inventiveness tirat we refer to humans as having a cu1ture

Although culture becomes the focus of attention in the following section,

it is to be stated here that as \re may speak of evolution in biological terms,

v're may also speak of it ín cultrrral terms. Recalling the def inition gíven by

HarrÍs re evolution and transformation (gp.cit., L975: 6), cultural development

as well may be regarded in terms of cumulative modification. Yet, \.ve must

recall that we are dealing at two levels here, and that perhaps a one to one

correspondence is not in order. I^lhereas one is necessarily and immedíate1y

functionat (biology), the other is primarily abstract and possibly bíologica111,

dysfunctional (cu1tura1). We mÍght be able to witness cultural evolution

vis-à-vis technological achievement, but how do we detect cultural er¡olution
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as cumulative modification in a social sense?

The problem once again is one of directionality. If "cumulative

modification" becomes associated wíth the notion of "progress" misconceptions

will arise. "Progress" *"y be interpreted in several ways, but conmon

knowledge may align it with "betterment" or "ímproving". Should "cumulaÈive

modification" mean "improving" then we might accept the ilfusion that

evolutíon is improving, and our civilization as it nolü stands is an improve-

ment over previous forms.

As such, progress should be regarded only in the light of non-directíonal

movement. Now, thís Ís to be regarded only in gross evolutionary terms.

Progress as improvement can exist. For example, if we could increase levels

of employment, or increase the standard of living among many poor peoples,

this could be deemed as progress.

On a cross-cu1tura11y comparative level, however, we might assume that

to increase industriall-zatíon, for example, is to progress (ímprove), and

those that enforce the lndustrial imperatíve are qualitatively "further ahead"

than those who are not at thís level. Thís is cultural imperíalism and its

ethnocentrically destructive mode must be exposed in the educational process.

More will be said on this topic further on Ín this thesis. The general

orientatÍon has been one of generally introducíng the con.cept of evolution.

The immediate task is to demonstrate its relatedness to Race.

Race, like evolution, has fa11en victim to various social misconceptions.

Tlre word automatically evokes images of social conflÍct. Montagu (1962; ed.

pp.cit., 1964) argues that rrrace" closes the mind (op.cit., 1962: 920) and

that the word should be abandoned for a more appropriate one (ibid: 919).

He utilizes the word "genogroup", referring to "a br:eeding population

which dif f ers f rom ttre other breeding populations of t1-re species ín the

f reqr.rency of one or more genes" (ibid 925). Hierrraux (1968: 193-194) ref ers
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to race as "a group of populatíons" whose individuals in turn are

"characterízed by a gene pool". Hughes and Kall-en (g!-.Sl!. , 42) regard

race as t'an endogamous or ínbreeding population, large or small, that has

come through time to be characterized by gene frequencíes that are different

from those of other populations".

Basícally, race must be examined at tÌvo levels, biological and social.

It must not be forgotten that humans are bíologica1 organisms susceptible

to certain uncontrollable external forces. We must take for granted that

evolution has been an ongoíng process. As demonstrated earlJ-er, bío1ogícal

evolution involves three factors - the environment, adaptation, and natural

selectíon.

ObvÍously, the world 1s made up of various sorts of environments (i.e.,

tropical, arctic, and so on), and somehow the organism must function in such

a way whereby 1t best suits (adapts to) the particular environment in rvhich

it exists. Thís is r¿here the process of natural selection comes in. It

ís that random (chance) process whereby certain genes are accorded "preference"

in determining the biological make-up of the organism. The "preferred"

combination of genes ís known as a genotype. \,Jhat we actually see is the

phenotype (see Harrís, op.cit., chapter 2).

The phenotype, therefore, is determined by the genotype, which in turn

is determined by adaptation to a gíven environment. Human beings are all of

one species, however, ín that inter-breeding is possible. Consequently,

"races", or "local populations" of indivi<luals have evolved in an idiosyn-

cratic way relatÍrze to a given environment (reca11 the earlier discussion on

evolutlon and migration).

Men are black, for example, because their environment f-ias determined a

need for it. Blackness is no more than t.he degree of melanin (pigment) in
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onets skin. I^le all have melanin, but certain groups of people pheno-

demands that the organismtypically express more because the environment

be more protected against sol-ar radiation.

The important aspect here is "groups of people". Variation will exist

within any group fan aspect that palaeoanthropologists might tend to ignore

i.e., discoveríng a neü7 species which, in essence, might be a variation of a

known one; cf. Hughes and Kallen, g?.cit., 79 - "Yariation within a group

is almost Ínvariably found to be

re evolution and natural

gïeater than variation between human groups";

however, selection Leakey op. cit. , 1978: L92

The revol-ution in biological science that has been stirring
quietly for some years but which has only very recentJ-y
gathered any real momentum concerns the focus of evolutionary
pressures; biologists are now beginning to rea1.ize that,
because of the laws of natural selection, it is not just
different species that arise in competition, but individuals
within a species compete with each other too. Natural
selection works at the level of individuals, not on population/.

bas ed

We can, and have the tendency to vrant to, ídentify groups of people

on external expression (phenotype). In the past, physical anthropolo-

have measured such physical differences and categorized them accordínggists

to certain traits (e.g., shape of the skul1,.Lype of hair, body stature, and

so on). Such categorizations are often arbitrary. As such, scholars have

always been at odds as to how many races exist. In light of migration and

racial exogamy, it becomes more and more difficult to categorize racial traits

on physical appearance alone. Consequently, distinctions are now based on

aspects of genetic endor"rnent and blood types (see Dobzhansky, op.cit.).

Althougli vre may feel a bit comfortable inLerpreting race in a physical

sense, that is, \.,/e can scÍentif ically investigate seemingly tangible elements,

\.^Ie are not at a11 comfortable when dealing with the socíal definition of race.

Herein the very arbitrary nature of defining race comes to the fore. In a

social sense race has come to mean "groups of people who loo1c and live
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differently from other groups of people". As such, we might be j.nclined

to visualize our French population as one race, and our Anglo-Saxon

population as another. According to our biological definition of race

(Hughes and Kallen, op.cit.,42), however, thís belief does not hold true.

Even though the differences may be quite rea1, erroneous assumptions and

value judgements (expressed as a stereotype) are too often applied to them.

It is an unfortunate thing (j.e., not in a morally sympathetíc sense

but in one as how differences are perceived) that those people who do look

different physically usually have a way of life (traditional culture)

which is also quite different structurally. It is also an unfortunate

thing that a certain group of people may have become technologically so

advanced as it would appear that this atrribute could establish itself

as a creterion for cultural advancement and even superiority.

Ethnicíty, as well, seems to defy absolute definítion (see Isajiw, 1,974)

Its Ínterpretation, therefore, becomes arbitrary and often leads to

erroneous misconceptions. One of these is to confuse the term "ethnicity"

with "race". As stated earlier, to refer to a "French racet'or anttEnglish

race", for example, is both incorrect and socially dangerous. The Engllsh

and the Frencfi are of the same racial stock. To regard them as separate

and distinct races is to incorrectlv devise a social mechanism for attainin s

some divine sort of segregation.

\,rlhen speaking in terms of cultural differences between French and

Englísh peoples \^/e must make reference in terms of ethnic group,s-. Ethnic

distinction can be based upon racial distinction, but mor:e importantly, it

must be based on socio-cultural distinction. Acc'ordÍngly, "ethnicity.

refers to any arbitrary classification of human populati-ons utilizing the

bio-cultural críteríon of actual or assunìed ancestry in conjunction with such
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socio-cultura1 criteria as actual or assumed nationality and religion"

(Hughes and Kallen sg.cit., 83, underlining mine). Coupled wíth this is

the important aspect of peoplehood or belongingness to a particular group

(Hughes and l(allen, ibid.,83,119, L2L-L22). In this sense, is being

Canadian, for example, belonging to a partícular etllnic group, or can the

country itself be defined as a single ethnic unít?

l^le must never lose sight of the fact that cul ture is a dynamic and

fluid reality. Ethnic groups are not static entities; rather, they are

amoeba-1ike and changing. Such processes as intermarríage and shifting

residential patterns make it difficult to demarcate an ethnic group (i.e.,

ethnic boundary).

Taking j-nto account that social relationshíps are changing and difficult

to define absolutely, another p::ob1em is faced. This deals with subjective

and/or objectíve analysis of social phenomena. fn this light a distinctÍon

must be drawn between etbnic group and eqhnic category.

hlhen we look at the Canadian Indían, for example, we might well agree

that a11 members belong to a given race. Consequently, we might also wish

to agree

Thís is

that all Indians belong to the same ethnic group, which is Indian.

similar to uttering that the French and English belong to the same

ethnic group because they look the same, 0n the contrary, ask an Indian with

whom he wishes to identífy himself and he may likely reply that he ís

Chippewa, or Blackfoot, or Sioux, and so on. The important point here is that

Indians themselves make a dístinction as to what group they wish to belong.

Ethnic category, therefore, is alr "objective" term, based on subjective

criteria, created by the researcher for means of analysis. It- "refers to a

conceptuaf or statistical category whích may or may not correspond with an

actual (empirical) group" (Hughes and Ka11en, ibid., B7). "Indian", there-
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fore is an ethnocentric perception. It is much like putting apples and

oranges into the same basket and naming them collectively as fruit. Yet,

as stated by Bleibtreu and Meaney (1973: 186) - ". our culture finds it

dífficult or mentally uncomfortable to deal with categoríes that are not

clearly dÍstinct from one another and that do not remain stable".

An ethnic category is more ideal than real. An ethnic gloup invol-ves

subjective criterj-a (Hugl-res and Kallen, op.cit. , l-I9-I22); that is, a

member of a particular group is asked as to what group (s)he wishes to make

reference. The important question becomes, what criteria does s(he) use

for purposes of identification? At present thís area is beggíng for research.

Some may say that to maintain oners identity is to perpetuate the language of

Lhat given group (see Lupul, 1977, for example). Yet what of the third

generation Canadian or Ukrainian background who no longer speaks Ukrainian

but wíshes to be ídentified with "UkrainÍanness"? In other words, can a

distinct ethnÍc identity be maintained wíth no knowledge of the ethnic

language? Undoubtedly, other ethnic tralts must be considered - religion,

folklore, feeling of likeness, et c-etera.

From an educational standpoint it becomes crucial to observe and to

internalize Llne differences that exist among various terms, and realize that

to utilize them interchangeably as has occurred in the past and is still

occurring today, not only produces erroneous conclusions but reprehensibly

implants false knowledge in the minds of members of a society. This writer

has attempted to demonstrate in the preceding passages the significance of

acquiring a perspective that is evolutionary (biological and cultur:al-) and

retrospective. In order to understand the biological diversity of humankind,

and begÍn to break clown some of the erroneous beliefs about racial differences,

the lcinds of knowledge that anthropology can pr:ovide are truly valuable.
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CULTURE

Most people have líttle difficulty defining culture. To many, culture

is simply the material baggage of the upper crust of society. Culture is

the symphony; culture is fine art, and so on. 0f course, this is a very

naive interpretation of it. Once again, this type of defínition índicates

the tendency to \^7ant to define realÍty ín an ímmediate and categorical way.

I^lhat of societies that have no symphony, no affinity toward "fíne artrt?

Do they have a culture? The answer is quite obvious.

The idea of culture is in itself so abstract, apparently so holistic

as to be unrealistically observable, that definitions of it arise from a

myriad of perspectives. Lawson (1964,450), in a survey of standard English

dictíonary definitions of culture, discerned three areas where culture was

expressed by idiosyncratic definitions. These \¡/ere:

1. the agricultural-biological;

2. the sociological-anthropological;

3. the artistic-1Íterary-mora1.

As stated previously, ít Ís with the artistic-literary-moral that most

people identify culture. Culture is an agricultural sense entails the

plreparation of land to raise crops (i.e., cultivation). In a biological

sense it entails a colony of bacteria that has been prepar:ed for experimental

purposes. It is with the sociologÍcal-anthropologlcal sense that this thesis

concerns itsel f.

In their quest for "truet'meaning, many social scientists like to steer

away from the conrmon folk-type definÍtions. Consequently, nevr' definltions

are formulated to fit jargonistic needs. As stated previousLy, any definition

within social scÍerrce seems hardly ever convinci.ng or conclusive. This

makes much sense when we reaLize that cultur:e ítse1f is constantly changing
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and \,ùe are all part of it. Of course, this undoubtedly begs for a grand

philosophical debate as to objectivÍty in social scíence and human potential

to discern absolute truth \^rithin it.

DefínÍtions are an essential element in discerníng reality; however,

devoting much time in developing a truly specific, and perhaps static,

defínition, (and we have no way of knowíng which is the true one), we

unqualifyingly spend rnore energy concerned wíth the categorization of a

concept rather than with processes \^/íthín it. Fortunately, according to

Turner (I97726I) anthropology is shifting away from structure to process.

In hís opinion, Ít is a debate of phenomenology versus posiËÍ-vism (ibid:63).

Very sÍmply, the former assumes a premise that reality is a human construct

and in many instances indeterminant. The latter assumes a premise that

laws observed in the physícal universe can be applied to the social uníverse

as wefl (i.el, Durkheim - social phenomena as "things").

Indeed, cultural anthroplogists are never at rest as to what culture

means. This is a good sign (albeit physical scientists might become dis-

mayed at their fanthropologistsj inabilíty to formulate "conclusive" state-

ments) in that they are yet involved in searching. Is it not more realistic

to admil that we have yet not found the truth, rather than assume thaL we

have and then continue to develop from a false premise?

Ríghtfully sor the concept of culture requires constant scrutiny.

Within the anthropological circle alone a myriad of definitions exists (see,

for examples, Kroeber and Kluckhohn, 1952; Hoyt, 1961; Schneider and Bonjean,

eds., I9l3). In reference to Tylor:'s definítion of 1B7l (see Chapter I;

Note - it is interesting to observe here tliat certain anthroplogists might

concl-ude that ín the fína1 analysis, although much has been said and debated

vis-à-vis culturer'nol much can be deemed as nevr ltnowledge. Consequently,
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certain definitions formulated a number of years ago have yet to be improved

upon, and are therefore, substantially relevant today). Harris (cP.cít.,

L975, L44) concludes that "a culture is the total socially acquired life-way

or life-style of a group of people. It consists of the patterned,

repetitive \,./ays of thinking, feeling, and actíng that are characteristíc of

the members of a particular society or a segment of a socíety". He defines

society as "a group of people r¿ho share a common habitat and who are dependent

on each other for their survival and well being" (lÞ-i¿. , 145).

If thís \,rriteïrs int.erpretation of Harris 1s correct, he assumes an

orientation of cultural materialism (akin to Marxian philosophy) that under-

lines culture as an expression of humankind's bio-functional interrelationship

wíth a given ecological niche. A key component of cultural analysÍs, there-

fore, is human economy. How does humankind relate to the environment via

technology in procurring sustenance, and what effect does this relationship

have as to total cultural expressíon?

Harris' approach would appear to be holístic ín that he is concerned with

the total environment (albeit economic determinism). His approach has pro-

found moral ímplications as well. An example of this is his celebrated

analysis of the functionality of maintaining the co\,v as sacred in India. As

the rest of the world ponders over the stupidity of Indians in allowing plate-

fuls of protein to roam amidst starving bodies, Harris demonstrates that even

more would starve should covrmeat become part of onets diet.

Tlrey fcertain experts_/ dontL realíze that the farmer would
rather eat his cow than starve, but that he will starve if
tre does eat it. What I am sayíng is that cow love is an
active element in a complex, finely articulated material
and cultural order. Cow love mobilizes the latent capacity
of human beings to persevere in a 1ow energy ecosystem in
which there is little room for v/aste or indolance. Cow
love contributes to the adaptive resil.ience of Lhe iruman
population by preserving temporarily dry or barren but stil,1
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useable animals t by discouraging the growth of an energy-
expensive beef industry; by protecting cattle that fatten
in public domain or at landlord's expense; and by pre-
serving the recovery potential of the cattle population
during droughts and famines. (Harrís, I974: 21,30).

I^lhat Harris is implyíng here is that the religious expresslon of

the Indian population (i.e., maintainance of the cor^¡'s sacredness) is

manifest as a result of evolutionary principles maintaíníng equilibrium

witl-rin a given population. The insistance on the cowts sacredness as a

moral issue (i.e., cows live - thousands die) becomes dysfunctional and

profoundly ethnocentríc in light of population maintenance. Cultural

expressions. therefore , are a result of intrínsic r tory processes (recall

envl-ronment, adaptation, and natural selectÍon) stríving to maintain humankind's

biofosical adaptability to its ecological niche (for further examples of this

approach to cultural analysis see Harris,1972; eg.ci,t., I974, 1977; and

Rappaport, 1968, for a "classic" ethnography utilizing this approach).

As such, however, the critícal social scientist may not find this analysis

as conclusívely definitive, leaving much room for debate. Harris (cg.cit.,

1977, xiv) states, for example, that 'rfree will and moral choice have had

virtually no signi-fj-cant effect upon the directions taken thus far by evolving

systems of socíal lÍfe". As well -

Conscíousness had little to do \,/ith the processes by which
infanticide and warfare became the means of regulating band
and village populations . to change the world in a
conscious \,ray one must first have a conscious understandíng
of what the world is like. (Harris, ibid, 289).

It would appear froin these remarks that humankind has no conscious input

into its own destiny, that ecological force is the ultímate prime mover.

The existential (Sartrian) and/or phenomenological mínd would have to struggle

with these conclusions. As r¿el-1, even though Harrís ís akin tc¡ Marxian ethícs

via economy and dialectical materialism, and that they are both concerned with
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the ontology of matter, the latter sees a conscious effort on the part of

humankind (í.e,, class struggle) to produce an ultimate exPression (i.e.,

classless society) (see Braneld, op. cit. , 1965b : 99-l-I7) ,

Consequently, there are numerous other perspectives of culture as

well. There are those who have viewed culture as superorganíc" (e.g.,

Kroeber; I^lhite; in Brameld, ibid, 51); that is, culture is seen as having

a "lif e of its or,/n"; as being something greater than the sum of its parts.

Then there is Bohannan (L973), for example, who states that culture is the

same as its parts (ibid: 359). Furthermore, he visualizes cultural traits

as being analogous to genetÍc traits (i.e., gene pool/cuItural pool)

(ibi4: 360) and that culture is encoded twice, once wíthÍn the human being

vÍa electrical-chemical processes, and once outside the human being via

shared learning (ibid: 357). Brameld states (sg.cit., 1957 and 1965b) that

there is greater room for philosophy within the anthropologícal network. It

becomes obvious, therefore, that a meaning for culture becomes one of idiosyn-

cratic perception, and that some form of collectíve agreement has not yet

reached the bargainíng table.

I'rom a pedagogical standpoint it becomes important to realize that the

meanl_ of culture itself has evolved and has not et tealízed final res s10n

As such, the meaning of culture has adapted and adapts to the social niche of

the times. Its interpretation is affected by socio-political climate, which

in turn may affect the research techniques operating within it. An analysis

of historical milieux becomes important here.

It is perhaps more than coíncidental that Darwín published his Origin of

Species in 1859; that Marx a.nd Engels published their Communist Manifesto in

1848; and that Tylor published his PrirniLive Culture in 187I. Did this

result from some sort of divine lntervention, or \^/as there something about the
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\,üay the \,rorld \^ias organized (social ly, po1ítica11y, economically) that

produced these literary conseque.nces? It becomes very v¡orthwhile to

speculate as to whether the theory of evolution developed out of a neutral

observation of the surrounding circumstances produced by the Industrial

Revolution, or whether the theory evolved as a ratíonale for it (i.e.,

competition, struggle, Social Darwinism).

The educator cannot avoid investÍgating the historical aspects of

evolution and culture. For a rather extensive presentation of the hístory

of anthropological theory see Harris (1968). For a more concise, yet

perhaps dated, essay on anÈhropologícal interpretation, see Voget (1960).

Regardless of what the true meaning of culture míght be, the primary

concern of anthropologísts in the past has been one of observing and

studying various cultural settings. Not only has this been done with the

Íntent of díscerning cultural differences, but cultural símilarities as well.

In spite of the obvious perceived dífferences that exist among cultures, what

might we observe Ín order to substantiate the fundamental uníty of humankind?

hrhen operating wiÈhin a research paradigm what are the basic elements of the

uníversal pattern? Harris (op.cít., L975: 156-158) outlines three basic

elements - ecology, social stTrlcture, and ídeo1ogy.

E,cology - is a matter of the flow of energy among human and
infrahuman populations in a habitat. The ecological
adaptation of a particular culture depends upon the
technology it has for obtaining, transforming, and
distributing energy.

Social structure - consísts of the orderly transfer and dis-
tribution of energy and labour po\..rer among the
various production and reproduction units. The
emphasis is on economy and importance of econornic
transactions.
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Ideology - consists of the development of semantic uníversality
as the adaptíve response of a ground-dwêl-ling'hunting'
and food gathering hominid to the problem of facili-
tating increasingly complex levels of social and
ecological activities. Language fu1fills the function
of fitting the thoughts and feelings of individuals
and groups to the ecological and structural condítions
of their cultural life.

Although we could speak of.a "human culturert, it is more realistic to

admit that culture is a relative matter (i.e. , cultural relativism).

Consequently, through a multíplicity of variables such as environment,

isolation, et cetera, cultures, through time, have become manifest in unique

r/¡ays. Here it is important to conclude that all cultures are dynamÍc, that

they constitute an integrated system of social and physical ínterrelatíonships. ,-

Left in isolation these cultures all develop along certain lines (resulting

in an evolutionary pattern that ís either divergent, convergent, or parallel,

on a comparative level-; see Harris, íÞí9., 163).

As stated previously, it is unvTarranted to remark that one culture is L

evolving faster than another. This indicates that we are evolving tovrard

something, and this has not been proven to be true. The dangerous Ímplication

is that some people may regard those socÍeties that have "evolved" technolo-

gical capacities as being ínnately superior to those who irave not yet arrived

at such a level. This qualitative assessment, gained through quantitative

observation, is socially maladaptive.

From a phenomenological perspective, upon which this writer places great

emphasis, humankindrs various unique adaptations to various 1ocal environments

and its interaction with them, have provided a number of world viervs. This

Ís going beyond the reafm of cultural materialism into what the "pure"

scientist might describe as cultural mysticism. Indeed, this invofves an

emphasis upon the religíous and spiritual nature of human beings as a direct-
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ional force, one which Harrís, for example, undermines. It ínvolves the

ethos of a people and recognízed conceptions of the ttoughtt'.

In a straíghtforward and unjargonisric text by Redfield (1953), the

author devotes a chapter to "Primitive World View and Civilízation"

(IV: 84-110). His ideas, in this writer's opinion are worthy of investig-

ation. l^lorld view is regarded by the author as "an arrangement of things

looked out upon, things in first instance conceived of as existing" (ibíd:

87). Thís entails the importance of cosmology, and Redfield visualizes

ethnology as a building of world views into cosmologies (ibid: 88). Utílizing

cross-cultural observations of primitive societies, he lísts what are, in his

opinion, world view universals (ibiq: 91-93).

1. Among groupings of people in every society are always some that
distinguish people who are my people, or are more my people,
from people who are not so much my people (recall discussj-on
re ethnicity in previous section).

2. There ís a basic recognitíon of difference between Man and
Not-Man. Note - Redfíeld does not delineate specífically
Man from llature; rather Man and Not-Man are bound together in
one moral order. Tl-re universe is not an indif ferenL system.
It is a system of moral consequence (106); cf., I(nel1er, op.cit.,
7Lz

Among modern beliefs one of the most fundamental,
and one of the most far-reaching in irs effects,
i-s the belief in progress. For modern man the
future is, with few limitatÍons, open. He believes
that through the application of science to nature and
human relations the condition of mankind, both physícal
and spirilual, can be improved almost ímmeasureably,
For primitíve man, on the other hand, the scheme of
things is immutable. Man and hís environment form an
indívisible whole. Nature is to be served, not
exploited. The American Indians, f,or example, believed
that in hunting certain anj-ma1s both the hunter and his
prey cooperated wíth nature in a sacred activity, nan
furnishing the ceremonial, the animal offering his flesh.

3. Every world view includes some spatial and temporal dimension
(cf. Brameld, op.cit., 1957 and 1965b).
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All prirnítive societies witness a transition from Bírth --- Death,
I{aturation --- Senescence (i.e., initiation rites); as well, all
indivídual members experience menstruation, menopause and sexual
intercourse. And "for those who do not experience these
latter comrnon exp eriences- there is the experience of knowin g that
others do" (93: underlining mine).

This last statement becomes very integral to a later discussion on

socio-cultura1 confl1ct. In general, primitive peoples see order, and

explain the order as put there by intention. If they have a philosophy of

man-in-the-wor1d, this would be it 17t., Maquet, 1964; this writer has used

the word "iftton the grounds of "philosophy" being an ethnocentric construct;

that is, according to Maquet, if Ëhe peoples themselves do not see themselves

as havíng a philosophy, do they indeed have one? They simply live Ít out and

do not rationalize upon it. ThÍs introduces more than a minor dilemma

vis-à-vis cultural objectivity/subjectivity. Harris: op.cit. , L975: 160-

161, relates to this in terms of emic and etic. (í.e., eqic - descríption

or judgement concerning behavior, customs, beliefs, values, and so on, held b)¡

members of a societal group as culturally appropriate and valid; etic - the

technique and result of making generalízations about cuftural events, behavior

patterns, artifacts, thought, and ideology that airn to be verifiable objectively

and valid cross-cultura11y[.

BrÍef1y tracing the evolutionary development of world view in association

with civilizational states, Redfield 1s intrigued as to what led the Hebrews,

for example, to put God ent-ir:ely outsÍde of the physlcal universe and simul-

taneous-ly attaching all value to God. To the Greeks, order was imminent

without any reference to God (rbid: 101-102). And ultimately, in light of

the present, the paramount transformation is that by which the primitive world

viev¡ has been overturned (ibid: 108). Or, has it?

Naturally, experience is mediated through some sort of value orientation.

4
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Values, as such, become ingrained within a given culture; they become

intrinsic to that culture. As Dorothy Lee states (1976: 5) - "ln/e can

speak of human values, but \,ve carÌnot know them directly. i^le infer them

through theÍr expression in behavior".

A number of pertinent questíons aríses:
'lnlhat are values ?

Are values absolute?

I^Ihat is an extrinsic value?

Irrhat is an intrinsic value?

ft is a very difficult thing to talk about values? I^Ihat are social

values? I^Ihat are my values? Are the L\,ro, or should they be, congruous? In

a society where the two are congruous, we would hope for social harmony.

In our society, however, not only are they incongruous, we do not really know

what our socía1 values are. Indeed, \^/e speak in vague terms of freedom and

democracy, and make reference to these ideals in ill-clefined \rrays. It seems

that ín our society a preoccupation with the individual and its immediate

\,/ants (as opposed to needs) contradicts the notíon of social value (recafl

Boas, op.cit., L92B).

World vj-ews are ideologically represented by symbols. According to

Beattíe (1964: 70, 7L) -

A symbol provides people with a means of representing abstract
ideas, often ideas of great practical importance to themselves
indirectly, ideas which it would be difficult or even impossj-ble
for them to represent to themselves directly what is
symbolized is an object of value

Values may be regarded as beÍng either extïinsic or intrinsic. Very simply,

an intrinsic value is one of "lnherent worth'r. For example, writers speak

of love, pleasure, and so on, in an intrinsic way. Extrinsic values are tilose

of "superimposed worth". For example, a piece of paper may have an extrinsic

worth of one dollar. That whích is intrinsic is simply the paper upon which
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the value is placed.

It stands to reason, therefore, that extrinsic values are numerous by

virtue of the definition of cultural relativism. What is Íntrinsic to afl

cultures on a comparative basis is quite the questíon. This writer would

to any cultureventure to conclude that what is

(as a value) is so1e1y the act of

experi-ence with other members of

truly universally intrinsic

experience, and being able lo relate

the same group via symbols.

It can be said that we all experíence. The experience, however, is

comparative also in that it relates to a given cultural paradigm (wor1d view).

But the \¡/ay we ínteract \rithin the paradÍgm constitutes experience, and to

this extent it is intrinsíc to the system withÍn which it operates.

The way we rel-ate to one another as members of a society indÍcates the

íntrinsic nature of our paradigm The type of social interaction is the

expqessíon of the intrinsic qualities of the system. It follows, therefore,

that r¿e cannot rationalize objectively that which is intrínsic (cf., Harris

op.cít., Lg77: xiv); \de can only act it out. What we do ratíonalize upon

are the arbitrary values (extrinsic).

Sealey (p2.cit., l9B0: 56-57) has drawn up a list of comparative values

re ttspecialist" and "Generalist" societies. t'Specialist" socÍetíes are those

characterized by a high degree of technological complexity, resulting in the

monopolization over natural resources and the manifestation of social stratÍfi-

cation (e.g., Euro-Canadian, cf., Harris re process of intensification sp.cit.,

1977:5). "Generalist'r societies are those characterized by a mÍnimal degree

of lechnological complexity, resulting in an egalitarían adaptation to natural,

resources and a great degree of social egality (e.g., tradítional Indian hunter-

gatlrerers, cf . , Leakey, op . cit. , L97B - t'gatherer-hunters'r, Inuit) ,

The following list is a selection of the comparative characteristics, as
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EURO_CANADIAN OR

SPECIALIST SOCIETY

Specialist urban, multi-ethnic
and industriaLized society

Mastery over nature
(Intensive resource use)

3. Fulure orientation

4. Scientífic explanations

5. Conpetítion for survival

6. trlork to get ahead

7. Talk ouL conflicts

B. Societal enforcement of
formal rules of conduct

Chíldren kept dependent
and carefully controlled

10. Nuclear family

Obviously, these values are
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INDIAN, INUIT OF

GENERALIST SOCIETY

1. Generalist, undiversified, societies

2. Harmony with nature (Extensive
resource use)

3. Present orientation

4. Non-scientific explanation such as
by mythology and the supernatural

Cooperation for survival

I^Iork to satisfy present need

Repress conflicts

Ethic of non-interference

9. Children made Índependent and few
controls

10. Extended family

diametrically opposed and represent "pure"

reali-ty and the worth of seLting them up in

dichotomous values La Be1le (gp.cit. , 522-523)

schooling here, the'

of a society in general,

I

2

5

6

7

B

9

values. I,rle could question the

such a manner. I^lith respect

describes the "tousled-head"

to

phenomenon as

. evidence of an adult-centred world and ís partly a result
of th"e contradictory values which are set in front of a young
person attempting to cope with his envÍronment through adherence
to an establÍshed orientation. The conflicts of cooperation
versus competition, equality versus segregatior\ success in work
versus social consciousness and sociability, . are only a
few of the values which confront the Amerj-can youngster as he
att-empts to learn appropriate culturally sanctíoned behavior.

Although La Belle is referring to the process of

sarne observation might be made with respect to members
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attempting to determine their cultural affilíations. Of course, the

generalist system as portrayed above ís quite traditional. Does anyone

rea11y adhere to these types of values today?" We have to be careful not

to fall into the trap of portraying Native peoples, for example, in the

Rousseauian sense (i.e., Noble Savages). This is dangerously sentimental.

Indeed, some will argue that Native values are not so different from hlhite

values (C1ifton, L975).

Iheller (g¿.cit., II7) emphasizes three aspects of the relation of values

to culture that are particularly relevant to the study of anthropology and

educa tion:

discrepancy between a culturets value and its actual practÍces
(ideal and manifest);

2. conflíct in values generated by culture change;

the culture and the3. disparity between the domínant values of
values of the minoriLies.

These three aspects will be discussed in greater detail during the

discussion on socío-cultural conflíct. The preceding materi-al, however,

should have demonstrated to the educator that the concept of culture is far

from beíng a simpte one, whích ís perhaps contrary to popular opiníon. I^Ie

speak so readily in terms of this culture and that culture, and our culture.

But culture, in essence, is largely an abstraction, an analytical tool to aid

in description. Furthermore, culture is an expression of ínternally dynamic

processes, and perhaps it is with these processes themselves that we should

become more concerned, not only the expressed result. Schooling is such a

PTocess, and thís forms the substance for the following discussion.

I
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THE ENCULTURATIVE PROCESS

In the most general sense, the enculturative process involves the

acquÍsition of cultural knowledge by members of a given society. It involves

the learning of this cultural knowledge and the means by which ít is trans-

mitced both inLer and intragenerationally. To the educator and the social

scientist, it involves actions and goals, causes and effects, and the processes

involved between them. congruently, even though not often explicitly, it

involves teachíng and learning theory. I^lhat are the underlying theoretical

orientations upon which systems of education and schooling (claim to) operate?

Obviously, thi-s has been an area of concern among many disciplines,

especially among educational theorists and psychologists. ThÍs writer, how-

everr would conclude that the orientatíon of the educational theorist has

prímarily been one of educational inquiry rel-ated to the development and

maintenance of civlLLzational states. How many of these theorists might

conLemplate the significant contribution that a study of education among

Bushmen, for example, might have toward modern systems of schooling?

Of course, T/¿e could argue that a comparison of the two is on different

levels, and that our facts would be erroneous. But when we ignore the possible

significance of this sort of analysis, we are culturally naive and etfino-

centric; and, furthermore, \,Je are culturally arrogant, suppoïting the notion

that evolutíon has'been 1inea11y directional, ancl that civilization constitutes

an advanced checkpoint along the patfi to an increasingly enllghtening truth.

We might produce a counter-argumellt in claiming that, due to civiliza1íonal

encroachment, "primitivettsocieties are ceasing to exist in a pristine sLate.

Thís is rrue, but it does not vrarrant conclusively an orientation that their

demise Ís a t'natural process" and their former lifestyles merely an ethno-

graphic artifact. On the contrary, it may be of great benefít to unclertake an
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ttarmchaj-r analysis't of past ethnographic accounts, assessing and re-assessing

eáucational patterns of former non-cívilizational societies, and entertainíng

the possibility that they may have much to offer, even if only putting our

contemporary practices into some perspective, to todayrs society.

The psychologists have tended to perceive culture and learning in terms

of biology and cognitive development, 0f course, anthropologists have done

so as well; but the former, in this wríterts opinion, have become preoccupÍed

with the ego, with the development of the biological organism within a physcial

and social context. undoubtedly, there are many exceptions to this, But

once again, how often have we seen psychological references made in a cross-

cultural context, albeÍt the ethnocentric application of tests (for example,

T.Q., see Hughes and Ka11en, jlg.cit. , 50-64); Harris, op.cit. , 7915: 499-5L3)

as constructed by those members of a "specialist" society?

It is obvious that this writer will be attacked on grounds of categorizíng

psychologists as being such and such, pointing the evil finger at their ethno-

centric lvays, and prescribing a large dose of anthropology as a cure. Before

the academic jury finds this accused guilty to the charge of academic imperialism,

a11ow the accused to qualify hís statement by interjecting that its intent is

to demonstrate the need for an interdisciplinary approach to analyzing natural,

and social phenomena (Vogt, op.cit., g5g - "surrender something of their self-

images"; Turner, op.cÍt., 78,79 - "achieve a relationship of communitas .

consisting of a blend of humilíty and comradeship"), and that the combined efforts

of vari.ous discipllnes, who carry rvíth therrr variorrs perspect rves , might begln

to fulfill tliis neecl. This is with the understanding that the anthropologist

can all too readily b.ecome selfísh about his discipline as well, portending to

be some sort of divine cultural oracle (recall quote by Spindler, op.cit., 1955:

I22 in Chapter I of thís thesis under "Lirnitations"; gee also HarrÍ.ngton, Ig7B,
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for a discussion re the need for more psychology in education).

Much has been discussed and written about the enculturative process from

ana-rthropological perspective (recal1 Chapter II of this thesis). Tn I972,

for example, a Syrnposium T¡/as held by the American Ethnological Society re

perspectíves on learníng and culture. Some of the presentations were compí1ed

and published in a single volume by Kimball and Burnett, eds., (1973). The

editors delineated three areas of concern (ibi_d., xiiÍ) with regards to

culture and learning. These are:

1. Learning in biologic, linguistic, and cognitive dimensions

2. Socialization in context of Ínstitutions and rituals

3. Social change

Thi.s thesis directs itself to socialization in the context of institutions

and rituals, and

sectíon. First

enculturation.

social change. The latter ¡¡i1l be dealt with in the following

of all, a distinction must be drawn between socialization and

According to Mead (1963: 187), socialization is "a set of species-wíde

requirements and exactions made on human beings by human societies". Mead

refers specifically to human beings here, but socialization exists among non-

humans as well [i."., there have been a great number of studies done vls-à-vis

socialization among non-human primates; see for example, Poirier, 7972.

(¡g!tt of course, we could argue once again that rre are dealíng with research

not on the same level, and that comparisons re human and non-human socializatior-r

patterns are qualitatively íncomparable; i.e., humans ar:e culturally

conditioned)J. Cohen (cp.cit., 19l7: 22) defines socialization as "tire

activities that are devoted to the inculcation and elicitation of basic

motivational and cognitlve patterns through ongoÍng and spontaneous interaction

rnrith parents, siblings, kinsmen, and other members of tÌre communityr'.
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Mead (gg.cit. , L963: f87) refers to enculturation as 'ra process of

learning a culture in all its uniqueness and particularity". Basically,

the dÍstinction between the two is that socíalízation is learning ín 1ts

universal form (general), and that enculturation is the acquisition

(learning) of cultural knowledge with respecL to the j-ndividual culture in

concern (specific). According to Mead (ibid., 186) thís ínvolves two

levels of abstl:action and underlines the importance of cultural relativÍsm.

Consequently, learni4g is culturally specific and theories of learning

are many (cf. Rosenthalr oÞ.cit., 29 - "there cannot be more than one

philosophy of education"). As wel1, she adheres to the Freudian notÍon

that cultural l-earning is hard and painful ínstinctual behavior that Ís

fundamentally antagonistic to culture (íþid., 185). fn a more recent wrÍting

(op.cit., 7910), she describes the enculturative process as being charac-

terized three v/ays. "Postfigurative" involves children learning primarily

from their forebears. "Cofigurative" involves both children and adults

learning fron their peers. "Prefigurative" ínvolves adults learning from

their children. All of these operate simultaneously, but from a historico-

evoluti-onary viewpoint Mead argues that contemporary societies are becoming

progressively more "prefÍgurative". If so, what implications would this

observatíon have for discerning and formulating learning theory?

Shimairara (1970) offers a reconsideration of enculturation. He insists

that too much emphasis has been placed upon it as a process of passive

acquiring. Ralher, it is'to be viewed as a creative process of inquiry and

innovation as well (ibid, 148). rn 11ght of this, he offers, in his opinion,

a definiti.on that demonstrates the dynamÍc t\^/o-\^/ay process of enculturation.

Thus;
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It is proposed that enculturation be defined as a construct, r'
and a process in a behavioral sense, that delineates trans-
mission and transmutation of culture throughout human growth.
Cultural transmission is a process of acquiring the existing
culture; culture mutation, on the other hand, is a process
of psychosocial mutation through deliberate, reflective,
functional, yet occasionally incidental processes of teaching
and learning. Enculturation, thus, ínvolves innovation and
inquiry which is a particular type of epistemologícal
sensitivity to culture. It is a bi-polar process and a
universal functÍon of education ín cultuîe (ibíd., 149).

This definltion has been included not so much in that is possesses any

heuristic value; rather, it demonstrates how meaning can become ambiguous

when overladen with jargon (see readerts "Comments" Íbi.d. , I49-I52).

Obviously, there is much room for debate here. Yet, Shimahara must be

cominended in that, underneath the flamboyant verbiage, he is attempting to

create a definition that is process-oriented. He sees the enculturative

process as give-and-take. Harris (S.p.cit., L975: 145) states that encul-

turation is a "partially conscious and partially unconscious learning

experience whereby the older generation invites, induces, and compels the

younger generatíon to adopt traditional ways of thínking and behaving (cf.

Mead -"postfigurative"). In this sense, enculturation accounts for cultural'

continuity, not cultural evolution (Harris, ibid, 151).

Furthermore, according to Harris (ibid, 164), "enculturation can be

regarded as the analogue of genetic replication, like genetic re-

production, (it) is imperfect, and hence innovatíons, tire analogues of

mutations, arise in a cultural system". The crux of the problem becomes,

how ancl why (i.e. , uncler wirat circumstances) do these mutations arise?

Perhaps Mead and her concept of "prefigurative" and Shim¿lhara with iris emphasis

upon two-!ùay process of enculturaLíon are not so far apart; the former stating

her views less jargonistically.

As well, a distincLion needs to be drawn betrnreen education and schoo-l ing.
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La Belle (.op . cir . , 5L9-520) s rares :

Many indi.¿iduals, including educators, are guilty of. a some-
what narror¡z conceptíon of education. We have been accustomed
to viewíng education as an institutional outcome, something
which results from attending a school. Thus, experiences
which oæ.ur outside of school become, in terms of sociocultural
expectations, nonsanctioned learnÍngs. These out-of-school
learning experiences occur most often without credit or
recognition even though educators know them to have tremendous
impact on Ín-school and out-of-school behavior.

A further manifestation of this "somewhat narrov/ conceptiontt is one of

many teacher

Educatlon". VJithin our socíety \^7e have somewhere failed to rnake a real

distinction bet\^/een the t\,¡o . Cohen (op . cit . , I97 L: 22) def ines educat.ion

as "the incul-catj-on of standardized and stereotyped knowledge, skÍl-ls, values,

and actitudes by means of standardized and stereotyped procedures". The

institution referred to as the school is one means of inculcating such

knowledge (actually, Cohents definítíon of education resembles much what

could also be referred to as the enculturative process. Consequently, this

writer woul.d like t-o refer to education in fhe broadest sense; that isr the

acquisition of knowledge through living and experienclng).

For the most part, people would agree that to go to school is to acquire

an education. Of course, the school j,s an instÍtution providing certain types t

of education. Artending school, therefore, is part of becoming educated.

Once again, looking at culture in a holistic and systemic way, vle cannot

help but arrive at such an observatíon.

It is much easier, 1f at all possible, to look at a society ho1istica1.1y

when it is relatively isolated and relatively homogeneous (reca11 dÍscussion

in Chapter II). From a cross-culcur¿11 perspective, it is particularly worth-

while to study the eclucative process vis-à-vís "general-ist" and "specÍalist-"

socj-eties. These notlons \.üere intl:oduced in the previous section re culture

trainíng ínstitutions carrying the pseudor-rym of "Faculty of
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and values, and from that discussion it v¡ould follow that, given the tr,ro

types of societies and the intrinsic experiential component to each one,

the process of education within either would also have to be unique.

As members of a given society, \,ùe are enculturated within that socÍety.

That is, our experience withln our society is mediated by those extrinsic

cultural values we learn from other members of that society. Naturally, a

generalist world view díffers from a specialist one, and education differs

accordingly. Education involves the transmission of cultural knowledge,

allowing for a certain amount of cultural security, or stabílíty, as well as

the perpetuation of rrestablished" norms.

It r¿ou1d follow chat as knowledee increases in anv culture. ignorance

tends to íncrease in individuals for these come to know less and less of

the total available ínformaLion which in turn

fosLers

70) .

seemingly necessitates and

(Henry ín Kneller, op. cit. ,

of the available cultural

specializatíon and compartmentalizati.on

In a generalist society, therefore, all

knowledge is embodied withÍn each individual; where withín a specialist

society only a part of the total knowledge can be embodied by any one

individual.

Thus, a generalist society is relatively stable (not to imply static)

because íts memberst needs are relatively finite, but a specialist society

is necessarily more restless and dynamic, since it assumes that the needs of

its members are infinite Perhaps one of the most striking differences

between education in generalist and specialist socj-eties is the shift from the

need of an individual to learn something that everyone agrees he wishes to

know to what }{argareL Mead has called "the will of some individual to teach

something which it. is not agreed that anyone has any desire to know". (l'lead

in Spindler, op.cit., 1963: 316, also quoted in Chapter I). This has become
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one of the primary functions of the school within modern day society.

It is obviously nexr to impossible to discern the origin of thíngs

(recall discussíon on human evolution). Inie can trace human biological

evolutíon through fossil evidence, for example. As wel1, v/e can trace

the material aspect of cultural evolution (e.g., technology, subsistence,

et cet era through archaeologícal investigation. But many of our notions

on social and behavíoral evolution are based upon speculatiorl. For example,

how do we determine when not-human became human through self-awareness?

How do we determine when humans effectívely utilized language as a form of

communication? How, indeed, do we correctly interpret intelligence? The

ans\,rers to such questions remain hÍdden within the artifacts \../e unearth.

Research is being done with non-human primates (e.g., chimpanzee) re

the origin of culture, self-awareness, language development, and social

behavior (see Poirier, op.cit. I Fleming I974; Harris, op.cit. , I975: 5B-74,

126-128; Wilson, I975). Atlhough research into these areas via non-hunan

primates is performed with sincere intentions, (albeit the works of Lorenz,

0n Agqression ; MorrÍs, The Naked Ape; Ardrey, The Hunting Hypothesis;

basically proposing that war and vÍolence are in our genes, have been un-

sympathetically attacked by such anthropologists as Leakey, I977: 42 - "This

essentially pessimistic vier+ of human natuïe was assimilated with unseemly

haste into a popular conventional rvísdom. "and op.cit., I91B), we must

remain skeptical on theoretical grounds of dr:arn'ing inferences from this type

of research and applying them on a one-to-one basis to our (proto) hominid

ancestors (see Fried, op.cit., 3B-49). Thís same dilemma applÍes when per-

ceiving primitive peoples as our t'contemporary ancestorsrr. Perhaps it 1s

appropriate to state that ". . . men can teach only what the.v know, and Lhey

have known so litt1e about human natLrre" (Paulsen, op.cit., 298).
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Although all human societies and cultures have educative and encul-

turative processes r,rithin them, the same conclusion cannot be established

with respect to schooling. The institutionalization of education via the

school is particularly, although not exclusively (e.g., African Bush School),

characteristic of specialist societies and staLe systems. The origin of

the school as we have come to know it, therefore, would be found wíthin the

origin and the evolution of the state, and the evolution of political society.

As with the evolution of the hominid line and subsequent behavioral patterns,

the true origin of the state and the ínstitutions withÍn it are dÍffÍcult to

discern as well (Cohen, L97O: 57).

The purpose of this writing, however, is not to attempt to trace the

rise and evolution of the state (for such analyses, see Adams, L966; Fr1ed,

pp.cit.; Carneiro, L970); rather its focus is upon the school as an

institution r¡ithin it.

Fried (pg.cit. , 235) defines the state as:

. a collection of speciaLized institutions and agencies,
some formal and others informal, that maintains an order of
stratification. Usually its poínt of concentration is on
the basic principles of organization: hierarchy, dífferential
degrees of access to basic resources , obedience to officials,
and defense of the area, The state must maintain itself
externally as well as internally, and it attempts this by both
physical and ideological means, by supporting military forces
and by establÍshíng an identity among similar units.

From an ethnographic perspective, this is what the state Ís perceived

being vis-à-vis the r:esults of social interaction (i. e. , cultural

state). From an evolutionary

humankind did not sit down and methodically plot

expr:ession - the acting-out reveals the

perspective, ít is worthwhile to note that the evolution of pristine states

\,ias an unconscious

out the rise of the

process;

s tat e. According to Harrís (g¿.cÍt.,1977: I22)
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The particÍpants in this enormous transformation seem not
to have known what they v/ere creating. By imperceptíble
shifts in the redistributive balance from one generation
to the next, the human species bound itself into a form of
social life in whích the many debased themselves on behalf
of the exaltation of the few.

From a sociological perspectíve, this draws worthwhile implications.

According to Cohen (gp.cit. , IglOz5T), "fnstitr.tions are to be regarded as

having 1Íves of their own, quite Índependently of the people who fill them"

(s!,, "a social system can survive and perpetuate itself even though it does

not serve to support indívidual members"; Robertsr.gp.cit., L9l6b: 12).

This is a perspective, of course, that is superorganic, and this writer is

uncertain of its validity. Nonethel-ess, in a broader sense, we could

conjecture that the state system has a life of its ownn and that processes

within it that are acted out by its members are intrinsic to system main-

Lenance, As such, much of the internal disarray that members of a gíven ¿/

society so readily characterize as social conspiracy on the parts of

politiclans, bureaucrats, and so on, is actually intrínsic (unconscíous)

to system maintenance. But enought here; this becomes part of the

discussion in the following section.

I^Jith the rise of the state, various conditions have summoned the school

into existence. According to Kneller (9g.cit. , 74), these are:

1. the development of institutional religion and tire need for a
priesthood;

2. internal growth or conquest abroad, requiring the preparation
of civil and military administrators;

3. the division of labor, c.alling for ínstruction in special
techniques and, in industrial societies, necessitating a
basic literacy as the prerequisite of vocational ski1ls;

4. confl,icts within society, wlrich threaten traditional beliefs
and values and lead to the use of education fsic, schooling/
to reinforce accepl-ance of the heritage.
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Schools evol-ved as adaptations to the pressures of civilizations.

"It is clear that the first schools served to implant national political

symbols and to serve centralized political control" (Cohen, e!.cit., I910:

87). The Sumeríans, for example, established schools on the basis of

teaching how to write language, "No school system \^ras ever established

with egalitarian aims in mind, with the hope of freeing the mind, or of

serving the quest for unfettered truth" (Cohen, 
'rOrU. 

, 91).

fn fact, our reference to the university as an ínstitution of hÍgher

learning ís just as erroneous as referríng to a teacher trainíng institution

as a t'Faculty of Educationt'. The etymological root of t'university" is

"universitas vestras - the whole of you" (Cohen, ibíd. , 100). Our society,

for example, does not stress wholeness of being; rather, it seeks out and t/

moulds that part of onefs being best suÍted for a consumer-oriented socíety.

But this moulding of character ís endemic to state societies. In medieval

times, for example, I'new ideas and intellectual horizons v/ere regarded as

constant threats and worries" (Cohen, ibid. , 104).

Within our society, therefore, the primary function of the school is

state system maintenance. Throueh both conscio us and unconscious means it

perpetuates the ideological force crucial to maintaÍning an order of stratifl-

SC!Åg" (recal1 Fried, defini.tion of

conclude that within a state system

Although, in evolutionary

ít is not to be assumed that it

It would seem rational to

could

state).

the school not possibly perform any

be redefined congruentfunction contrary to this. lts purpose could only

witli a total systemic revolution.

terms, this can be regarded as a natura.l- process,

is inherently good. Those processes

system maintenance sl-iould be critically assessed vis-à-vís sociafs upp or t ing

outcome and dlstríbution of sociaf rewards. This inevltablv could lead to
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tire "chicken and egg" syndrome. As well , how do we know what ís inherentl.y

good? It also raises the question such as "institutions havíng lives of

their own" (Cohen,9p.cít., L9l0:51) and free will and moral choice having

vírtually no significant effect upon the directions taken thus far by

evolving systems of social life (Harrís, gg.tj!., 1977: xiv). These views

seem rather fatalistic, however; lre would hope that we might consciously

be able to induce social change,

Nonetheless, assuming that the latter is possible, it becomes essential

for the educator to investigate what ímpact the schooling process has upon

social outcome and system maintenance. It must be remembered that,

ho1istical1y, the school ís integrated withín a cultural system. It is Þ/

and does not functionconditioned by various other forms of cultural activity,

sui generis (see La Beller el.cít., 530).

Kimball states (sg.cit. , I9l4: 19):

The fact is, before an individual can hope to reach any of his
promised rev/ards, he must prepare hÍmself, and the magnitude
of his effort is believed to be roughly coûrmensurate wíth Lhe
magnitude of his achievement. Each forward step, ho\.+ever,
engenders new efforts for reaching succeeding goals; thus,
preparaEíon becomes a never-ending requirement. Those whose
original preparation was inadequate, or those who have with-
drawn and been defeated, mây be counted as the casualties.
That they are not now involved does not invalidate the manner
in which the system works. Their faílure may be due to an
inadequate internalization of the psychic base necessary for
commi tment .

This observation reveals the notíon of "bl-amíng the victim". Not only

can it be applied to socíety in general, it has much applicability ro schoollng

Ín particular. Rather than questionning the integrity of systemic processes,

based upon such observations, it is assumed that perceived social expressions

are a natural consequence of the system; it is assumed that the "casualtiestt

are undergoing some form of t'natural. selectiont'; it ís assumed thaL \^/e are

operating on a principle of "survival of the fittest", and those "casualties"
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are obviously not fit; it is assumed that competition is a natural

phenomenon; it is assumed that the physical and social universe are

involved in some form of linear progression; it is assumed that progress

involves quantitatively struggling from point A to point B; in essence,

it is assumed that humankind's raison d'être is exemplified in the way

specialist societies operate.

In a thought provoking article by Dorothy Lee (1950), linguistic

analysis of the Trobriand Islanders indicates that "they do nol describe

thej.r activity 1inea1ly; they do no dynamic relatíng of acts.

(ibid., 276). To Leets mind this suggests an absence of axiomatíc lineal

connection between events or objects in the Trobriand apprehension of reality

On the contraïy, t'in our ov;n culture, the line ís so basic, that we Lake it

for granted, as gíven in reality In our thinking about personality and

character, we have assumed the líne as axiomatic" (ibid. ' 275). She cítes

an example whereby experience only is of intrinsÍc \.'7orth:

If I walk along a path because I like the country' or if it
Ís not important to get to a Particular point at a partícular
tíme, then the insuperable puddle from the morningrs shov¡er
ís not frustrating; I throw stones into it and watch the
rípples, and then choose another path. If the undertaking
ís of value in itself. a poínt goocl Ín itself, and not because
it leads to somethÍng, then failure has no symb olic meaninq
But failure is devastating in our culture, because it is not
failure of tl-re undertakine alone it is the movang becomang

lineally conceived self which has failed. (ibrd. , 2BL-282,
underliníng mine).

The schooling process as we know it must accept responsibility for

advocating an ethnocentric i-deology that equates success wiLh linear progressior:l,u/

Yet our: cufture demands that we maintain this eui>horic facade j,n our own per-

ceptio¡ of the world and our place in í.t. The school, as such, becomes an

appendage of the state, a n.echanism concealÍng the realitles of a broader

culLure (Roberts, op.cit., L976b:11). Comparable to a prison, it protects
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.students from their o\,Jn appetities f or knowledge and exploration (Roberts,

ibid. , 11).

Kimball argues (sg.cit,, I974: 92) that we have deluded ourselves into

a false state of perpetual optimism. Preoccupied wÍth the shado\^rs cast upon

the wall, the schools, and many educators within them, insÍst upon maintai.ning

an "innocence of realities" (KÍmbal1, ibid, BB). only after departing from

many years of schooling do students catch a glimpse of who is running the

proj ector.

Is it at all possible for the school to take on a reconstructíonisl-

mode and alter the attitudinal premlse upon which our culture operates?

Should the school seek primarily to influence the culture's development, or

should it ínculcate the culturers herÍtage? Should the chÍld learn this

heritage as hís teachers present it, or should he explore it on his own

initiatíve, creating his personal picture of culture? (Kne11er, op. cÍt.,17-18).

Change is an ongoing process, and a gradual one (albeit historical

revolution). Víolent revolution is not the answer. fn most cases this

produces no nore than a temporary shíft in porøer, where thetrhavesttbecome

the t'have-notst', and více versa. The struclure of the society itself has not

changed, only the relatí.ve roles of the members within it. Revoluti-on, as

such, is no Inore than a social orgasm, offering on1-y temporary relief from

buí1t-up frustrations.

Realizing that the school is an lnstitution integrated within a given

cultural- matrix and influenced by socia1 for:ces, j-t would seem highly urrlikely

that the scl-iool itself i" !9!g could function as a major instigator for change.

At best, this might possibly only be accomplÍshed with the efforts of certain

educators. Perhaps charismatÍc types are needed to incorporate the possibility

of attitudinal shift within school curricula and classrooms. If any nteaníngfut
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change is to come about, it more than likely will conmence at a micro-

cosmic level. To the revolutionary activíst wanting change now, this would

be dif f icult to s\^rallo\^r; but only through a slov/ process of cumulative

modification will meaningful change occur.

The task of the dedicated educator in this meaningful attitudinal shift

is to instill critical- a\irareness among students. In this writerts opinion,

most high school students are quite receptive to this approach. It is the

school and Lhe technique employed by many an educator that strìltifies their

inherent search, maintaining an "innocence of realitiestt.

Schools, as they have also done in the past, still implant false ideology

within students. The social milieu in which they operate has not drastically

altered; only now, through technological innovation can \^7e dangle the prospect

of becoming a computer operator in front of mystÍfíed noses. Has this

.increased 
the quality of lífe? ". schools are designed to train individuals

ín the skills r¿hich make it possible to man the modern equivalents of the plow

and the market stal1" (Cohen, op.cit. , Lg70:97).

L{e have become trapped in materialíst quagmires, where access to computer

technology puts us no further ahead socially than the peasant and his plow.

The basic structure is the same; \,re are only dressed in different costumes;

. they feJ.iteT are being quite self-serving by bringing
the commoners' leve1 of technical knowledge s1íght1y closer
to the elites t so tl-rat the f ormer can carry out the economic
and political activÍties required by those in decision-making
capacities. The computer technologist, 1t is in the
interests of tlie erite that he be trained in this technologica1
procedure so that the elite can better make and carry out their
decisions and maintaín their standard of living. (Cohen, ibid ,9J),

Technologícal innovation such as expressed by computer technology has

increased a need for compartmentalization; data are categor:ically filed away

in elecl-ronÍc gadgetr)/. \^le are blindly placing f aith in a technol.ogy tl'rat
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creates social. al.ie-nation. As such, landir-rg a man on the moon is hailed

as humankindts great.est achievemenL, while millions starve every day for

lack of proper nourishment.

Nonetheless, computers are becoming more ánd more popular. Terminals

are being set up in schools, and courses are offered with them. Computer

prophets are being sent to isolated communities in northern Manitoba, for

example' attempting to convert the Natives, who have barely crawled out of the

woods, proselytizing how computer technology will enhance their existence.

Is rhis really much different from an earlier period of our countryrs history,

when white trappers Tn¡ere proselytizing the merits of alcohol? The effects of

the cornputer may be just as íntoxicating.

Perhaps this little scenario resembles science fiction more than fact,

but should rve not sÍt back and think about what we are doing? Computer

technology, for example, assumes the line as axíomatic to reality. How does

Lee's analysis (sp.ci!., 1950) fit into this? Thís raises the questÍon of not

whar people thÍnk bur how rhey think, (Roberts, rg76b:16).

Kimbalf (op.cit., I974:278) has referred to the school as a warehouse,

stocking componentls for the jndustrial machine. The educator, like a lceypunch

operator, impresses data Lrpon the students. They, in turn, begin to resemble

comPuter cards, their only intrinsic value being the data impressed upon them.

Learning has become a one way downward flow of predetermined knowledge.

UltimatelYr inle are entrenched in a system that emphasizes teaching rather than

learning (La Be11e, op-. cit. , 530) ; the ans\"rers can all be f ound in the back

of a book (reca1,1 previous discussion re evolution).

r do not have the ans\^rer for what is happenÍng in the school
situation, but r can relate what studies in industry show to
be the effecL of increasing the quantity of the downward flow
of inítiation when no compensating mechanisms for reverse
communications are suppliecl. When increased pressure.
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is exerted from above upon a supervisory level. . .,
there is an increase in action from the supervisory level
upon the workers. These v/orkers, Ín turn, have no place
to direct their responses except ínward on themselves or
outward against each other, except to the extent that they
vent their responses through organized protest ín strikes,
slow-dor¡ns, or other forms of resistance (Kimball, op.cit.,
I974:83).

I^lhat pedagogical alternatives do we have? Of course, there are many

propositions. Kímball (ibid. , 4J, 158) st-ates that the materials be

presented as "comprehensions of mankind", and that "the individual must

learn the criteria that make ídentification possible and permit classífication

of the item of experience ín the larger whole". Brown (qp.cit., L963a:257)

feels the school should emphasize the "increasingly human use of human beí¡gs".

Goslin (1965, 40) sees the function of the school in modern society as a

catalyst for discerning the nature of the intellectual process itself.

Kneller (op.cit., 137) states that "the school must educate its pupils so

that they can adapt to the unforeseeable events that are bound to occur in

their lifetimes" (i..., cultural- resilíence).

As a comprehension of mankÍnd, for example, MarxÍan theory should be

taught 1n the schoofs (see Brameld, op.cit.,1965b 99-II7). Unfortunately,

this may be done with a predetermined value judgement that Marxian philosophy

ís Ínherently wrong. This ís an ethnocentric bias that avoids any positive

influence this philosophy has contributed to peoples of the worlcl. Evidence

of class struggle, for example, exists long before the appearance of either

Marx or Engels (see Brameld, ibid., 99 re plato and Arlstotle).

Stressing the unconscious aspect of rearning La Belle (op.gl!.,525)

quotes from Henry (L963, ZB9):

But - and mark thj_s well - it is not primarily the message
(1et us say, the arithmetic or tirè spelling) that constitutes
the most imPortant subject matter to be learned, but the noiseI
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The most significant cultural learnings - primarily the
cultural drives - are communicated as Inoiset.

La Belle himself adds (ibid., 525):

Such observations suggest that what students rea1ly learn
in schools is not the recognízed curriculum; instead they
learn to be dependent, competitive, and obedient - goals
which few curriculum specialists would sanction, yet goals
which would be recognized by anyone who has thought about
his school career as essential to survival.

It was stated in the initial chapter of this thesis that education has

evolved into some rbastardized form of rite de passage", overburdened with an

environment conditioned by the rule of stimulus-response. Emphasizing the

teaching (i.e., orÌe way corununication) aspect of schooling Norton (1970: 13,33)

comments that too much education is done for the student:

Such efforts derive from learning theory of behaviorist
psychology which dominates our colleges of education and
presently gains momentum from the industrial complex in
virtue of the prospective market for teaching machines
and other mechanical accoutrements of progrannned learning.
For behaviorism restricts learning to the mode of dependence,
which underlies alike the stimulus-response mode1, the
atomistic (as against the wholistic) conception of human
behavior, the external direction of learning which is
implicit in programming, and the reliance on extrinsic
inducements to learning which constitutes the process of
'condítioning' and'extinction'. Nor is dependence alleviated
in the least by behaviorismrs recent shift from trespondent'
to toperantr behaviors, for while these latter originate with
the subject, their control remains externally determined.

In light of this observation it becomes quite worthwhile for the

educator to co.nsider anthropological perspectives vis-à-vis cross cultural

analyses of education (recall previous discussion of education in generalist

and specialist societies). As stated earlier, education in generalist

societies is pr:imarily one of living, observing, and experiencing. L^/ithin

specialist societies the process necessarily becomes compartmental ízed, and.

institutionalized in the form of a school. The former involves an inter-

nalization of total cultural experience, whereby the latter involves an
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j-nternalizatíon of only a part of it.

In generalist societies the growing individual was recognized by

the total group as Ín a state of becoming. Accompanying the unfoldi¡g

(transition) of the indivÍdual Ínto various levels of cultural reality \^ras

a milíeu of social recognition, characterized by symbolic ritualístic

practices. This type of cuftural activity has been characterízeð. by a

theory known as "rites de passage" (van Gennep, 1908). These rites included

the universal crises of birth, puberty, marriage, and death, but also included

other situations Ín which changes in behavior or group identification were

ínvolved. In many of these ceremonies there \das a ritually enacted simulation

of death and of a subsequent rebirth into the new condition. The structural

arrangement of the sequences has been described j-n three phases (see van

Gennep, ibid; Kimballr sg.cit. , r974:153; and "rntroduction" by Kimball in

van Gennep, op. cit. ) .

The initía1 phase, in whích the connections with a current way of life

\'vere severed, was called se¡taration. ih. irrdi.riduals then found themselves

ín an intermediate stage in which they were neither of one group or another;

they rvere not-beings. This liminal condition r^/as labe11ed trans i tion
(eq.' Turner, e¿.cit..). In the finaf stage of incorporation, the individual

returned to the group, but into a different social niche and wíth altered

behavÍor' This actÍvity \¡tas sacred in that the person who entered a status

at val:iance with the one previously held became "sacred" to the others who

remainecl in a prof ane sLate. It was this new condition tl-rat called f or rites

eventually J-ncorporating the individual into the group and

the customary routines of group life (Kimball, ib,id., viii

Attempts have been made by anthropologists to utÍlize

returning

- i v\

this model

him to

.\
vl_s -a-v1s

specialist societies and schooling. In a sociological analvsis, Burnett (I969)
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applied this concept to a smarl midrvestern high school. she states

(ibid., 287), for example, that the "pep ral1y" is a:

. rítual means of quickly carrying the students througl-r
a transition i-n interaction from work activíty and the every-
day relations of daily school life to the characteristically
different relationships of extramural athletic events, when
students relate to large numbers of the community and relate
to one another in somewhat different \rays.

In a study of the effects of white schooling upon the American Indian,

Fisher (1969) defines the "school" as "a11 formal education from kíndergarten

to grade twelve or thirteen, as a rÍte of passage, or rather a series of rites

signifying separatÍon from, transitÍon through, and incorporation into

culturally recognized statuses and roles" (jÞ¿q., 29I). Thís writer, however,

is suspicious of the idiosyncratÍc and loose manner in which the concept 1s

utilized ín tirese exarnples.

Turner (g¿.cit., 17) makes a distinction betr¿een ritual and ceremony,

the former being associated with social transitions whife the latter is

associated with socÍa1 states and statuses. Burnett (op.cít.)faí1s to make

a distínction between the two ín her study. As such, this ¡,¡ríter feels that

what she describes is ceremonial rather than ritual. Fisher, as wel1, although

he qualifies his analysis (g-¡r_.git., 2gI) by stating thar "nor all ritual must

be magico-re1Ígious", seems to be using the concepl inappropriately here.

I'tlith respect to the f inal stage (incorporation), in a culturally holistic and

socially recognized sense this writer questions the Indiansr attainment of

this as a group. On the contrary, the rite de passage is rÍtualistÍcally

incomplete; rndians as a culturar group have been culturally alienated and

left in lirnbo (marginar) at the intermediate srage (i.e., nor-beings).

Their "incorporation" is yet to be recognized.

I'r'le must be careful of such analyses, for they tend to manipulate and
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obfuscate the essence of the concept as originally defined. This is

exactly why this writer has referred to the schooling process as a

"bastardized form of rite de passage". rts function has become purely

ceremonial (í.e., involved with socía1 states and statuses) and hardly

ritual (i.e., involved with social transitions as described by van Gennep)

Turner (cp.cit., 72) states that "when ritual loses Íts capacity to play

with ideas, symbols, and meanings, when it loses its cultural evolutionary

resilíence, ritual ceases to be an effective metalanguage or an agency of

collective reflexivity" .

Our schools have no rltual. Our students sense no transitionarv

of becoming. Our socíety has no such "rite de passage" comparable to

of a generalist society, whereby the individual was guíded through his

crises by social recognition and total group involvement.

rt might be wise to reassess our evolutionary ttprogress" in terms

studying generalÍst systems. This is where anthropology can be of use to

educators. Now let us see what problems arise when varying cultural systems

meet face to face.

phase

those

li fe

of
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CULTUIìAL DYNAMICS AND CULTURE CHANGE

Congruent with l^Jolcottts líst for foci of research 1n Anthropology

and Education (op.cit., L967a:86, quored in chapter fr of this thesis)

this writer, up to this point, has attempted to incorporate the first two

of these into his analysis; that is, the formal educational institution

itself as the object of inquiry, and the school as an eirculturator. The

final focus is one of the school as an acculturative agent representing

domínation of one group by another.

Before \te can discern the effects of schooling as an acculturative

agent' we must first have a broad look at the element of cultural dynamics

itself. I^Ie cannot deny the inevitability that all 1ivíng things change

(reca1l discussion re evolution). As well, \.,/e cannot deny the inevitability

that all socleties change, along with the culture they express (see

Herslcovits, op.cit., for example). Culture, therefore, must inevÍtably be /,
qualified as dynamic. Any culture feft in isclation will automatically come

under the effect of evolutionary forces. Consequently, change can be studied ,/'
as a phenomenon tl-rat occurs within any given culture, as a result of its
internal dynamics and evolutionary consequences,

The kind of change, however, thar \^/e are interested in here is that which

results in the meeting and prolonged intense contact of rather díverse

cultu¡al expressions. In anthropological terms this is known as accufturation,¿

This is a t\'/o r'ray pïo cess r¿hereby either culture in concern acquires cultural
traits (mater:ia1 and ideological) from the other. Such traits rnay be diffused
f::om one to the other (albeit cultural diffusion exists without prolonged

intense contacti e.8., trade), ancl if they become

uratrix, and if they come to have meaning wit.hin it,

undoubtedly, tl-re process is much more sopl'risticated

integral to either culturaf

assimilation occurs,

than out-LÍl¡ecl itere, but the
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following discussion intends to clarify it.

In relation to diverse cultural systems, this writer will make

reference to them as cultural paradigms. As such, a specía1íst society

represents one cultural paradigm, whíle a generalist society yet another.

Kuhn (L969: 175) writes of paradigms in two senses:

f. it stands for the entíre constellation of beliefs, values,
techniques, and so on, shared by the members of a given
community;

2. it denotes one sort of element ín that constellation, the
concrete puzzle-solutions which, employed as models or
examples, can replace explicit rules as a basís for the
solution of the remaining puzzles of normal science.

Accorciing to Kuhn, it ¡¡ould appear that paradigm is both general and

specific, postulate and hypothesis. In a general sense ít might be equated

¡¿íth world view (recall discussion of culture in previous section, Te

Redfield, pg.cit., 1953). rn a specific sense it might be equated wi¡h

model for inquiry. In a scientific sense the paradigm would be that frame

of reference wíthin which the scientist develops his theoretical orientations

For example, the Ptolemaic scientÍst envísioned the Earth as the fulcrum of

the solar system, with rhe Sun and planets revolving about (recall Brameld,

s-P..cit., I965b:168). The Copernican scíentÍst envisioned the Sun as the

cenl-re of the universe. Either case is representative of a scientific para-

digm (part of the total cultural one) which sets a premise for further

research. Tlie transltíon from one paradigm to the next is rather abrupt,

resultíng from scientific díscovery, and is referred to by Kul-rn (g-L.gl_l-., 92)

as a scientifíc revolution; "scientific revolutions are here taken to be-

those non-curnul ative" (tt'ris distÍnguishes revolutÍon f rom evol-ution)

"developmental episodes in urhich an older paradigm is replar:ed by an incom-

patíb1e new one".
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In a reassessnent of Kuhnrs analysis, I^lallace (7972) stresses more

the "paradigmatic process" rather than the "paradlgmatlc revolution".

Translating this process in anthropologlcal terms, he cites the following

example:

In the history of American anthropology, for instance, one
can find a convenient illustration in the origin of the rfield
workt paradigm. I^Ihether accurately or not one thinks of Franz
Boas stepping off the boat ín an Eskimo village with his suit-
case ín hand This image is_ the paradigm (iÞid. , 469)

This example Ís cited in contradistinction to one that involves, for

example, an approach utilízing so1e1y library research and

comparative method to derive models for cultural evolution

anthropology", "butterfly collectíng"). I^lallace cites the

Revolution in Great Britain as a paradigmatic process (íbid

in t'I^Ja11acian" f ashion concludes that:

the use of the

(e. g, , t'armchair

Indus trial

474-476), and

The paradigrnatic model is obviously closely r:elated to the
revítaLization movement model; indeed, one could conc.eive
of revitalization movements as being a special case of
paradigm development. In both cases one is dealing with
deliberate efforts to innovate continuously over a subsÈantial
period of rime (Íbid. , 476).

For the purpose of this thesis "paradigm" wí11 be both general and

specífic; general in that jt will represent a unique world view, specific

Ín that this writer will offer a model for inquiry re acculturative change.

tr^lith all this in mind we are nor,r interested in relating the conf lict that

arises upon prolonged contact cf cultural paradigms of dí.vergent value

orientatlons (reca11 previous cliscussion re extrinsic ar-rd intrir'r"i. ra1r.r"s).

Prolonged contact is ímportant here. For example, an explorer travelling in

an unknown region who comes into contact wlth peoples of a different cultural

background r^'ill have little effect on these people (cf., servlce, op.cít.,9;

"the historical situation that led to the discovery of primitive peoples and

made them scientíficalJ-y observable is the very situation that began Lo alter
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them"). In some rational way these people will accommodate this new

element wíthin their r¿orld view.

0f course, the I'rational wayttmay not be in accordance with In/estern

philosophy. Accommodation may be through some magico-religious principle.

Nonetheless, in a relativÍstic perspective, this rational way ís justifiable

(see Jarvie, 1967; what is rational to a person pursuing a generalist

orlentation may not be rationaf to a person pursuing a specíalist orientation.

But wit-hin the paradigm it operates ít is rational).

All cultures are dynamíc; all observe some degree of internal conflict.

Yet, any culture of and by itself has the means to resolve this conflict

(e.g., generalist-social ostracísm and socía1 ridicule; specialist -
maintenance of a police force). A true problem aríses when cultures of -

quite divergent value orientation come into prolonged íntense contact.

History stands witness to the fact that the immediate reaction to contact

may be one of physical conflict. But more impoïtantly, and more significantly

from a cultural-processual perspective, the conflict may be an ideological

one (see Pearce, 1953; Jaenen, I976, for examples).

According ro Lifron (Lgl4: B4-85):

One sucir measure is tideologÍcal totalismt, ín whlch a system
of ideas Ís held with absolute conviction, regardless of how
wefl or badly these ideas fit the complexiry of reality.
Totalism is an all-or-none proposition in which some politÍca1,
religious, or philosophicar for culturaf creed is raised to
the level of an all encompassir-ig claim to truth.

furthermore (ibid., B5):

A totali-stic view allows for no such process fideological
assimilatioq/ or allows it only if the stïangers are exactly
like oneself. Tire space which one inhabits f'space' here
including ideas a group of people hold and the people it
accepts, as well as geographical are4J becomes qacred.
Those outside the sacred space are conceived as gÏãsts,
demons, foreigners, or, simply, the enemy.

and, according to 0tro Rank (1958: 4o-4r; published posthumously), a well
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linown Austrian psychologist :

. a competitive struggle not merely for biologícal survival
but for eternal survival. The question of who ís the tchosen
peoplet to survive alf others, accounts for the perpetual
struggle between the striving for likeness - 1n order to be
included in the privilege of an eternal life of the group -
and the emphasís on individualistic difference, be ít personal
or racial, in order to exclude the different ones from the
blessings of eternity.

In this writerts opiníon, observations such as the above have intense

and realistic implications within our present society. I^lhy does inter-

cultural confllct exist and persist? Why do racist tendencies persist?

Why can v/e not simply recognize one another as human beings, and worl< from

such a premise? Perhaps we should agree to a "psychology of difference"

(re: Rank) and educate accordingly.

According to Brown (1963b: v):

The notion that if people would just get to know one another
they would be friends and everything would be allright is as
dangerous as ít is sentimental. Nor does a cofltmon race,
religion, language, nationality, or culture insure fríend-
liness or good will as numerous civil wars and rebellions
testÍfy. The sober fact is that \.re have to learn to get
along with people who are different and are likely to stay
that ruay.

Through time, the interaction of the two paradigms (generalíst and

specialist), undergoing acculturative processes, will manifest a process

similar to, in this writerts opinion, that expressed via Hegelian philosophy

(see Kojève, f969) . Thus:

thes is ant ithesis _==-synthesls__ thesis_

Al-though represenLed her:e in a linear fashÍon, it must be recalled that

the process is, in essence, circu1ar;

is not an ultimate conclusion, ratl'ìer a

that is, 1-he attainment of a new thesis

thesis. This philosophv is essentiatly

new premise for a conseqlient anti-

spiritual (idealistíc ontology;

Marx was to transcr:ibe this processsee Brameld, op.cir., 1965b, 102-103)
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ín Lerms of materialistíc ontology

I^iith this model ín mind \^¡e can no\.{ more effecLÍvely discuss value

conflict as a result of inter-paradÍgm conflíct (see Diagram) Given

Society A (Generalist) and Society B (Specíalist), all individuals relate

withÍn their paradigm through expel]-ence. Thís is r^¡hat is intrinsíc to

the system, the pattern of experiential interaction. Society A differs

from Society B in fundamental lrays. Each Society also represents a

thesis. An antithesis develo ps as a result of prolonged intense contact,

producing a conflict of interests (i.e., a conflict through an a\^/areness

of alternatives; reca11 Redfield, op.cit., 1953:93, quotd Ín previous

section re culture). This is where vre are at today, for example, with the

Canadian Indian sítuation and others like ir. A synthesis resultíng in

a ne\,ù thesis should be attained by resolving the conflict through all

channels of the cultural matrix. Undoubtedly, this has not yet been achieved;

\de are in limbo (cf ., van Gennep, eg.c"it., marge) at the antíthetical level.

We could possibly arrive at a hundred reasons as to why we have not

achieved synthesÍs (e.g., political conspiracy, economic exploitation, et

But, in this writerts opinion, the problem ís fundamental-ly a

result of divergent paradigms beíng unable to resolve conflict due to a basic

difference in value orientation intrinsic to each paradigm. Contrary to

assuming the role of a cynic, this writer feels that thls analysis fortifíes

cet era

a pr:emise based on a psychology of difference (i.e.., based upon the postulate

of inter-paradigm variability) .

One rvay of appreciatÍng the conflict arising from prolonged intense

contact between divergent cultural paradigms is through an analysis of

cultural- ímperialism and colonialism. This inevitably assunes an historical

perspective in dj.scernj.ng cause-ef f ect rel-ationships. As rve11 , it entâil-s
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an assessment of \^/hat has been recently referred to as ttdevelopmenttt Ín

"Third l^Iorld" countries. First, we wí1l briefly consider the notion of

development within a socio-historÍca1 context. Then v¡e will consider

the role of the school within this context.

It might safely be said that "development" is often no more than a

notion. Because of cul-tural variation, the term necessarily becomes

relative. hlhat determines development in one cultural milieu may not be

the same in another. This is where a major problem lies. Peoples seek

development in a number of ways; po1ítícal, economic, educational-,

technologÍca1, et cetera. Unfortunately, these various social facets are

ill-defined in terms of a total frame of reference.

. Thís "total frame of ref erence" may be interpreted in two r¡rays.

First, what does development mean in terms of uníque cultural make-up of

the peoples involved? At this level it is important Lo analyze the

"psychological constellation" of the cultural group in terms of social

structure, values, and historical development. Second, what does develop-

ment mean in terms of totaf global affairs? This assumes an international

perspective, tacklíng such an issue as international conformity versus

international differentíation within a global community.

"Global community" is an ímportant concept here, and an increasingly

ongoing concern. Yet this concept is a relatively recent "development"

and it becomes necessary to view it ín an historíco-evol-utionary perspective.

Tlre catalyst to\.vards its realizatíon undoubtedly lies within the ríse of

Capitalism.

This is not the place to trace the rise of the capitalist spirit (for

an excel.lent account of this see Dobb, studiás in the Development of

Çgfilgliggz 1947). But 1t is crucial to reali.ze Lhat, in a phenomenological
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sense, it established a phllosophical premise on how humankind \^/as to

view the world (i.e., specialist). Basically, it involved a world of

exploitatÍon and oppression, in both a physical and an ideological serise.

Its rapid development and proliferation can undoubtedly be attributed to

the late eighteenth century phenomenon in England, the Industrial Revolution

So decisíve \,ras it for the whole future of capitalist economy,
so radical a transformation of the structure and organizatíon
of industry did it represent, as to have caused some to regard
it as the birth pangs of modern Capitalism, and hence as the
most decisive moment in economic and social development since
the Middle Ages. (Dobb, ibid., 19; and see Wa11ace, op.cir.,
474-476).

A consequence of the Industrial Revolution vTas the need for raw materials

These would have to be found elsew}rerei thus the bfossoming of imperialism

and colonial expansion. And so it came to pass, in making a long story

short, that new lands needed to be conquered and controlled. Unfortunately,

these lands vlere not free from indigenous human populations. Indeed, a few

squabbles ensued, but the "might of progress" (whích to some would mean

t'survival of the fittest") prevailed and soon the "inferior primltives" would

become absorbed into the Empire Machine. Or would they?

Not all members of the conquering "tribe", however, found these indigenae

to be that inferior. Consequently, a number of sensitive humanists, some of

rvhom fondly labeled themselves as anthropologists, sought to observe and

record the daily events of these peoples. It soon became evident, although

not by the masses unfortunately, that these peoples and their lifestyles \^iere

not necessarily inferj.or but merely different" Moreover, it seerned that

they had been and were developing along their own l-ines. It is at this

point where tlie notion of "development" becomes synonomoì.-rs with "evolulion".

This is, perhaps, development in the broadest sense. Societíes in Afríca,

for example, represented worlds unto themselves. A noted anthropologist,
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Jacques Maquet (1971) , speaks of "global villages" and "global socíeties".

Inevitably, Ín af1 areas of the globe where contact has been established,

and where the capitalíst spirit prevaÍled, a system of colonial stratifícation

foll-owed. The original inhabitants, unfortunately, vrere to benefit littIe

from the endeavour (see, for examples, D'Aeth, I975; Gustafson, L97B).

An apparently i-nso1uble dichotomy \,/as established bet\"reen the "haves"

and Lhe "have notsr', wlth the latter represented by the original inhabitants.

In most instances this dichotomy developed into fixations of cuftural

inequalíty, whereby the only escape seemed to líe within total assimilation

with the dominant group. Some would assimilate, some would try with no

success, and many would not try. Even those that tried often could not

assimilate for the basic reason that the opposing regime seemed automaticafly

to contain a mechanism known as institutional andfor. sturctural racism.

(Hughes and Kallen, op.cir., 105-106).

In the name of "freedom and self-respect" (DrAeth op.cit., 5), and

conscious of past lnequities, many of the colonially oppressed sought to cut

loose the shackles of exploítation. These peoples \^/ere to become represen-

tatives of the "Third Inlorld" . Politically, perhaps, this \../as to be a land-

mark for freedom; culturally and economÍcal1y, this rvas to realíze certain

negative repercussions. According to DtAeth (ibid, 28):

Countries of the Third L{or1d are characterized ín varying
degrees by having 1ow standards of living, rapidly íncreasing
populations and íncomplete educatiorral systems with many
children having no schooling and with widespread illiteracy.

Consequently, in a global perspective, the term "under-developed" has

been used by writers to describe these areas (Hoffman, 1966; 11lich, 1969;

Adams and Bjork, I972). Illich (íbid., 4) equates underdevelopment with the

blind faíth acceptance of consumerism; "Underdeve.lopurent as a state of mind
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occurs I47hen mass needs are converted to the demand f or nev¡ brands of

packaged solutj-ons which are forever beyond the reach of the majorityrt.

The spirit of Capitalism has left an índe1ib1e blemish on all peoples

affected by it.

Those who assume a Marxist-Leninist interpretation ultimately envlsion

some sort of class struggle agaÍnst the burden of exploitation and mateïialism

Even though the peoples have achieved (psuedo) independence vis-à-vís

colonial rule, the created social structure has remained intact (neo-

colonialism), providing a situation described as "Internal colonial-ism"

(Gustafson: op.cit., 19; Chapter One has a lengthy discussion on the effects

of capitalism via imperialism/exploÍtation upon conquered peoples; Chapger

Four characterizes Jamaica as a country suffering from internal colonialism).

According to Gustafson the argument also holds true with respect to Canadars

indigenous population (specífícally ttstatus Indians"). Although this is a

matter for debate, it is quite noteworthy to speculate Lhat, in light of

present developments (Í.e., "local controltt, a tendency to\rards cultural

pluralism) we in Canada do have a sítuation of "internal colonialism" (cf.

Porter' 1965) ' and that the struggle of the Canadían Indian is comparable to

those of a Third World situation.

With regards to cultural- dynamics and change, ít nust be remembered that

in a systemic sense no orìe variable necessarily deserves a priorj- consideration

as a prÍme mover. Within any given culture, economic, political, educational,

familÍal, and religious factors are so inextricably intertwined that we cannot

view any single variable as the sole engine of dçvelopment (Adams and Bjork,

op. cit. , 10) .

Nonetheless, education has been a major factor in shaping the notion of

development. In assessing íts signif i-cance, it is essential that T.re f irst
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make a strong distinction between !'education" and "schooling". This has

already been done in the previous section of this thesís. It is important,

however, to underline the distinction, and so a brief revlew is in order here.

In traditíonal non-índustrial societies (i.e., generalist), exactly

those encountered by colonial expansionísts, there v/as no such device as

schooling. Education, however, played a major role. Very basically, to

lÍve and to experience vras to learn; cultural norms \,rere transmitted through

group behavior, via socialization practíces and oral traditions. This

procedure- generally characterized most of the Indíans of North America.

Congruently, this life style both determined and was detennined by a

communal world view, or cultural paradígm. Left in isolation, thís paradigm

would nonetheless evolve in its own right. Certain cultural expressions,

however, would make the paradigrn rather unique, with certain intrinsic

qualítative properties. This is what this writer has referred to as the

"psychologícal constellation" of a people.

Undoubtedly, societies that have an Industrial orientation (i.e.,

specialist) also are characteri-zed by a world view. It could be argued,

however, that the existential premise upon which they operate differs markedly

from their non-Industrial counterpal:t (.r!:, Sealey, op.cit., 1980). Rather

than communal, the emphasis is upon specialization and stratification.

An increase in technological innovation coupled with specialization

produces a situation whereby no one individual can possibly acquire the total

knowledge of Ìris culture. To accommodate for cultural ignorance and social

atomism, the system justifies its existence in the form of providing certaín

skiIls that \,Jill allow the individuals'respective role in the social machine.

In essence, rcnowledg e becomes selective and the means of procuring selective

knowledge is thr:ough the institutional transmission of selective knowledge
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Thus the rationale for the exÍstence of schools (recall Cohen, op.cit.,

1970 re schools and civilízaLionaI states)

"To each his own" is quite a fashionable socíal dictum until we

attempt to analyze the consequences of two markedly different cultural

systems experiencing prolonged and forced contact. Although the physical

struggle may appear to have certain peak moments, the ideological struggle

seems to be a pervasive and oneoí ng force.

Realizing that the physical'presence of the intruder will not go a\ray,

an initial attempt j,s made aL some sort of cultural accommodation. "To

learn the ways of the white man", for example, was an attempt at achieving

cultural understanding. Obviously, to accomplísh this r¿as to go to school -

the snarel Indeed to the Indian, for example, and to many other oppressed

colonials as wel1, the school functíoned like a snare. Baited rvith tire

promise of becoming successful, gaining the material delights of a t'utopic"

society, the IndÍan was lured away from traditionalism, indoctrinated with

socía1 myths (cf., Freire: sg.cit., 135-316). Material desires, however,

bring unforeseen internal changes affecting social structures.

Equalíty of opportunity did not seem to provide equality of outcome,

especially Íf one was culturally andfor racially different. It seemed

inevitable that the school would pave the \^/ay to cultural genocíde.

consequently, total cultural assimÍlation, or some sort of "melting pot"

philosophy, has backfíred.

Peoples within politically defined territories have sought and achieve-d

in<lependence, creatlng polítical enclaves. Canadars IndÍans, however, have

not met with such success. They niight be likened more to the situation in

South Africa, witfi one major exception - they are ruled by a dominant majority.

Yet tl-rey share simÍlar beliefs with Third hrorld developing nations in that
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Chapter Six).

In an attempL to develop their o\^ln respective personalities withln a

competing vrorld, the newly "liberated'r nation may automatically seek to

function v¡ithin and perpetuate the already existing structure as lmposed by

the former colonial regime. This sort of blind faith acceptance of an

Industrial-type frame of reference can be quite misleading and socially

maladaptíve (Spindler, op.cit. , I973).

The Industrial-type system automatically assumes social stratifícation

and corporate elit.ísm. It automatically assumes a tendency toward urban

migration and a resultant "poverty syndrome" (see Lewis, L966). It operates

on a rather shaky existential premise that an increase in technological

icnowledge r^¡ill lead to material gain with a higher standard of living.

By some mystical formula all this is Lransformed into progress (D'Aeth,

op.cit., 59; cf. Harris, ep.cÍt I977 z 27Ir29L*

Regardless of which mode of production is involved, there ís
only one means of avoiding the catastrophic consequences of
declining efficiencies: to shift to more efficient technolo-
gies. \,trhile the course of cultural evolution is never f ree
of systemic ínfluence, some moments are probably more topent
than others. Tl-re most open moments, it appears to me, are
those at r¡hich a mode of production reaches its limits of
growth and a new mode of productÍon must soon be adopted.
I^le are rapidly moving toward such an opening) .
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of the technological age" (Illich, I970:15).

All this seems to imply the fallacy of "catching up". To what? In

falth in factories, a faith in consumerism, and a faith in the school that

most instances, an emulation of the Industrial-type mode1. There arises a

r¿il1 transform outdated traditions into new modes of progress. "School

has become the world religion of

to the poor

a modernized proletariat, and makes futile

promises of

Perhaps

salvation

the peoples of developin¡l areas may be likened to some sort of
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lumpen proletarial-, and the school as its redeemer. Illich (]Þid 6s)

percelves that:

School combines the expectations of the consumer expressed
in its claims with the belíefs of the producer expressed in
its rÍtual. ft is a liturgical expression of a world wide
tcargo cultt , reminiscent of the cults which swept Melanesia
in the forties, which injected cultists with the belief that
if they but put on a black tie over their naked torsos, Jesus
would arrive in a steamer bearing an icebox, a pair of trousers
and a sewing machine for each believer (for more detailed
accounts of the phenonenon of the cargo cult see Jarvie, op.cit
Lawrence , 1964; I^lors1ey, 1968) .

Comparably, if developíng countries \dere t.o

ideals, they should also receive material gaín.

be the case in most instances. fronically, even

are critícizing their o\,rn system (DtAethr ep.cÍt

adopt Industrial-type

This has not proven to

the "advancedtt countries

, 13).

The hopes that primary schools would equalize opportunities,
and help socíal development, have proven to be false. Tt
does not seem as if any amount of improvement of the curriculum
or teaching methods could remedy the siluation, for what is
needed is a new form of education much closer to a communit
1ife. and to íts impro vement (D Aeth, ibid., 62, underlining
mine; see Sealey, I973, re Native Curriculum Development Ín
Canada) .

Ironically, once again, a t'form of education much closer to community

-life" can often be found to be associated wíth primitÍve traditionalísm, or

the way many societies lived prior to Industrial interventíon, where a great

emphasis was placed on socialization and kinship ties, and a total education

Comparative educators realize the potential danger of imposing one

modus operandi of a cultural system upon another. Thís relates back to our

prevÍous discussion of development and cultural rel.ativism. Cultural

assimilation is a formidable task. We must take into account the unique

historical developments and the "psychological constellations" of the

cultures invofved.



outcome seems to result in the perpetuatíon of

poverty, producing a situation of marginality
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(Dart, 1966:96). The

social alienation and social

(Adams and Bjork, op.cit., L26).

There can be no simple model for development in the Third
i^lorld, and the position of each country has to be anaLyzed
in terms of the economic, political, social, educational
and other complexities; and these nust ínclude such aspects
as race, religion, language and other cultural differences
(Df Aeth, gg. cit., 59) .

In essence, ttthe whole process abroadt', and wíth Canadats Indians,

"is like an attempt to transplant cut flowers"

Consequently, much

within a social system,

is being written on the function of t.he school

and how it relates to the t'quality of educationtl

to Anthropology of

not make a distinctionEducation). DrAeth (sg. cit. ¡, for

betv¡een tteducatlontt and ttschoolíng"

the praxis of education.

(reca11 Chapter II of this thesis wíth reference

example, does

He distínguishes the theoretical and

Theoretically, the aims of education are -

1. overcome ignorance;

2. contribute to economic growth;

3. improve quality of rural life;

4, improve traíning in ski1ls for industrial development;

5. develop a more equitable society;

6. contribute to nation buildíng.

(D'Á,eth, íbid. , 9-10) .

Translated into practical terms the contribution of education becones

1. give sufficient literacy and a basic education;

2. provide a continuing flow of information in practical learning
situations (agriculture, nutrition, health, et cetera);

3. provide tmodern learning systemst for higher education;
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4. .develop some sort of polltical ideology congruent with
the aims.

(D'Aeth, ibid., 7l-78, 110-111).

In reference to developing countries the emphasis is upon some sort

of rural-urban symbiosis. D'Aeth's analysÍs is ínsightful, yet rather

nebulous ín terms of immediate social action.

Beeby (I966: 10-13) provides a three-tier concept in hís díscussíon

of the qualíty of education. Thus, qualÍty of education is to be defined

three ways:

1. classroom conception as seen by school inspectors (Í.e., abiliËy
i-n three Rts, rote learníng, atmosphere, et cetera);

2. productivity in terms of input/output market and jobs available;

3. social goals of educati-on - theories of educating.

The emphasis seems to be upon the type of schooling ¡¿ithin an

Industrially oriented system. This assumes that the school is a recognized

form of transmitting cultural knoi¿ledge. It also assumes the selection and

compartmentalizatíon of certaín cultural values, and somehow ímplies a

restrÍction in individual members of a socÍety to attain total cultural

knowledge. In essence, it implíes a form of cultural totalitarianism. ¡

As such, schools províde the fuel for the Industrial machine, mai-ntaining

polarization "by hardening the perception of real needs into the demand for

mass manufactured productst' (i.e., notion of verdinglichung, I11ich, op.cit.

1969:4) .

It would seem that the ultimate conclusÍon would rec.kon a need for

some sort of socio-cultural reconstructionism (see Brameld, op.cit., 1965b;

, 18: "The whole

a criLical pliase

Kneller, op.cit. , 36 definítion; Adams and Bjork, op.cit

This seems to bestructure of society must be changed
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congruent with Beebyrs (oq.cit.) thírd stage of tireories of educating.

0f course, we could all have a heyday \,ùith this, each of us províding

the key to social utopia. Serious attempts are being made, however, and

one rather enlightening attempt has been made by Paulo Freire. Unlike

Illich, Freire does not emphasize aû aspect of deschooling socíety. Like

the former, however, he does recognize the school and what it stands for in

an Industrial-type system as a perpetrator of social myths (gl. K1mba11,

op.cit., 88, re "ínnocence of realitíes"), maíntaining a system of

oppress ion:

It Ís necessary for the oppressors to approach the people in
order, via subjugation, to keep them passive. This approxi-
mation, however, does not involve being with the people, or
require lrue communication. It is accomplished by the
oppressors deposití-ng myths índispensable to the preservation
of the status quo.

(Freire, op. cit. , 135-316) .

Freire continues by listing a whole serles of "social myths". An

interesting point, however, is that al1 societies seem to perpetuate social

myths

According to Max Gluckman, all societies have procedures to
hide such dissonances from their members. He suggests that
this is the purpose of the ritual. Rituals can hide from
their participants even discrepancíes and conflicts between
social princíple and social organízation. As long as an
individual is not explicitlv conscious of the ritual character
of the process throush whích he was initiated to the forces
which shape his cosmos, he cannot break the spell and shape
a ne\,ú cosmos.

(I11ich, eg. qit . , 1,970: 7 4, underlining mlne)

Freire develops an argument whereby true liberation lies within

becomÍng conscious of these social- m),ths and transcending them in order to

become "more fu1 ly human" (p¿.cit. , 42, J2, I57, f 60). This is not

líberation in the Marxian sense of class struggle leading to some sort of

polar re.¡ersal. Ratl-rer , it implies a "rebirl-h" (cf . , van Gennep, op . cit . ,
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re flincorporationrt, and Cardinal I977 : The Rebirth of Canadats Tndians)

through the attainment of ttconscientízacão" - ttlearning to perceive socÍal ,

political, and economic contradíctions, and to take action againsthe

oppressive elements of realíty" , (ibid. , L9 ; !å. , Reclf ield: sP. cít. , 1953:

93 "for those who do not experíence . there is the experience of knowing

that others do").

By taking action against the oppressive elements of reality, Freire

does not imply violent revolution. Rather, he implies a cultural

revolution, emphasizing the ímportance of education in becomíng an ínstrument

whereby human beings real-,j-ze their total potential. "The oppressed musl

cease to be Lhings, rather subjects". (ibid., 55).

As such, he introduces the "banking concept" of Industrial-type

schooling, characterizing ít as a t'paternalistic socía1 action apparatus"

with tlie sole function of maintaining oppression (ibid., 60). Oppression

is maíntained by a system of stratification and vertlcal dialogue (cf.,

Kimball, op. +t. , 19-/4: 83). Consequently, a system is proposed whereby

dialogue is horizontal, thereby reducing verticality and social inequity.

(Freíre, op.cit., B0). This implies the need for cultural revolution, and

1n a practícal sense this seems not at all that impossible (see, for examples,

Hinton, 1966,1971 and Gustafson, op.cit., on Cuba, Cha ter Four).

Ultimately, time wj-l1 stand as a variable in determining the long range

success of these revolutions.

Freirets argument seems to sl-em from a phenomenological premise of being

"with" the world r:ather than merely being "in" it (9g.cit. , 62, 100). .This

has interesting implications, for it supposes that we have the intri.nsic

ability to change our lives. Schooling, as a function of the IndustrÍal-
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type system, numbs, if not negates, the attainment of conscíentizacáo,

emphasízing being "in" the world and victim of social forces. It assumes

that an Industrial-type oríentation is a natural existence.

Undoubtedly, this blind accpetance has had, and is stil1 having,

profound effects upon developing countries. Indeed, in adopting Èhis sort

of Industrial orientation is true liberation being achieved? On the contrary,

the only achievement has been the independence to make the same social

blunders.

I,lith respect to Canada and the United States, a Freirian-type analysis

has been applied to Indians. Chance (tglZ: 1B0rlB1) envisions white society

as a depositor of social myths vis-ã-vis Native education (cf., Fisher, op.cit.).

This has inevitably produced cultural alienation, whereby Native peoples in

general have become both marginal to society and exploited within it (ibid.,

175). According to Chance (op.cit., 176) increased "conscientízaclo" ís

a process constituting three levels:

1. tculture of silencer - minority members are seen as an object
by others - dependency;

2. transitional level - people become ar4Tare of the dichotomy
between themselves as object and subject;

3. people denounce dehumanizing social institutions and cultural
practices, and undertake to formulate nevl humanizing
institutions and values - i."., role of the educator.

Although Freire tends to be jargonistic, he raises a major philosophical

a\../areness that is worthy of consideration. In a Platonic sense, he is

wanting to get at the real image. Industriat-type schooling merely projects

false images on the wall.

The Freirian analysis is not without criticism, however. During the

becameyears I973-1974, Anthony Burton, ån educational anthropologist,
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directly involved wíth Freirian pedagogy. Burton r^/as consultant to a

national literacy program, known as ALFIN (Alfabettzacion Integral),

organízed by the Peruvian llinistry of Education. Initially excited about

Freire's theoretical stance, this provided Buiton r¿íth an opportunity to

become involved in its praxis.

The program \^/as a failure and its dor¿nfall is outlined in an article

by Burton (1980):

ALFIN theory is not merely defective social science; it is
also offensive, in that it unmistakably posits two leve1s of
human consciousness, the liberated and the oppressed, the
'seer' and the rsubmerged'. What is offensíve about this is
that it is the seers who define themselves and the submerged.
(ibid., 248).

In light of Burtonts personal observations, Freire has offered no more

than a modern version of Platots Republic, and the concept of a philosopher-

king as ruler.

Nonetheless, how might Freirian-type analysis relate to Canada's

Indians and education, for example? Gustafson (s!.cit.) and others have

rightfully argued the systematíc oppression of Indians. Furthermore, a

reactíon to "internal coloníalism" is a necessary step. Local control of

education ís such a reaction.

The crucial issue, of course, and one to be observed over the next few

years, is the effectíveness of local control type education. If its

direction is to emulate an fndustrial-type pedagogy one could easily question

the effectiveness of loca1 control and "true l-iberation". To the extent

that Canada's Indians are fighting for self-respect and self-control

para11els their e-fforts with developÍng nations.

The problem, however, as Gustafson alludes to Gþi!., Chap ter Four)

is not comparable on a one to one basis witl-r the Cuban situation. The
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latter portrays a total systemÍc change, whereas the former Portrays

is exístentially oppressive.an ethnic adjustment within a system that

Ina Freirian sense. for Canadats Indíans to have become trulv liberated

would mean that all Canadians would have reached the level of conscienLizacao.

0f course, this is at present not the case.

For all íntents and purposes of this thesis, "conscíentizacá" is

comparable to critícal cultural awareness. It is argued uy anl-t vrríter

that the internalizatiorL of the previously discussed concepts by the educator

and society as a whole is a necessary step ín attaining a leve1 of

conscientLzagío. Evolution reveals the important facts of adaptation and

variabilíty, and those ecological forces that very much affect our survival.

Culture is that milieu of bio-cultural i-nterrelationshíps within which we

interact. It ís also a manifestation of adaptation and variability (i.e.,

cultural evolutíon). Enculturation has a particular signíficance for

educators, for it is that process through which cultural knowledge is

perpetuated. Schooling ís one means of achieving this. Cultural dynamics

reveals that culture is contÍnuously going through a process of modification

(conscious and unconscious), conditioned by responses to our bio-cultural

environment. It is with these basic concepts that the educator mÍght best

portray the "human condítion", exploring witÌl students the realm of its

poLential.

The following chapter wÍll focus upon the Canadian situation, utílizíng

some of the prevíously discussed concepts and relating them specifically to

the Canadian Indian in both an historical and contemporary context-. Before

this Ís done, horoever, \.Je must consider such operant f orces as stereotypíng,

prejudÍce, discriminatlon and racism, and their raison d'être within an

Irrdustrial paradígm.



CHAPTER IV

The previous chapter provided a discussion, from an anthropological

per:spective of four major concepts deemed relevant by thís vffíter to

prospective teachers. This was done in a general way, the major illtent

being to demonstrate the significance of such a perspective to those

unfamiliar with it. This chapter will continue this trend, Its focus,

however, will become more specific in that it lvill be concerned with how

stereotyping, prejudice, discrimination and racism operate within a

specialÍst paradigm. TÉese "operant forces" will be discussed withÍn a

context that is primarily canadí.an, what this writer refers to as

"situational". The manifestation of these forces will be revealed vis-à-vis

the schooling process both historically and contemporaneously, and the major

emphasis will be upon what iras become known as "multicultural education".

STEREOTYPE PREJUDICE DISCRIMINATION AND RACISM

undoubtedly, stereotyping has exlsted for a long time. Although

Lippman (1922) has been attributed with the coiníng of the term, the processes

involved in pr:oducing stereotypes have been around for as long as groups of

people have been in contact \../ith other groups that are racíal.1y/cultura11y

different. Research ín the area of attitude and stereotype has been of

major concern to many scholars within the United States. This is no doubt

a result of the ongoing racíal strife tlìat continues to plague that nation.

Up untíI quite recently CanadÍans have assumed an arrogant pride in believing

that racism rras hardly a major issue in this country, that somehorv the

terrítorial border that delineates the two countries

as well, confining all social malaise south of it,

is an ideological one

Canadians have been

referred to as "polite racÍsts" (Hughes and Kal1en, op.ci-t., 2r4); "They



politely move slightly away from a Black co-passenger on the

they pglitely refuse to rent to or hire a Black, . .". A
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Canadian city newspapers,

transformation of covert

however, will reveal what appears

subway;

review of many

to be the

racism (Í.e., polite racism) to overt racism,

and Canadians can hardly now blame Americans for pointing at our arrogant

fo11y.

Returning to stereotyping, BrÍgham (L97L) provides an exceflent review

of the literature (re United States) up until that time. As discussed in

the previous chapter, a key problem in social sclence is one of definition.

consequently, the concept of rrstereotype" has taken on a variely of

different meanings.

lfany writers have attempted to refute rrestablished" definÍtíons only

to contrive another just as fallacÍous. This is not to say that r¡/e are

wasting our time; rather, many definitions tend to be arbitrary and

idiosyncratic, based upon the particular orientation of the researcher

involved. Indeed, this thesis is indicative of this as well, revealing

a particular orientation based upon the idiosyncratic research of the wríter

Nonetheless, a frame of reference must be provided, if only to be refined

at a future time.

The easiest orientation would be one of affirming that stereotyping

is intrinsic to the nature of humankind. Another orientation mav be

classifÍed as phenomenological. Vinacke (1957) has some wortnwnife ideas

on this issue. Pursuing the notion that steïeotypes are social constructs,

he states that they "should properly be regarded as concept-systems, with

posítive as wel-l as negative functions, having the same genera] kinds of

properties as other concepts, and serving to organize experience as do other

concepts" (¡r-i¿. , 22g). He def ines conceprs as (1bÍd. , z3z-233) "cognirive
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organizing systems which serve to bring pertinenË features of past

experience to bear upon a present stimulus-objectt'.

Although these definitions may lend themselves to criticísm, there

are key issues here when we consider research in this area. A stereotype

can have eíther a negative or a positive function, depending upon the

situational context and the groups involved. As such, what T,{e are con-

cerned with are the properties of stereotypes and how they are employed ín

a personts thin king. Stereotyping must be perceived systemically as a

t\^/o-\,vay process (recal1 discussion in previous chapter re enculËurative

process; Mead c¿. cit. , I97O; Shimahara , op,. cit . ) .

In this sense, stereotyping, borne out of ethnocentrism, becomes

functional within a given social reality, a means for classifyÍng social

groups. Furthermore, the process itself need not necessarily be noted as

negative; it can be quite positíve in a functional sense (i.e., promoting

cultural stability and soIídarity). They are the critería for classifi-

cation (traits) ttrat \de are ínterested in (recal1 previous discussion on

criteria for classlfication of racial/ethnic groups). "The fact is that

traits represenLed in stereotypes depend so1e1y upon properties which a

group of people agree are typical of a class, just as is the case, in practice,

for crasses of other objects" (vinacke, op.cit., 239, underlining mine).

Now, what are the groups and how do these groups of people come to agree on

traits for classification? Can we assume that these may be both described

and measured by certain testing techníques? How are Canadian Indians, for

example, socially objectifíed by members of an outgroup?

In a staListicaf sense, stereotype has been defined as a "col-lection

of trait-names upon which a large percentage of people agree as appropriate

for describing some class of individuals" (ibid.,23O). According to Brigham
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GgrÉL. , 29) this tel1s us very little about stereotyping:

Fíndings as to the extent that a gi-ven generalization Ís
widespread among a group of people (subjects), even if
methodological problems are ignored, do not prove of any
value ín elucidating what a stereotype is, how it ís
developed, or even how many people hold a stereotype.
For example, how many subjects u.trlñ1y endorse (agree
with) or use the generalization in behavior, and how many
subjects are just reporting on their knowledge of the
traits that persons in onets culture most commonly
attribute to the gíven ethnic group?

It would appear LhaL a stereotvpe is only as significant as Ít is

manifest in actual behavior. Consequently, it ¡¿ould appear as wel-1 that

any definition of stereotype that is purely descriptive is non-explanatory.

It must include an active dimensíon accounting for the processes j.nvolved

in classificatory behavior.

Mackie (I973:435; I974) argues a need to make a distinction between

the scientist and the layman; she perceives stereotype as referring "to

those folk beliefs about the attributes characterízing a social category

on which there is substantial agreement" (underlining mine). How do we

know when an agreement is substantial?

Perhaps l{e are becoming too detail-conscÍous at this point. According

to Campbell, (1967: 827), "the most ubiquitous aspect of stereotypes is not

so much the falsity of the descríptive content as it is in the several

causaf misperceptíons that accompany them". once again, stereotyping as a

process is emphasized (cf., Turner: ep.cit.), and rve would assume that this

be made explicit in any definítion.

Campbell (gp. cit. , 824-825) relates certain problems in defining the

process. Tt would seem that attitudes leading toward stereotype have a

number of intervening variables to be taken into account. These problems

are worth quoting here:
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1. Phenomenological absolutism of the normal ingroup memberts
imagery of the outgrouper or minority group member. Naively
one assumes without questíon that the outgroup is as one
perceives it, or as the ingroup informs one about it.

2. The degree of difference perceived, the exaggeration of the
homogeneity with which either ingroup or out-group members
have the trait in question, and the underestimation of the
amount of overlap between the two groups.

3. The naive ingrouperrs stereotypes of outgroups as an
erroneous causal perception. This is the tendency to
perceive racial rather than envíronmental causes for group
differences.

Causal misperception - the most important although the most
difficult to explicate. It has to do \,üith the relationship
between the content of the stereotype and the hostility felt
toward the outgroup.

In essence, the problems here are of an epistemological variety.

Yet, it is important lo realize that our concern ís not rvith content

(descriptive element) of a stereotype per se; rather, with the processes

involved that promote certaín attitudes which 1n turn may project a stereo-

tyPe.

Aside from the basic problem of epistemology, it is left for Ehe

researcher to ÍnvestigaEe and determine causal factors. This has gone

beyond the purely ethnographíc approach to one of validation/refutation

of hypotheses via various testing lnechanisms . I^Ihat causes certain groups

of people to have certain attitudes that in turn become "attitudinal,

fi-xations", or, stereotypes?

once again, Brigham (gp.cir.) provides an excellent review of the

research that has been done in tl-iis area within the United States. Causal

explanatiorLs are numerous. The most obvious one has been race. "Skin

color and racial membership appear to be perceived as possessing b,oth racial

and social significance by children by the t.ime they reach age 4 or 5"

(ibi4., 2I , in reference to otl'rers). Some studies indicate that class has

4
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lnÒre of a function than race (ib.id., 20, in reference to others).

Bogardus (7925) attempted to equate attitude wiLh "social distance".

Other causal factors could be ment'ioned; ethnic affilíation, religious

affiliation, socÍo-economic status, language, years of schooling, and so

on. The most frustrating aspect Ís that not any one of these could be a

prime mover; rather, it is likely that they are all involved in the stereo-

typing process.

In Canada, research has been just as varied. Porter (g.p-.q!!..), for

example, claims that ethnicity is a major factor in controlling the status

of various groups. More recently Darroch (1979) explores the possibÍlity

that there is a greater social rnobility between ethnic groups than once

predicted, and that ethnic groups have not become as 
" 
"fixed" as Porter

indícated. Darroch's analysís wí1l be looked at in greater detail further

on in thís writing. Frideres, however (L915; L976; LglB), supports that

ethnicity and racism are major causal factors for type of stereotype main-

tained.

Specific to social class, the results show that for Indians and
Blaclcs social class is not an important mediating factor in
determining studentsr attitudes toward them fstudent sample drawn
from !,Ìestern Canadian UniversityJ it does suggest that a
portion of the hostility of the larger society directed towards
them may be due to other factors such as tracial characteristicst
(Frideres, !lp. cit. , I97 5:40) .

congruently, in a more recent study (Frideres, op.cit., 1976:136),

he concludes that racísm in Western Canada has not decreased over the past

t\.{enty years and that "individual racism has been transferred from Great

Britain to Canada". His study of 1975 also reveafs "that language iras an

Ímpact upon attitudes to\.ùards French Canadians and Ukrainians but little

impact tolrards other groups" (ibid., 40).
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In a social distance study by Driedger

concluded that "Manitoba students indicated

and Peters (1977: 168) it is

a desire for more distance

from non-Europeans, but there was 1itt1e evidence for negative attitudes

Lowards them". Goldstein (1978) presents a study based on prestige and

socio-economic status vis-à-vis ethnic name label1ing.

Two earlier studies, Gardner and Taylor (L969), and Gardner, Taylor

and Feenstra (1970), discuss the phenomenological aspect of stereotyping

and a "common knowledge model", seemingly in accord with a later writing

by Mackíe (op.cit. , 1974).

The model suggested here, however is that the ethnic-group label,
French Canadians, evokes a relatively common image of the Quebec
scene, of Expo and hockey, of Catholicism, and separatism, and on
the basis of this tcommon knowledget, subjects hypothesize about
what personality atrributes from a list presented are congruent
with this 'informaËion'. Such a model would support the "Kernel
of truth" hypothesis in that a common image might conceivably be
based on coÍìmon factual information, but at the same time it
would account for the inclusion of erroneous, or conflicting
personality atrributes in the rstereotyper since these could be
reasonable deductions based on partial inforrnation suggested by
the image. (Gardner and Taylor, op.cit., 190-19f).

To substantiate this type of analysis Gibbins and Ponting (1976), ín

of Indianrelation

Affairs".

knowledge

to Canadian Indians, incorporated a "knowledge index

Their subsequent results concluded that among their respondents,

about Indians and their situation had little impact upon sympathy

or approval.

of t'cul tural

If this holds true, r¿e could seriously question

a\4rareness" programmes within the school. curricula,

content of these programmes.

This writer as rn'el1 (van de Vyvere, 1980) conducted a study of the

attitudes of prospective school teachers tor¡ards selected ethniclracíal

groups. The research was also done at a Western Canadian university.

The testing instrument used in this study was the semantic differential,

the validity

or the
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consÍsting of 13 bipolar adjectives covering a three dimensional space -

EPA (í.e., Evaluative - ê.8. ¡ good/bad; Potency - e.g. ' po\,rerful/powerless;

Activity - e. B. , fast/slow) .

There is no need, however, to go into any great detail re semantic

differential here (see Osgood, 7964; Heise, I970). A mean distribution

(profile) was plotted, revealing the respondentsr (n=80) general attilude

vis-à-vis the selected ethnic groups and the selected bi-polar adjectives.

0n a mean range from one to five, wít.h five being the most posítive, the

average mean for most groups wíth respect to the total EPA dímension

centred about the three-point-five range. There \.{ere t\üo noticeable

exceptions, however, being the East Indians and the Canadian Indians.

Especially in the evaluative dimension, the Canadian Indian fared no better

than a mean of t\^7o-point-five. That is, accordlng to the respondents of

this study, Canadian Indians were d1rty, Iazy, dishonest and drunk.

0f course, there are many limítations to such an analysis and those

1íke ít. We may look at them f rom t\,r'o levels. The f irst relates to the

method of testing. Although cooperative, a few respondents raised doubts

concerning the validíty of such testing (see Heise, ibid. , 246-247), Some

belÍeved the concepts to be dogmatic, forcing a prescribed response, working

within a prescribed mind set. According to Heise (ibid., 247),". for

the present one perhaps should be cautious in using the SD with highly

salient topics since there is some evidence that the measures may be con-

founded by social desirability effects in such instances".

The second level relates to the kind of sarnple utilized in this study.

A sample of univer:síty students may be regarded as a "closed s¡¡stem" sample.

The university may be regarded as a subsystem of a larger system, and although
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it is part of this larger system, the ideas ít perpetuates may be sui

generis (i.e., academic liberalism) and not necessarily characteristic

of the members of society at large.

As such, \,ve must speculate as to whether the test results were

either t'real" or ttidealtt. Although, for example, the questionnaire may

ask whether the respondents had any close relatíonshíps with the members

of ethnic groups other than theír o\¡¡n, we have no \¡ray of actually knowing

how intimate the relationships are, or under what. circumstances they are

rnaintained (cf ., Campbell, gg.É!).

Furthermore, Tde do not know how well members of other groups are

perceived in "real" situations; that is, those sítuations outside of the

university. Consequently, respondents may rely upon certain folk beliefs

(Mackie, op.cit., r973), or "common knowledge" (Gardner and Taylor, så.cit.).

An interesting aspect of van de Vyverers study (gp.cit.), j_s that a

goodly number of respondents (30) were enrofled in a course on cross-cultural

education. This would lead us to speculate on the content of the course

bêing offered and its effects on prospective teachers. Are the attitudes

as represented by this study influenced at all by course content, or would

they exist regardless? 0n the other hand, is it not possible that schooling

may have little effect upon attitude or changing it?

Nonetheless, cognizant of such limitations, research of this type is

significant in discerning whether cerlain groups of people perceive other

groups of people as being different? Research of this type ís beneficial

in eiti'ier su.pporting or ref uting such conj ectured models on cross-cuf tural

conf lict as Present ed ir-r the previous chapLer of this thesis , f or exainple.

This type of research, therefore, becomes quite necessary when much is being
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said and questloned about issues relating to multiculturalism and

cultural pluralism.

A stereotype is the "stuff" upon which prejudices are formulated.

I^le all have prejudices in that we all have preferences as to what we like

or dislike. The stereotype that "blondes have more fun" ruy cause male

members of a socíety to be prejudiced in favour of females with blonde

hair, while female members of the same society who do not have blonde fiair

to be prejudiced agaíns them (i.e., female b1-ondes). Tt-iis is a hypothetical

case' of course, but it reflects how prejudices are often formulated on

selective subjective criteria.

We are ínterested, however, in studying ethnic and racial prejudice,

and these automatically have come to assume a negative stereotype.

According to Allport_ (19,54: 10):

Ethnic prejudice is an antipathy based upon a faulty and
inflexible generalizatíon. It may be felt or expressed.
It may be directed tor,¿ard a group as a whole, or toward an
individual because he is a member of that group The
net effect of prejudice, thus defined, is to place the
object of prejudice at some disadvantage not merited by his
own conduct.

According to Hughes and Kallen (g¿,c1t.,105):

Racial prejudice refers to a set of attítudes or beliefs
towards members of particular ethnic categorÍes or groups
on the basis of their assumed physical, cultural, anð,for
behavioural characteristics .

Prejudlce ís a belief, or attitude, usually based upon erroneous

information (per stereotype) of the lndividual/group in concern. The

belief , hovrever, i-s of no ma.'j or consequence until it becomes manif es t in

actual public behaviour. A bar-tender, for example, might relate to

intimate friends his belief of whÍte racial superiority. Nonetheless, he

will serve non-whites at the bar. On the other hand, should his belief be
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demonstrated in actual public behavíour (i.e., refusing to serve non-

whites at tlte bar), this is an act of discrimination and racism. According

to Hughes and Kallen (ibid. , 105) :

Racial discriminatÍon refers to the act or practice or
granting or denying members of particular ethnic categories
or groups access to life chances (opportunities or rewards)
because of their assumed physical, cultural and/or behavioural
characteríst.ics.

Prei udice therefore, refers to attitudes or beliefs. Dlscrimination

refers to behaviour or the act of inclusion/exclusion according to personal

beliefs. Racism refers to a belief that one race is superíor/inferior to

ano ther .

As is the case with biological evolution, so ít is with social evolutÍon

as well in that the interaction becomes significant mainly at the group leve1.

Díscrimination to\.rards the indivídual may be seen as individual variatíon.

Towards the group, however, it assumes great-er signíficance. As such,

people belonging to a certain race are excluded from certain group activities

(cf., Walker, L97B: 76,18 - a greater emphasis needs to be placed upon

research that discerns the orocesses of maintainance of institutional racism

In terms of social stratification, we should be "studyÍng up rather than

down"). A threshold is crossed when racism becomes structural. A real

problem has been created, one that is systemic and pervasive. (see Hughes

and Kalfen, op,.cit., 105-106; "Structural racism refers to lnequalíties

rooted in the system-wíde operation of a socÍ-ety which exclucle substantial

numbers of particular ethnic categories from significant participation in

its major social institutions").

BeÍng ingrained within the moral and social fabric of a society,

struc{-ural racism becomes an unconscious determiníng force. Governmental
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policies have been constructed with the intent of excluding certain grollps

of people accordi-ng to ethnicfracíaL affiliation. Australía is one

example; South Africa another. Although Canadians in theÍr humanitarian

endeavour may neglect the fact that racism exísts in our present society,

at the problem hiscorícally vís-à-vis government

laws (see Palmer, ed. I9l5).

it would be wise to look

prejudice does not simply exist

be related as a causal factor for

in and of itself.

however, they exist at

in that they are

Mead, _q¿.grt_. , 1970:

Although prejudice can

there must be causal factors

place. These causal factors

researcher t s particular

Early theoretical

generalLzation and over

course, but justifiable

previous discussion re

1980; see Vinacke, op

context on an índividual

policies and

It would

a group level

unconscíous1y

29-30):

immigration

seem that

as well

founded

discrimination,

involved in producing prejudice in the first

take on a number of forms relative to the

emphasis.

orientations have been attacked on grounds of over-

simplification. This ís a nebulous realm, of

1n that ít realizes a difference of kind (cf.

generalist and specialist systems, Sealey, op.ci-t.,

.cit.). Prejudices exist within a gíven societal

1evel. More importantly,

These prejudices are innate

upon ethnocentric values (cf.

Tlre unanal,yzed belief that other people, who look very
different physically, or live at a very dífferent social
level from oneself, are somehow different in deeply
hereditary \,/ays, ís a very persistent one however strongly
people rray declare their allegiance to the scientific state-
ment that beliefs associated rvith race and class are learned,
not carrÍed in their genes).

Individual prejudlces are hardly

At a group 1eve1, Ít

inf1uentia1, "you go your way and

has a more profound ímpact. CulturesI'11 go mine"
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that are isolated maíntain a r'latent" prejudice. This latency becomes

outwardly real as a result of prolonged inter-cultural contact. 0n a

cross-cultura1 level , therefore, in a very general \.vay, \^/e may speculate

as to the causes of prejudÍce with regards to cultural differences and

ethnocentrism. Alt.hough generalized, this idea should not be undermined,

for the possibility arises that this benígn process is a factor involved

in the perpetuation of tite "psychologícal constellation" held in coûrmon

by a particular group.

With socíetíes that are more complex and stratÍfíed, another dimension

must be added. This dimension is a vertical one and related to <legree

of social mobility. Inevítable with this type of social structure is the

degree of power held by its members and dÍfferential access to it.

Obviously, the more complex the social system the more complex must be the

varlables Ínvolved ín determíning the causes of prejudÍce.

l^lithin highly stratífied societies, a differential access towards the

availability of consumable resources and the power to acquíre the access

leads to dÍffere-ntial treatment of the members of society as a whole.

Unfortunately, this goes beyond the indivídual level to the group.

Differential access becomes signÍfÍcanÈ in terms of groups of people.

Consequently, certain groups of people have access to certain resources

deníed to ot-her groups of people. Congruently, as a matter of reference,

we speak in terms of a majority

ordinate group

The concept, maj ority or dominant group, ref ers to tlle c.ategor:y

or dominant group, and a minority or sub-

group, refers

or categories of people rvho occupy the highest ranking or super-
ordinate posí.tíon wlthin the society in terms of power, privilege
and prestige. The concept minorit or subordínate
to the category or categorÍes of people who occupy a lo\,rer ranking
or subordinate position vis-à-vis the majority group. The crucial
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characteristic of minority group ranking is not numerical
strength [take Soutir Africa, : for exampleJ but its inferior
social position because of which its interests are noL
equally or effectively represented in the major, public
and private social institutions of society. The concept,
minoríty, is a relative term and thus has no social
meaning apart from its relation to the concept, majority.
(Hughes and Kallen, op.cit., 101).

Porter's analysis (op.cit.) gives evídence that this model of

majority group conformity is implicít in the Canadian system of ethnic

stratification. Represented in the greatest numbers at the top of this

hierarchy are those ethnic caLegories most clearly resembling the dominant

"I^l .4. S.P." (hrhíte, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant) elíte, physically, 1ínguis-

tically, cultural-1y and behaviourally.

Represented in the greatest numbers at the bottom of the ethnÍc

hierarchy are those 'ihíghly vÍsible" ethnic categoríes most dissímilar to

the majority, the indigenous peoples: Indíans, Inuít and Metis. In the

middle ranks are a wÍde range of ethnic minorities ÍncludÍng Ukrainíans,

Chinese, et cetera, most of whom have experienced consíderable upward or

downward mobility over time, depending upon the willingness of the majority

to allow them effective par:ticipation in its major social instj-tut1ons, and

on their own membersr desire to emulate the majority model.

This pattern of ethnic stratificatÍon bears a great resemblance to van

de Vy.vere's study (op,_c_{.) re ethnic stereotyping. It would appear that

there is a tendency for the hierarchical ethnic structure to persist because,

despite mobility in the middle lanks, the ethnic composition of the top and

bottom ranks remains relatively stable.

More recently, the purpose of an analysis by Darrocl'r (op. cit . ) was

primarily one of re-evaluating the commonly accepted thesls of Porter ti'rat
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oners ethnicity r,ras the most important variable in determining entrance

status and social mobility r,/íthin a stratified society. Darroch does

not deny that the premise may be true to some extent. Observed socíal

phenomena over the past decade, however, seem to indicate that the problem

of ethnic stratification is obviously quite complex, and that onets ethnic

affiliation is not necessarily an ímpediment to social mobility. "There

is no sound evidence to sustaín the quite common assumption Ehat ethnj-c

affiliations operate as a sígnificant block to educational and occupational

mobiliry in Canada" (ibid , Z).

In this light, the signifícance of Darrochfs analysis is one of malcing

explicit and fundamental that onets ethnic affiliation is not the sole

variable in determining social outcome. "I am concerned with the gross

effects of ethnicity and ímmigrant status in stratificatíon and mobility

(ibÍd, 4). In terms of research, this has significant irnplications, calling

a need in re-establíshing an axíomatic premise that moves away from the

trethnic variablett and the trvertical mosaictt.

Darroch proceeds to support his argument by making reference to more

recent research. Quoting 81íshen (1970), Forcese (I975), Tepperman (1975),

and Pineo (L916), he seeks to \,/eaken Porterrs positíon by stating that

interethníc social mobility does exist. In accordance with Pineo (gp,cit.),

I'ie suggests that Porterrs thesis was, in fact, largely commenting on the

relative status of ethnic groups and not on the life chances of individual

(Darroch, oÞ.cÍt., 5). This observation has meaningful implícations as

wel1, for it attempts to view social systems as dynamic entities. Porterts

analysis \.'rítil its "loclied-in" oríentation could be viewed as an unrealistically

static representatior-r of society,
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As .such, Darroch argues (ibid, 10):

One major conclusion whích a reconsíderation of the original
data makes imperative is that ethnic occupational differen-
tiation has systematically reduced in thirty years. Certaínly,
this adds weight to the growing reluctance to accept the ídea
that Canada has experienced a hardening of initial levels of
ethnic entrance statuses into a permanent class system.

Indeed, when we look at the various Tables (ibíd., 9r11r14r16), we

might conclude that there appears to be a greater "ethníc fluidityrr;

yet this appears to be primarily with the "míddle" groups (e.g., German,

Dutch, Scandinavian, et cetera . Unfortunately, proportíonately CanaclaIs

indigenae (Native Peoples) reveal a considerable disparity. Congruently,

might \^Ie not conclude t.hat we are movÍng from an apparent multi-caste system

to an obvious duaf-caste system (i.e., Native Peoples veïsus the Others)?

Why would this be the case? Could this be at all related to the

previous discussion re specialist and generalist cultural paradígms, each

representing a unique psychological constellation, no\^/ revealing an anti-

thetical situation of ídeological conflict? Nonetheless, with Darroch's

analysl-s we might have to conclude that ethnícity alone is not the factor

in deterrnining socÍal positíon, and to this extent a re-evaluation of Porterts

thesis is quite justified.

In a stratifíed society, prejudice and discrimination must be perceived

ín terms of dominant/subordinate relationships. As such, they are non-

caus.al variables; rather, they are mechanistic and Íntervening. I^lith

reference to the majority, they may be used as a device in the maintenance

of the status quo.

The overriding consequence, however, is that thís functÍonal asp ect

intrinsÍcwÍth regards to the majority group becomes institutlonal-ized and

to the operating soclal structure. rndeed, their function becomes
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profít.able as a means of societal maintenance and Po\.rer centralization.

the top at the expense ofOn a competitive 1evel,

anoLher.

one grotÌp can only be at

Interplaying with these operant forces is the process of stereo-

typing. At an observable leve1, groups of people are seen as possessing

group characteristics (physical and cultural), inhÍbiting them from

becoming "successful" human beings. Somehow, these become idiosyncratic

cu1tural traits that are identifíably maladapti-ve (recall previous

cliscussíon re "survival of the f Íttest"); t'rndians are Lazyt', for example.

Thus, an excuse exists in order to make this group an object of

discrímination (Í.e., maintaining a groupts "sacrednesst', cf., Llfton,

op.cit., quoted ín previous chapter). 0n the level of economÍcs, some

have postulated an observable "culture of povertylr, particularly character-

istic of certain ethníc groups (see Lewisr oÞ.cit.). It might be surmised

that people are poor because they desire to perpetuate this ethic. This

is a misleading notion, for it excludes external social forces whÍch

contribute to the maintenance of poverty.

trrlith reference to the minority group, prejudice and discrimination

are functional intervenÍng variables in the maintenance of ethnic identity

and the promotion of social living conditions. For the minority group

prejudlce and dlscrimlnation become "weapons" for social control. Historical

incidents have revealed that policies based on assimilatíon for the most part

have been destructive towards maintenance of ethnic identity and supportive

of the ruling class (cf . , Gustaf son, _o_g. cít. ) .

Conversely, from Lhe perspective of the ethnic minorJ-ty, a policy of

segregation may be beneficial toward its cause. What the mlnority group is
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(io a 1n essence is settín a conflict model con ruent with a socialu

system based on competition Ultimately, to forge ahead is to compete

Altl-rough apparently contradictory, the end result would be one of a

reduction of competition based on maintenance of ethnic solidarity. An

example of this would be an Tndian Reservatíon school operating on a policy

of 1ocal control. An active policy would be to hire (only) ínstructors of

Indian background. Thereby the job market would be more open to Indlans.

Prejudice and discrimination as a function of the majority/minority

group ís discussed in some detail by Levin (1975). Below is a díagramatic

representation of their relationship.

Indpendent Variables Intervening Deperdent Variables
(Causes) VarÍable (Consequences)

For the ma or ít ou

frustration

threat to self-
esteem

uncer tainty Prejudice -)
competition
for power, status
and wealth

For the mínorÍty group:

reduction of competition
maintenance of solidarity
reduction of uncerlainty

FIGURE 2 Prejudice Intervening Varíable

--)

as an

from Levin (I915, 104).

In that prejudice and dÍscrímÍnation are ongoing forces within our

society, teachers, as practitioners, contribute in a direct way to this

per:petuation. ThÍs is not to declare tl-iat we, as i.ndividuals, are

consciously contr:ibuting to the demlse of ethnic integritl,. But in a socio-

dísplacement of aggression
protection of self-esteem
reduct.ion of uncertainty
maintenance of occupational

s tatus
performance of unpleasant
or lo\^/-paying jobs

maintenance of povr'er
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cultural context, ít is groups of people with whom lve are concerned and

it should be our duty to discern our actions and responsibilities vis-à-vis

our reference groups.

As practitioners, v/e contribute to our socíety in ways that are bolh

conscious and unconscious. Consciously, the teacher maintains cultural

traits and socía1 patterns. As discussed previously, thís involves the

process of enculturatíon and socializatíon. Parents tel-l thelr children

how they should behave; teachers tell their pupils what they should learn.

Cultural traits become identified and categorízed.

The unconscious aspect is, however, probably a more crucial element.

In other words, \dhy do we do what we do? I^le simply do it. This mode of

operation can have grave consequences. In a cross-cultural perspective,

patterns of behavíour, or, the reasons for doing things, may well be

dissimilar (s|., Jarvie, op.cit.).

Díssímilaríty does not necessarily imply differential outcome. Indeed,

a number of theoretical orientations may conclude a similar outcome (i.e.,

justification for various modes of research). They are the means of

attaining a simÍlar outcome that differs. It becomes obvious, therefore,

that prejudice and discrimination become functional means. To the majority

they become a function of maintaining the status quo; to the mlnority tlley

become a function of social progress.

l^le would have to assume tha t Canadian socí ety and the very premise

upon which it operates is confl-ict oríented. The reali.ty of prejudice,

discrimínation and racial sLrife is difficult to deny. But the realíty

must be tested in terms of exaggeration. Prejudice and discrirnination are

not necessarily traits peculiar to the ruling class wanting to create an
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ethnic barrier to upward social mobility. Although this may be partially

true, it simply cannot be the truth. The tvto are utilized as well by the

subordinates. Their functions become mutual and two-way.

It should be our endeavour to critically analyze the functions of

the two witl-r a minimal degree of emotional attachment. Tl-re point is,

therefore, as it is r¿ith crrltural relativism, not whether prejudice and

discrimination are eÍther good or bad; rather, \n/hy and how do they operate

wíthin the context of the total socÍety?

Operant forces such as these can basically be analyzed from two

perspectives. They may be studied synchronically; that is, we might

anaLyze these forces in terms of the present., and many so.ciological studies

are doing just this vis-à-vis quant.ified analysis. As well, they may be

studied diachronícally; that is, what might have been the historical

círcumstances leading up to the present situatÍon? Ideally, a proper study

would involve both perspectives. Unfortunately, however, one is often

sacrificed by the other.

Both hístorically and contemporaneously, of course, Canadian society

has been plagued with prejudice, discrimination, and racism; albeit

"po1ite1y" as the moral majority míght declare. It is important to remember,

however, that all ethnic groups, not only those cfassified as the "minority",

are vÍctimized by these forces. Too often we overloolc the fact that what

is termed as "[ù.4.S.P. " is an elhnic category as well.

As a means of demonstrating t.he manifestation of these forces, this

writer will focus upon one particular ethnic grollp; the Canadian Indian.

This group is selected on the grounds that it represents a rather unique

situation vis-à-vis cultural confrontation. Firstly, Inclians are Lhe
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inhabitants" of this country. Secondly, in terms of differentíal

\.{e can attempt to analyze t]ne eff ects of prolonged

in that itConsequently, this group is also selected

might best explicate the anthropological concepts as discussed in the

prevíous chapter.
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CASE STUDY: THE CANADIAN INDIAN AND SCHOOLING

First of all, it needs to be clarified that when we speak in terms

of "Indian" v/e are dealing wÍtir a very complex situatíon. To the casual

observer, anyone who looks fndian ís Indian (per stereotype). To those

wíth intimate knowledge of the Indian re historícal circumstances and

1ega1íties, and to Indians themselves, this is hardly a \,/arranted perceptíon.

Very briefly, "Indian" taxonomically fa1ls into the category "Native",

t^¡hich includes the Metis and Inuit as we1l. To be Indian is to be Native,

but the converse does not hold true. Furthermore, the term "Indían" may

be further dÍvided into:

1. Treaty Indíans those whose ancestors sígned
the crov¡n whereby they ceded
for specified rights.

treaties with
land in return

2. Registered f lrdíans those whose ancestors did not sign
treaties (Maritimes, Quebec, Yukon,
parts of the Northwest Territories,
and in most of Britísh Columbia), but
who chose under the Indían Act to be
regarded as legal Indians.

3. Non-Treaty Indíans those who have "sold" theír treaty rights
(enfranchised) or lost their 1egal rights
ín other vrays. As such, treaty and
aborÍgina1 rigl-rts are sacrificed and
individuals are treated (idea1ly) 1egal1y
as Canadian citízens.

The Metis, of course, are the result of inter-racial marriages and have

no special statulory rights except in the province of Manitoba. Their

dilemrna is rather unique in that, for the most part, they have been dis-

cr:iminated against by bot}r Indians and non-Indians. The concept of Iletis-

ness and its expression vis-à-vis ethnic group would provide a valuable study

in determlning the meaning of ethniciry. As an etirnic category they clefy

typical stereotyping based on shared physical, characteristícs. The same
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holds true with cultural characterístics. The Metis, however, are not our

concern here (for further analysis see Sealey and Kírkness, eds., I973i

Sealey and Lussier, I975; Sealey and Lussier, eds., Vo1. I, II, I97B;

Vo1. III, 1980, especially Chapter V - "Ethnicity and the Concept of Metis-

ness"; Sealey op.cit., 1980).

In an attempt to maintain conformity and congruency, this section will

utilize the term "Indian". More sepcifically, within the context of

Canadian society, this writer will maínly be concerned \.vÍth the schooling

process as ít is related to Status Indians. This is contradistinction to

what ¡¡e might refer to as "urbant'Indians, or those which the non-Indian

is most famílíar with. Beyond these complex 1ega1 parameters, however,

our major concern is to regard Indians as a derivative of a cultural paradigm

that has been termed as "generalist", and Lo analyze the continuous culture

clash resulting from an acculturatíve process Ínvolvíng a paradigm that has

been termed as ttspecialisttt.

a) A Brief HÍstorícal Per ective

It is important to realíze that we are all migrants to the North

early nomadic tribes crossedAmerÍcan continent. It has been estímated that

into North America via the Bering Straít Land Brídge some 40,000 years ago

(cf., Comas, I972). Naturally, these peoples roamed the contj-nent and

settled ín various parts of it. It Ís also important to realize that there

were probably several nigrations, with the Eskimo being perhaps the most

recent. But ín no \../ay v/ere all these people alike. Ttre word "Indian",

of course, is a recent additior-r, presumably uttered by Columbus while he

thought he Ìrad reached the Oríent. Both prior to and during white contact

Irrdian cultures vJere numerous.

l^le see the more advanced societies such as tl-re Maya, Aztec and Inca,
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as \^/e11 as some peoples in the South Eastern United States and the North

West Pacific Coast. We see the prairie hunter and gatherer and the

Iroquois Confederacy. It becomes quite obvious that there \^rere many kinds

of ttrndianstt.

It is also very important to recogn ize that these various groups

practised inter-tribal warfare, that although they may be idealized as

cooperative, they were ín instances, competitive. It is, therefore, very

misleading to conclude that all Indians are alíke. 0f course, it may

appear to be this way today, but only because they have been forced to

think this way, and through their own will ít has become a defense mechanism

for ethnicity. It may be useful to ínvestigate the fol1owÍng questions:

Can we speak in terms of an "Indian Culture?

Should \,re rather speak ín terms of Indían Cultures?

What was similar and what was dífferent to the various cultures?

Did warfare exist among the Indians prior to white contact?

If so, what were the motívations for l.tarfare?

I^/ere Inclians traditionally competitive?

If so, to what degree are they different from competitive white people?

Often we read of how the Indian people were looked at as savages, as

uncívilized, or, as children. These observations are often part of the

colonial experience. Not so frequently, however, do we read of how the

Indian regarded the white person. Many history books would lead us to

believe t,hat the white man \"/as revered as god-like. Thís may be true in

instances, but eventuall.y the Indian realized that tlìe white nìan \^7as as human

as everyone else. In fact, some reports indicate Lhat the l.ndian regarded

himself superior to the v¿hite man, and incleed, it might be said that many

believe this today. But we all believe ourselr¡es to be superíor, one to
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the other. I,rIe

following quote

poÍnt:

The Indians

all build defenses around our I'sacred worlds". The

from l^Ialsh (LglL, BB, underlining mine) illusÈrates this

at first did not know what to think of the bearded
light skinned strangers. Some, for a while, thought they were
supernatural creatures like those knor¡n from ancient traditions.
Near Yale the Indians told Simon Fraser that someone like l-rim
had once come up the rÍver and left scratch-marks on the rocks,
a local story that refers to the mythical Transformer Haylse.
The newcomers \,Jere strange in many \¡rays. For one thing, they
were all males. They owned many wonderful thíngs - "magic
sticks" (as the Kwakiutl cal1ed muskets), clocks, uniforms with
buttons and buckles. Telescopes seemed magical, too: one
Haida chíef asked Captaín Ingraham to look around a point of
land to see if enemíes v¡ere approaching. The Haida called
white men "Yetshaida" ("iron men") because they were so rÍch
in that valued metal; the Nootka called them "Mamathnl"
(tttheír houses move over watertt).
Once the novelty wore off , however, the Indians gave further
thought to dealing with these ne\,r men. Thev were not relat ives ,
SO erha s should be treated 1íke members of distant tribes
DO tential enemies. Then it would be fair to steal from them or
even kil1 them íf there \../as an advanta ined.etobe

For economic reasons, or whatever, it seemed that it would be the

white manfs duty (manifest destiny) to either exterminate or civilize these

peoples. Part of the cíviLization process \,ras the zealous work of the

missíonary. Devoted to God, these missÍonaries were performing their

religious quest in a non-conspiratory manner. In fact, only the missionary

was daríng enough to venture into unknown lands.

According to Sealey (gg.cit., 1980, 31):

Their /ìrissionarie{ commÍtment to the furtherance of Christrs
work, as they viewed it, tends to be judged by modern secular
standards and the judgement is usually negative. Their
dedicated work, however, \.vas exemplary by the standards of that
time and the pejorative comments that ro11 so easily from the
lips of rnany contemporary Canadians reflect not wisdom of
hindsight but ignorance of hístory. The tendency to judge
the past only by using the social Ínsights of modern tÍmes
resulLs in distorted and limited understanding.

unfortunately, he carried with hiin a bias, the need Lo convert the



savages to Christianíty. Although the latter may have had some difficulty

in accommodating Christianity per se, somehow there I^/as contained within

both religíons (Indian and ChrisLian) a suítable degree of overlapping

mysticism. The missionaries did provide extensive evidence of their
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today.

For t

to suppose

hunting grounds,

if they were

concern for the Indian people (e.g., The Jesuit Relatíons But many

have

)

Indians did take the opportunity to get rid of this educational experíence

(e.g., martyrdom of Jesuits in Huronia).

trrle could argue that the missionary may have led the way to more

extensive exploitation by the intrudíng party. This is not the immediate

problem, however. The problem ís that the intruders are simply not going

a\ray. Contact is prolonged and continuous. Undoubtedly, a conflict of

interests arises and l¡ecomes a malter of whomever ís the most por,terful will

ultimately have the final say. We could cite numerous historical examples

of how the intruder pushed his \'ray \,/est\rard in search of a better economy.

We could cite other numerous examples of how the Indians \¿rere decimated

through either combat or dísease.

But our concern here is v¡ith the Indíans as a conquered people (cf.,

GusLafson, ep.cit.). It is perhaps not Loo difficult to see why some

fndians signed Treaties but it is certainly ivorth an effort to examine one

such Treaty, for its contents and its interpretation is a major issue

Concerning the forming of Treaty I, Governor Archibald at Lo\der

stated in a lel-ter of 1871, "Furthermore, the Indians seem toGarry

fals e ideas of the meaning of a reserve. They have been led

that large tracts of ground \,rere Lo be set aside for them

including timber lands, of which they might se1l the wood

propríetors of the soil" (Walsh, op.cit. , l2).

In essence, what they did receive:

AS

d>
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The Chippewa and Swampy Cree Tribes of Indíans and all other
Indians inhabiting the district
defined do hereby cede, release

hereinafter described and
surrender, and yield up to

Her Majesty the Queen and successors
included within the following limits

forever all the lands

Her Majesty the Queen hereby agrèes and undertakes to lay
aside and reserve for the sole and exclusive use of the
IndÍans as will furnish one hundred and sixty acres
for each family of five, or in that proportion for larger
or small-er families
And with a view to show the satisfaction of Her Majesty
with the behaviour and good conduct of Her Indians parties
to this treaty) She hereby, through her Commissíoner,
makes them a p resent of three dollars for each Indian man,
\,roman and child belonging to the bands here represented

And further, Her l'{ajesty agrees to maintain a school on
each reserve hereby made wirenever the Indians of the reserve
should desire it.

(extracted from Treaty I, 1871, underlining mine).

Accord.ing to Cardinal (op.cit., L48, L49), concerning the signing of

the Treaties:

The only thing that we agreed to do r^zas to live in peace wíth
the white man, and to share with him the available land so that
he could come into this country, and bring his livestock, and
supporL hís families
f dontt thj-nlc that the whj-te people er¡er thought that religíon
!üas any part of the treaty-making process

As far as our elders \,rere concerned, the treaty-making process
was three things. First, it was a reaffirmation of the religious
aspect of theír nationhood. Second, it was a reaffirmation of
theÍr belief that they would have to accommodate white mants
presence. Finally, it was a formal attempt by them to establish
the relationship there ought to be betv/een their people and the
other partners to the treaties.

I.^/hat the treaties say and what they are supposed to nean are t\,.ro

different things. Cardinal would have us believe that the treaties

ïepresented an agreement towarcls the acceptance of each otherts presence.

This writer cannot help but relate these ideas to the model on cross-

cultural confl-íct discussed earlíer (see prevlous chapter re Cultural

Dynamics and Culture Change). A conflict of cultural paradigrns has resultecl
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in this antithetical situation. The Indian has attempted to synthesize

the situatíon within the context of his intrinsic belief system.

Obviously, the white man has tried to do the same. Unfortunately, as

Cardj-nal would have it, there has been a misínterpretation' or probably,

a misunderstandíng of thís spi-ritual synthesis. Consequently, no real

synthesis has Laken place and we are still at the level of antithesis.

According to l^lalsh (sp. cit. , 82) :

The problem no\../ resolves itself into one of mob psychology.
It involves fundamentally the spiritual fibre and stamina
of the race. There ís no doubt that the Indian mind has
lost lts bearings orl a starless sea. The ancient beliefs,
notíons and myths have been shaken to the ¡oots; the ancestral
cosmogony has fallen to the ground.

fn a traditional way the Indian child \,/as educated to participate in

a total 1ífe; living was education. In our society, as previously

dÍscussed, although we all become educated Ín the sense that education is

measured by experience, \^/e cannot possíbly learn all the aspects of our

culture. Consequently, \de are schooled ín order to acconmodate certain

segments of the larger society. Schooling is, therefore, a selective

device. Under the auspices of the Federal Government, the fndians, as

potential cítizens of the greater society, \,Jere subjected to this imposed

pïocess. It was the intention of many to produce "responsible Canadian

citizens" out of the Indian children. As ís to be seen, this was no easy

task. During the centuries, the Indians had established a certain uníclue

relationshíp to theír environment. A culture developed with values unique

unto itself.

l^lhite society also had developed a system of unique values. Con-

sequently, after hundreds of years of evolution along díssimil.ar paths how

Ís it now possible for one to understand the evolved world víew of the other?
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Both systems are at fault.

Indeed, the white people encroached upon Indian territory and

administered numerous "raw deals", but was this action an outright

conspiracy? Conquest is inevitable. It seems to be a natural outcome

of many human endeavours. Do the Indians understand this? Should they

understand this? There are numerous instances of slavery, lor example,

amongst the North American Indians prior to white domination (see, for

example, Drucker, 1965, 5L-52).

To look at terms in black and white ís often misleading. As Cardinal

himself admits, "Hor^rever, the idea of a black and ¡,¡hite picture is a myth.

Many Indians and many whites would be astounded at the similarity of their

behaviour under given conditions" (op.cit.,199). To continually harp,

under the guise of romantic nostalgia, on how the Indian got cheated is a

\,vaste of time and energy. Cheated or not, initially many Indians quite

wil1ingly v/ent to school; of course, many also went unwillingly. But

this does not seem so strange. Many children in white society unwillingly

go to school; they are forced to go to school.

Indian children went willingly because initially it was the desire to

learn white mants v/ays, to learn his language and his culture, so that they

could fit into society. They are those unfortunate consequences of not

being able to fit in that we mostly read about. Llhy has this been the case?

Once again, \,ùe have a conf lict in values. But of ten it is not so much the

conflict per se that creates the problem; it is conflíct which has resulted

from a belief that one set of values takes priority over the other.

Now we have a real problem, one based on an ethnocentric premise of the

"sacredness" of onets culture. This writer feels that this dilemma is so
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deeply rooted that he is skepti-cal as to r,¡hether it can ever be deal-t with

successfully. Even if the Indian desíres to be assimÍlated we might

question his abÍlity, though with sincere intentions, to cast away his

"sacred worlcl" fr."., that deep-rooted psychological constellation that

distinguishes self (Indian) from the other (non-Indían); cf., Redfield

op. cit . , L9.53 , 9.I; Lif ton, op . cÍt. , 84-85 , both quoted in the previous

chapted.

One area r¿here value conflict becomes evj-dent is matters dealÍng

with curricula, both rrovert" and "hidden". Many Indian children have

been taught by white instructors who might actually have little or no

cultural understanding of the children they teach. Altirough they nLight

pretend to be understanding, tl-rey are not fu1ly a\,rare of their ethnocentric

biases. (cf., Kleinfeld, Lg72). The textbooks that have been utilized

are of little signifieance to the lives of many Indian children. They are

the product of a world view not directly perceived by the children; in

other words, they are not relevant (Sealey, e¿.cit., I973).

The structure of the school itself is a ne\,r concept for the children

A major argument against residential schools has been that, being away from

home, being away from the immediate family environment, these have created

alienatíon and "deculturation". According to sealey (qp.cÍt., 1980,34):

A major problem, not realized at the time by educators,
v/as that boys and girls growing up in an institutíon failed
to learn normal child-rearing practices which traditÍonally
had been absorbed over time through role modeling.

The IndÍan child had changed ín that by spending ten mollths out of

twelve arvay from home he/she had been indoctrinated into a value system

alien to the traditional life. It is true that many students \"rere not

allowed to be Indian. Their language and cu1 Lure \,üere betittled. It was
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probably the naíve,

the Indian child one

ínnate belief of many an instructor thal to assimilate

had to make a whíte man out of him. Unfortunately,

the colour of hÍs/her skin could not be changed accordingly (sqe Hawthorn

et al, 1967, ParL 2; King, sp.cit.; Sealey and Kirkness, op.cit., I9l4;

I^lolcott, eg. cÍt. , I9.67b) .

Relatlng to tl-ris section, the following questions seem vrorthy of

consideration:

Other than government coercion what were some of the motivating
factors for Indian chítdren to \,rant to receíve an tteducationrr?

What are some of the values intrínsíc to elther cultural paradigrn
that r¿ou1d promote conflict?

Moreover, what are those values that would promote a greater
ínternalized conf lict?

Did
any

I^lhat other factors are involved?

Some would state (pp.cít.) that value conflict has resulted from
an apparent disparity of values amongst Indians and Whites. How
realistic and meanÍngful, in the sense of problem solvíng, is this
observation?

Some would state (for example, Clífton, _op.cí.t., I975, 1977) that
the dísparity in vafues amongst Indians and \rlhites is actually
not that great, that gíven equal opportunity in an assigned milieu
either'one would be actíng accordingly, in íts own best Ínterests.
Llhat would such a view indicate about human behaviour in general?

the curriculum as imposed by the white society contribute to
internalized conflict?



b) A Bríef Contemporary Perspective

Past statistics have indicated that, in general, the Indian has not

been unanimously enthusiastic about the type of education offered (see

Hawthorn.et a1, op.cit., 130; Walshr sp.cit. , 20-24; Frideres, I974,

30-48). It would appear that the attempL to incorporate the Indian as

an íntegral part of Canadian society has failed. A more recent survey

by the Department of Indian and Inuit Affairs (Siggner, I979) indícates

a more "optimístic" trend re educational attainment(i.e., schoolíng) of

Registered Indian students:

In the ten-year period between 1965 and L915, the number of
fndian children attending school at all levels and Lhose
staying through primary and secondary grades have increased
markedly. The retention rate from grades 2 to 12 lnas
increased from 11 per cent in 1965-66 to nearly 18 per cent
by 1975-76. However, this rate ís still far below that for
the total population which \,¡as at 75 per cent in L975-76
Since I972-73, the percentage of registered Indian young
people aged l4-l8 enrolled in secondary school has declined
from a high of 76 per cent to 61 per cent by 1976-71

(Siggner, ibÍd., 28).

Although statistics such as these seem encouraging,

could very well

students that are
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certain limitatlons

be a disparity between

actually attending

indicate at all the

need to be emphasized. Firstly, there

t'enrollmentt' figures and the number of

classes on a regular basis. Secondly,

"lífe chances" of the students enrolled,

do such figures

or their chances at being

educational attainment? Carlsonrvorld as a result of"successful-ttin the

(I97 5 , 28) r¡¡arns us tha t

. we have been lured j-n1-o a fog of statistical analysis
which seeks to establish national norms, national character-
i.stics, and national. fortunes and f ailures tl-Lus , drop-
out rates, delinquency statistics, and other nationallv
published data usually te1l the teacher little about either:
the students or the studentsr communÍty.
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It would seem that schooling, as a tool for persuasion, as a mechanism

for assÍmilation, is dysfuncÈiona1. But schooling in ítself is not so much

at faul-t as are those social forces that imp lement the ideology into the

schooling system. Schooling does not perform in a vacuum; it manifests

a social will by perpetuatíng conformity and the status quo. The reason

why the Indian has not "succeeded" is not a result of his innate incapacity

to do so; ít is rather, a consequence of socíal humiliation and the

formation of an identity crisis (Zentner , I9j3).

We are back to looking at culture as a system of interrelatíonships.

The specialist system, in a desire to have the Indian strip off his identity

and conform to it, has demanded no less than a rearrangement of a psyeho-

logical constellatíon that arose out of a unique evolutionary development,

resulting in a clash of paradígms. The Indian does have the potential to

become a lawyer, a doctor, or whatever. He can become such if he has the

desire Eo do so. But ín most cases that desire is not there, for the

greatel: society does not nourish the desíre. on the contrary, through

ethnocentric stereotyping the Indian has been awarded little integríty.

Ethnocentric stereotyping develops out of a pre-conceived notion that

to be different (racia11y and culturally) qualitatively irnplies a siluation

of Ínferiority/superiority. It is a social mechanism for maintaining one's

own integrity and "sacredness". Our specialist system thrives on such a

mechanism for rnaintaining the social hierarchy. This writer hesitates to

admit, however, although historical evidence may contradj_ct him (e.g.,

Inrmigration policies), that this Ís all part of a conscÍous conspíracy.

The conscious conspiracy may well be a device utilized by the researcher.

The situation becomes defined by the device that is uncritically applied to
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it. It has been argued, for example, that our bureaucrats conscíously

formulate racist policies in order that ethnic stratification may be main-

tained and, as such, those in power will remain so (Porter, op.cit.).

I{e could argue, for example, that in the past' a preoccupation with

Indian schoolÍng vis-à-vis vocational aspects of our society ís proof of

the device in action. Stress on vocation fortifies the position and the

po\,rer of the ruling elite (SJ. , Cohen re "computer technologist" , op. cit . ,

1910,97, quoted in previous chapter). But there certainly must be more

to this than purely po1ítica1 explanatÍons. The problem ís deep-rooted;

it is intrinsic to the paradigm in whÍch it manifests itself. In this

light there ís much truth in what Harman has to say (1977, 7), that "These

dilemmas are intrÍnsic, they are built into the paradigm itself and await

only the unfolding of the consequences before they become criticalrr.

According to Lane (L912, 358):

l^le can pretend that it ís a brave ne\^/ world and that the past
is or should be dead and buried. Many Indians do not see it
that way. Remember, v/e are speaking of people who lost a

continent . and who are st.ill losing land and resources
today Whether or not any particular child is infected by
this hostilíty il is endemíc in their environment. When the
time is right, when a teacher speaks brusquely, when a lesson
is incomprehensible, when a white child is or appears to be
unfríendly, then hatred and frustration may break out.

There is no conspiracy here, but a system of events unconsciously

determined by the system of relal-ionships within the paradigm (cf., Harris

op, cit. , 1977). hle wou1d allow the Indian to participate ín our society,

in our T¡/ay of life, if he \,rere to become as \47e. This he could not do for

reasons beyond his corrtrol. We can maintain our integrity only by

destroyÍng the integríty of others.

Discrimination both physical- and social have per:petuated thís. As

lvell, racísm, borne ouL of ethnic naivet'e, is at the root of the problem.
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Iìealizing this, that racial discriminatÍon persísts, that cultural

assimilation seems impossible, the Indian has gathered defenses in order

to maj-ntain racíal integríty. Now we speak in terms of integration.

The notion that all people are the same seems a myth (reca11 Rank, sg. cit.;

Brown, sg.cit., 1963b, quoted in prevíous chapter).

Reacting to a system of schooling that virtually has gotten the

Indian nowhere but in_a state of anomie and "marginality", he feels that

the only way to maÍntain integrity is to set himself aloof from those socíal

forces that have disinherited hím. Unable to cope in a system guided by

racist principles, he gropes for a past and its tenuous ideals. Un-

fortunately, preoccupied r¡ith the task of reminding white society how the

Indian was cheated in the past, âDy inherent differences become unrealis-

tically exaggerated. The injustíces of the past become part of the

propagandistic podium.

Undoubtedly, members of white society do reaLíze these injustices

but we cannot solve any problem ponderÍng hístorical "might-have-beens".

I^lith respect to the signing of the Treaties, we are remínded that the

Federal Government of Canada has responsibilítÍes tor¿ards these people.

The Indians have become t'citizens plus". The Government has tried to

understand the problem, and has tried to promote favourable resolutions.

The lrIhíte Paper of L969 attempted to deal with some of the 1n-justíces

It contended that if Canadian Jndians r.\7el:e to become fu1ly integrated

into CanadÍan society, they, not whites, must change radically. It argued

that the separate 1-egal status of Indians has kept them from fu1ly par-

ticipating in the larger socÍety. Among its proposals was the repealing of

the Indian Act to enable Indians to contTol their lands and acquire tltle to

them. As wefl , Indians \^rere to become a provlncial responsibÍ1ity phasing
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out the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (Frideres,

op.cit., L914, I21).

Of course, such a document v/as suspiciously looked upon as benevolent

paternalism, as another conspiracy. Unfortunately, \.,7e aÏe presently at a

s¡ate of affairs that no matter what the Government does (e.g., re con-

stitutional matteïs 1981), it would be considered as outrageous and

criticized with nothing more than a "gut raction" phílosophy. Naturally,

the Irrhite Paper was attacked on grounds that the Government r^las conspiring

to wipe its hands of the t'fndian Problem" and make it a provincial.concern.

Thís was regarded as another tactic for assimilation and it was rejected

with passion.

Ior every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. Thus, the

Policy Pap er on The Indian Control of Indian Education was introduced in

1912. Basically, the Indians of Canada have called for the right of

determining theÍr own educational destiny. Accordíng to them, controlling

education is a means of controlling destiny through the perpetuation of

"Indian" values (see Policy Paper, ibid, L-2).

Consequently, many have referred to the Indian situation as being an

"Indian Problem". From a systemi.c point of view this is highly unrealistic.

In effect, it ís our problem. Hístorical and contemporary evidence seems

to indicate that assimilation will not work. This would require a cultural

sacrifice tirat many people simply wil-l not submit

seem to be eíther segregation or integration.

Although most would argue that they adhere to

to. The other alternatives

some policy of integration,

segregation.

Brotherhood and its

their verbal actions seem to índícate a tendency towards

Cardinal states (sp. cÍt. , 80) , 'rh7e11 al{are of this, the

Policy paper devoted a considerable sectiori to the problem This
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considerable section, however, constitutes no more than just over a page

\,/ithin the paper (see Po1ícy Paper, op.cit., 25-26) .

rndeed, this is the crux of an.;;. I^]e cannot help but become

involved in a discussion of values, more specifically, social values within

the context of Canadian society. "Essentially then, when we talk about

Canada or Canadianism it is even more vital now than ever before that Indians

across the country define their terms more precisely" (Cardinal: e!.cít.,15).

We cannot even be sure arry more what t'Indian" means.' Thettworkablett

definition has come to be that found within the Indian Act (1978)" Seclíon 2,

(1) states that "'In<liant means a person who pursuant to this Act is registered

as an Indian or is entitled to be regisÈered as an Indian". ThÍs is a highly

ímpersonal def inition.

As previously indicated, the term "Indian" has little value in a

traditional sense , for príor Lo \..7hite contact Indíans díd not regard one

another as belonging to the same group. Undoubtedly, what has been looked

upon and stereotyped as an t'ethnic categorytt has no\rr tTansformed into an

"ethnj-c group" (see Hughes and Kallen, op.cit., BJ, 119). Logically, the

transition has been made and now pretentiously held on to for tactical matters

of self-defence. And yet, and this Ís important, the Indians unanimously

keep referring back to this "tradítional cu1ture". There r¡/as a traditional

culture. But evolutÍon and cultural dynamics have it that all things rnust

change. Those values of the past to which so many blindly adhere are nothing

more tlìan values of the past.

Indian of today, with a slimHow can tl-re

skidoo, justifÍably speak of v'anting to adhere

of today is somebody new, and a new definition

seems quite evident that our prioríties l1e in

'22 rífle and a brand new

to past values? The Indian

of this type ís needed. It

discerning wtrat our values are,
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and ho\,r they relaLe to our actíons. In our society, values and the way

we relate to them become such an abstractíon that \¡te are simply building

sand castles in the air. I^le want this, and vre !ùant that, without any

in-depth regard for the social consequences of our individual actions.

In place of what we \^/ant, what is it that we need?

There are no innnedíate solutions to the problem. But perhaps a viay

of finding a solution is through the reassessment of our social and

indivídual values, and how they relate to the maintenance and perpetuation

of the system. It could very well be that the only solution would be to

re-educate members of socíety to a ne\{ set of social. vafues which would

accommodate cultural differences without segregatÍng the constituents thereof

This is what wÍ1l be dealt with now.
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''MULTICULTURALISM'' AND THE RISE OF ''MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION''

The previous case study attempted to illustrate the effects of value

conflíct resulting from a clash of rather unique cul-tural paradigms.

As such, \,re should be concerrred wíth the consequent evolutionary processes

resulting from this clash. A relatívely recent study, for example

(Havighurst, I976), demonstl:ates similarities of the acculturative process

among Anglo and Natíve societies of Australia, New Zealand, and the United

States. The interaction beLween the Anglo and the Native socíeties has

followed a símilar course in all three cases. Bríefly, this sequence of

phases is:

1. Tentative and cautíous initial contacts, generally with an
emphasís on trade rather than settlement of the land.

Settlement and colonÍzation by the Anglo society, which takes
land from the native.

Resístance from natíves to land takeover, physical conflict, and
defeat of the natives.

Native retreat and withdrawal to reserves' reservations, or
isolated strongholds. Native population reduced to its lowest
number.

2

3

L+

c) Anglo society develops a policy of assimilation of
native socíety, which is accepted by a mínority of
people.

the dwindling
the native

6 Assimilatíon policy is seen as inadequate by Anglos and natives.
Problems of socio-economic adjustment arise, with rapid population
increase of native people, migration to the cities, and protest
movements.

7. Rise of a movement for cultural pluralism - a plurality of
cul-tures witir their members seeking to live togethel in amity
and mutual undersLandÍng and mutual cooperation, but maintaí.njng
separate cultures.
(ibid, 128).

We can easily recongize a similar process of events vis-à-vls the

Canadian situation. The policy of assimilation as a postivie force in the
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social evolution of Canadian society, consisting of a plural-ity of races

and ethnic groups, has not proven to be functional. Any policy of

assimilatíon operates on a yet-to-be-proven premise that the "other"

wishes to be assimilated, and that equality requires some uniformity of

experience and traíning.

This is the major fault of any policy based on assimilation. It

identifÍes equality with conformity, and moreover, conformity with the

values of the ruling elite. In a cross-cultural perspective it means

that the Indian, for example, simply forget what has made hím what he is;

that is, ignore thousands of years of experience gotten from unique

evolution and assume a role withín another cultural paradigm uníque in

itself.

Systematically, this is both maladaptive and dysfunctíonal.

Consequently, we are faced with a situation as described in "Stage 7"

of the acculturative process (Havighurst, ibid). Canadian IndÍans, as

an ethnic group ) are presently striving for a means of maintaining racial

íntegrity v¡íthin the confines of that political entity known as Canada.

This r¡riter has purposefully selected and focussed in upon the Canadian

Indian and cross-cultural conflict. Socíetal interaction with thÍs group

seems to exhibit more profoundly the concepts as discussed. in the previous

chapter. However, this writer might be attacked on groundsthat his

selection is an example of anihropological exoticism, monopolizíng upon

a group that represents a t'classic example" in terms of cultural and racial

dis tinctions .

Incleed, in this light \^Ie are dealing with a unique sample, and \^/e must

be careful not to exaggerate upon this type of socío-cultural conflict,

transferring its apparent processes to other ethnic/racial, groups. As such,
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vre \,ùould belittle the uniqueness of the othel groups involved, and their

integrity withín Canadian socíety.

Despite ethnic diversity, historically and contemporaneously,

similarities are shared in that many have been victimized by prejudice,

discrimination, and racism. Past immígratíon policies have demonstrated

this (e.g., treatment of Japanese and German Canadians during \^lorld hlar II).

As well, vertícal ethnj-c social mobility has appeared to be rather minimal

(Porter I pl[. cit. ; albeít Darroch, gg. cit . ) , pr:oducíng a siluation of ethnic

stratification. Of course, the argument has been put forvrard by Darroch

(ibíd, 5) that Porter's analysis was commenting on the relative status of

ethnic groups and not on the life chances of indívíduals. This may well

be the case; however, ín discerníng cross-cultural conflict it ís probably

more realistic to speak in terms of groups of people rather than individuals,

and those socio-political processes that have affected the group.

One of these socio-political processes ís the school. As stated

previously, schooling is part of a larger process involving those social

forces that implement the ideology into the educational system. Schooling

does not perform in a vacuum; i-t manifests a social will by perpetuating

conformity and the status quo.

Historically, that social will has been one based on a policy of

assimilation; moreover, and especially at the turn of the century'

assimilation lnto the way of life of the ruling elite (see Chaiton and

McDonald, Ig7l, especially McDonald, "Canadian Nationalism and North-West

Schoc¡1s, lBB4-1905": 59-87). Schooling' therefore, has for the most part

been an instrument in perpetuating the Ídeals of the dominant grouP'

Unfortunately, the persistence of prejudice, discrimination, and

racism (inde,ed, the idea of assimilation Ín ltself is based upon prejudice
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and discriminatory practices) has not allowed Canada to attain cultural

homogeneíty. Hughes and Kallen (op.cit.' 152-f53) líst three stages to

the process of assimilatíon (structural íntegration):

l. Secondary assímilation refers to the entrance of members of
ethnic minorities into the formal public sphere of secondary,
economic, educational, 1egal and political institutions of
the majoritY societY.

Primary assimilation refers to the entrance of members of
ethnic minoritíes into the ínformal, pri-vate sphere of social
clubs, cliques and primary social relationships of the majority
ethnic group.

Marital assimilation or amalgamatíon refers to interethnic
marrlage. Marital assimilation ís the ultimate step ín
primary assimilation.

Social distance scales have been utilized (Bogardusr s¿.cit.;

Mackie, op.cit., Ig74; Driedger and Peters, op.cit.) in an attempt to

determine the extent to whích primary assímilation exists within our society

Of course, these tests nright report "idea1 stâtesrr. Nonetheless, the trend

of the results indicates that primary assimilation is more ídeal than real.

Consequently, inability to reach this stage has created a repercussíon in

the form of ethnic revitalization.

Canada has always been recognízed as a nation that is bicultural and

bilingual. This recognition is tantamount to any socio-polítical action

its government assumes. An investigation into the extent of this reality

was performed via the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism

set up in 1963. Somehow, ironically, a section of its rePort indÍcated

that Canada was in essencettmulticultural", and that the uniqueness of

ethnic groups other than French or Anglo-Saxon had to be recognized.

Consequently, a policy of multiculturalism within a bilingual frameworlc

was announced by the Prime Miníster in October of 197L. The basic tenets

of this policy are:

2

3
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First, resources permitting, the government will seek to
assist al1 Canadian cultural groups that have demonstrated
a desire and effort to continue to develop a capacity to
grow and contribute to Canada, and a clear need for assistance'
the small and weak groups no less than the strong and highly
organized.

Second, the government will assist members of all cultural
groups to overcome cultural barriers to ful1 participation
in Canadian society.
Third, the government wíl1 promote creatíve encounters and
ínterchange among all Canadian cultural groups in the ínterest
of national unity.
Fourth, the government r^rill continue to assist immigrants to
acquire at least one of Canada's offj-cial languages in order
to become full partícipants in Canadian socíety. (Canada,
House of Commons, Debates' I97L: 8546, from Burnet, I975: 205-206)

We could have a real heyday wíth these policy pledges in terms of

determining

part of our

culture, it

their practical implementation. Socially' the term has become

everyday language, something líke culture perhaps. But' like

has eluded absolute defínition. The mysticísm surrounding

the concept is quite appat:ent.

Unfortunately, the praxis of the policy is often left to the imagínation

of the practitioner and social researcher. Lacking in practícal definition,

it has been attacked by such researchers as Porter (1972) and Lupul (1973).

In light of a Porfer-type thesís, it ís argue,d that the polícy represents

some solt of benevolent paternalim (i.e., politÍcal soother). One of the

policy's most staunch supporters jsBurnet (sp.cit., I975, I979). "Ironica1ly,

however, some of the criticism made by Rocher, LuPul, and Porter, are the

result of a misnaming of the policy which \Á/as occasioned by an equalitarian

spirit" (Burnet, op. cit . , L97 5, 208). I'Je are lef t to ponder, however, the

meaning of "equalitarÍan spirit". More recently, Burnet (op.cit. , L979, B)

pursues her cfaim that the policy is no "myth", but that it simply has

suffered an unr./arranted misunderstandlng by those proclaiming it as just

another government conspiracy.
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Regardless of whether this policy is understood as is meant to be

or not, its exístence has made a profound effecf re schooling and the

type of education that should be assumed in producing a soci.ety that is

essentiafly multicultural. According to Grant (I977, 30), "Education that

is multícultural ís a concept predicated upon a fundamental belief that all

people must be accorded respect, regardless of their social, ethnic, cultural

and religious backgrounds". He emphasizes the role of anthropology in the

schooling system to attain this end' (ibí4., 39)

Although the United States does not have an official policy on multi-

culLuralj-smo multicultural education has been a growing c.oncern in that

country. Although historically and politically dissimilar ftom Canadian

society, its "me1tÍng pot" philosophy re social reconstructionism is basically

assimilatíoníst in approach. It has suffered repercussions as well, due to

prejudice, discrimination and racísm, and there has arisen much debate re

multicultural education as a remedy for social malaÍse.

In 1975 a number of papers \^rere presented at a Symposium of the Annual

Meetíng of the Amerícan Anthropological Association, held in San Francisco.

The intent of the gathering \¡ras an attempt tovrard.attaining a definÍtion of

multicultural- education. Selected papers have been published in a special

issue of Anthropology and Education Quarterly (L976, Vol.VII: 1). Although

the wrlters are American dealing with American issues, their theoretical

arguments go beyond political boundaries.

Goodenough (1975, 6), for example, remarks that multiculturalism is

present to some degree in every human society. His argument is individual-

istic in that members of a society are "rnulticultural" in that any single

member l-earns only an aspect of hls/her culture. This obviously attacks

the notion that any culture is inherently homogeneous.
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I^Ihen we look at processes, then, \ùe no longer look at
societíes only as wholes: but at individual people as
learners of culture in the context of social interaction,
as they pursue their various problems of living -
problems that involve the necessity of choosing among
conflicting goa1s, competing vnants, and long range as against
short range concerns.

(ibid. , 4).

Darroch (op.cit.), for example, might favour this approach re individual

life chances and social mobility. Thís \,rriter, however, is skeptical of

this sort of atomistic reductionism. Indeed, when vre speak in terms of

groups of people vis-à-vis cultural paradigms, we must recognize uniqueness

resultíng from evolutÍonary processes. How would Goodenough explain the

resurgence of ethnic revival and so1ídarity? I^le shoul-d not charact-erize

societies as merely aggregates of índividuals.

The difficulty involved in the practical application of multicultural

education is outlíned by Gibson (I975, 7-lB). She provides and discusses

ín some detail four different approaches. Very briefly, these approaches

and their underlying assumptions are:

l. Education of the Culturally Different or Benevolent MultÍ-
culturalism

- culturally'different children face unique learning
handicaps in schools domínated by maínstream values; that to
remedy this situation, multi-cultural programs must be devised
which will increase home/school cultural compatibility; and
that these ne\,r programs will, in turn, increase studentsf
academic success.

2. Education About Cultural Differences or Cultural Understandin

- schools should be oriented toward the cultural- enrichment
of all students, that multi-cultural education programs will
provide such enrichment by fostering understanding and acceptance
of cultural differences, and that these programs will in turn
decrease racism and prejudice and increase social justíce.

3. Education for Cultural Pluralrsm

- the purpose of mul-tÍcuftural education is to preserve ancì

extend cultural pluralism in American society It seems to
increase reward parity among groups by decreasing the po\,rer of the
maj orl ty .
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4. Bicultural Education

- the purpose of multicultural (bicultural) education is
Lo produce learners who have competencies in and can operate
successfully in two different cultures (i.e.' mainstream and
other) .

The reader may surmise from the above that the whole notion of multl-

culturalism in practlcal terms is no simple matter. As wel1, all four

approaches tend to equate educatíon with schoolíng and to overlook the

educational processes occuring outside of school.

Young (L979) has transposed Gibsonrs analysis, to Canadían society.

He argues (ibi4,, 5), "thaË issues in multicultural educatíon inevitably

pose questions of purpose in the wider socíety and that dífferent images

of Canadian society demand different responses from the school system".

He also explores the meaning of ethnicíty (ibid., 6), cul-tural and structural

assimílation (ibid., 7-B), and, in general, the meaning of multiculturalism

wÍthin the greater socíety.

Consequently, íf schools are to implant the social will of the greater

society, ít becomes a príori to determine the long term goals of that society

Any short term multicultural programs/workshops vís-à-vis "cultural av/areness'

are intrinsically v/orthless unl-ess some sort of evolutionary context Ís taken

into account (i.e., what kind of society do we \rant Canada to become, and

how do our present actions relate to these goals?).

In this light, analyses such as those of Gibson and Darroch (op.cit.),

although predominantly theoretical, become quite invafuable in terms of

actions and goals. For example, \^¡e so easily speak in terms of Canada

striving to\^/ards a state that is culturally pluralistic. Lrrhat does this

mean? Gibson (op.cit., 11) states that I'mu1ti-cu1tura1 education for

cultural pluralism is the har:dest approach to depíct, even as an abstract,

ideal-type construct".
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Ttre most obvi<¡us rem.rrk might resemb.l e otìe Lh¿ìt. etììplì¿ìs i ees ¿r

recognition of cul.tur¿r1 diverslty in a picturt:sr1uLì selìse. :llhis "foLk-

loramishrt attitude, ín essence, dif f erc,:nt.i¿rt-cs o¡ gr()u¡rcis of t5c' natcri¿¡.1

aspects of ,culture ¿rnd h¿ls l.ittle heurist,.ir: v¡r luc in l-crlììs clf rl is<:cr:nipg

socio-cultural- evolution. To pr-operly perc-.eive cul.tural p,l.urii1..ism, t¡ere-

fore, is to recognize if in a context th¿1 t relatLìs to scìcia-l structure ¿lrrd

po\^/er

Once agi-r:in, it becornes essernLi¿r,1, Lo ¿rn¿rlyzc rìoc.iiì.1 pro(:es$es i.¡ Lernrs

of groups of people. As discussed in the previous cth¿ti)Ler, t[e phelìomenon

of ethnicity Ís int.r:ilrsic to our itnalysis. \{h¡t clef incs ¿rrr c¡t.ltnic. group?

What are Íts social boun<laries? hrhy i.s therc: pri:st:rrtl.y;r trcrncì Lrtrvrn.'tls

ethnic revitalization? I,Ihich ettrnic groups ¿ÌrLì mor€l l'err¡ent in th.is. endeavour?

tlow do these groups relate to other groups in C¿rn¿rdi¿tn sctcjety vis;-ì--vis

access to povver and socio-economic rew¿rrcls? 'lhese ar:e just iì few questj<¡ns

that inclicate the complexity of the m¿rttL.u.

In ref crcrt-tcc Lo I)hjlips (.1 975, 3t), ".1-ri iL ¡ross-i.[rJc Lo clc:r,¡r-:.1 cllr

educational programs that meet botli the goirl of Lhe¡ gre¿ìter ac:ceìss to PohreÌ:

and the goa1. of maint¿lining ethnicr group cu.l tur^t: ¿rrid iclcnt it,y? " 'llll is;

f/ùrj-ter h¿rs ¿rt-Lemptecl to di,¡ntclr-rstt:atrcì t:c. .[¡clir¡ sìr'[r¡o1.Í.¡g lrc¡w r:drrt.¡t.i¡¡rr[ ¡toli-cty

based on assimilation is socÍ¿rl ly malacla¡rtir'": for t.hc enLircr s;otrictr,. .lt

is based uPot-t ¿ì premiscr rvhet.c¡þ\'¿r Loss of cu.ltr.rr¿ll- idt:¡tit1r r.ror-r.l cl þc r: oLÌ¡Lcìlt*

balanced by a ga.Ln in .Lhe soc.i.cl-r.:colrr)nlic t'c,\!riìt:d..j f r:om t'llr' lìost st,t.ir,t\,,

As díscussed previ-or:sly, oper¿ìnL l-orcos cuclì rì:i cl.i.s,,:r:jnliirrrt.ion ¿rrrcl r:rrrtjs;ur

cre¿1te ¿r stuntbling b.l,ock toru'¡rr'c1s tlt.is r"rtop j.ir. 'Ilìrt r()sLl .[.L.lllt_ ltrrt)uritr

estab-Lishes ¿1 premise f or cr-r-l.tur¡r1/ethltir: r'rtrìf i j.rut¡lt-.ictrl (rc:v i t.¿r.l íz¿rL.i on) ,

stressing the unique "psychological constr. 1l-¿,r t.i.onsil oI Fhc-r ¡¡ror-rps i,nrrc¡,1 r¡e|l ,

Breton (1978 , 7.52) st¿ìtes th¿rL t'ln Crrnrl<.1¡r, commLrrìiL.i.ss such ¿rs t-ht:
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Irrench in Quebec, the Ac¿rdi¿rns, thosc of Ilrit ish or i gin in Qucl>ec ¿r¡cl i n

the rest of Catrada, and the N¿rt-ivc l){ro[)l(]s rcl)l:csctìL I¿rir:.1 y lri¡r,h clt:¡¡r:c:cts

of parallelism - soci¡l 1 ¿rnd il.lsti tutiori¿rì. - r'e.l rrtivc: to onct ¿rnothcrt'. llc:

goes il-lto some detail as to rvhat he me¿rrrs by par¿rIle:lism (iÞ.9-., 149). It

refers to a process of socio-cultur¿r1 "colììpirrLrnent¿rlizirtj.ont', a¡ci th¿

related structure of institutions;rnd organiz¿rtior.rs lo thc extcìrìt [o wþj.ch

each ethnic commurrity has a set of institutions of its orvn. llut ¡h Ls; nei:cl

not necessarily imply pluralism; r:rther bicult-ur¿rlism. l¡or exilnp-1.e

(ibid. r 149) , "para11e1 educat j.on¿i1 structurcrs ref er to tlìe f ¿rct th¿rt there

are at least two sets of educ¿rtion¿r1 org¿rn.iz¿rric¡ns sclrvillg ethnical,l y

dif f erent cli-enteles and under corltrol of ethnic¿r1ly di f f cr:ent e.l ites".

In terms of ethnic

idJ-osyncra tic cultur¿r1

social mâ.l,aise

solidarity and the perpetu¿ltion of ¿,issoci¿rtecl

values, this approacir rvould ¿ìppear as ¿1 ¡tanrrcea f: or

In pr:rctical terms, hor,rÉ:r'er, llreton (,f¡.._fl_., ,l 54) ¡tclcls:

b er trve c¡n thenr

. when eLhrri.c cornmuni tic.s h¿rvc sonlLì Lì.1 cnrcnt...i of ltn
inst,itutj.ona1 systcnì, the ver:y corrclitii'rns f or: tìrc cxisìtorìcc
of such a system, let alone its exparìsiorì, itrL) likely Lo
become ttre object of a power confront¿ìtiotì
the mutual concern for the relatir,e strerìlìth of [he:ll:
ÍnstÍtutional sysLems colistiLLlt es tlrc: sc¡urcc o1. Lhe nrclsL
intense conf l icf s bt:twccrn et.lln i(: (ìotììln¡¡ i t iL-s iìtì(l t lrt' 6þ.j t,c t

of the most seveìre uscs ol' 1-rorvcr:.

Consequently, (j¡i¿. , .154) :

. Lhe gre¿ìtc)r t.hc clegr:r'c ,)f ínsL i Lut i\)tìiìI p;tt'rtI lt-I ís;n,
the more conflÍcts ancl excìrcì-i.se of po\!'ùr b.:tr,'ttcrn fhc:
communi l-Íes Ín corìtact wil. l invo.l.r¡er issucrs corìccìrrì irìfl tlìcl
spheres of jurisd.iction, thaL :i.s the cltrl inr.¿tL ion ol. Lirir
respective domains of organization¿11 ¿ìc tÍvity .

ApparentJ.y, r,üe havcr f r¡ì11sformed ¿r notle. I íni t iir1. ly ltlrsc.rcì upo¡1 tlirr

malntenance of idiosyncr:atÍc cul tural v¿r lues into onct o I thcr nronopo l:iz¿rt..irlrt

of power. In thí-s sense, cultural ciif f erernces becoilìe nre:rn,ing,Less,

carnouflaging ttre inLrinisc clersj-re for rrny !lr-ollp ol. pcroplerr¡6 l'¡e t)D tt)1>r'
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[S!., Newmar-r, 1977, 49:

The revl,val of ethnl.c consclousnesfì wils f ¡rr l. rom a l,lber¿rl
humanl,farian movement created in the name clf hunan dignlty.
Rather it was born of relative deprivation, b:rsed Ín essence
cJn a rwg ìïtÍlnt ours too percÌePl-1orì | .

and cf . , I-.awrerrce ¿tncl SingJ.eton, .l 975, 2.2

so what is sometimes viewed by e.ducators h'lìo ¿ìre lnterested
in multi-cultural education as cu-Ltural pluralism is in
reality the result of challenges to strLlcLural pluralism
b1r groups seeking upward mobility and rvho symbolize that
quesr. iü- q!r-!!ufq! t-e_I4q. (unclerlining nrine) . J

As such, cult.ural ciif f erences may be more icle¿ll tlt¿¡rr real. The

subseqrrent reifícaflon of these dj-ff:erences inLo conP¿ìrtnent¿r11zed houto-

geneous cultur¿rl units (i. e. , cultur¿rl pluralism) is a cletvice cre¿ìted irr

an attempt to gaÍn greate-r control of onets Lif e ch¿rnces witir irr ¿l sys f em

that ís exisEentially oppressive. Consequent.l.lz, overernphasizing cu.l tur¿1l/

ethnfc affiliation by creating such homogeneities will in turn produce fixecl

stereotypes rvhich, in the long run, rvill ¿rlso bcrcome socially maladaptÍve.

I^Ihat we are creating, the¡^'efore,'is i.r fclrm of t'cul.tura.lism", whi-c.h in terms

of socl.o-cultur:al pr:oce$ses, is rnuch akin to t'racismt' (see Pìrlllps, <¡p.clt. ,

31; Burnett, I975, 38, ". the very pì:ocess of lntroducing ¿rnd maintainjng

that approach J.n schools reinforces the condj,tions i.t is to alleviate").

Accordfng to Porter (1975 , 299):

llhen descent groups al:e the prÍ-r'rcipal carriers of culture
there ar:e dangers of new forms of r¿rcisnt. If rracest have
been ev¿¡luatecl as 1nf erior and superior, so can cultures be.
Raclsm and tculturalismt stem from t:he fact tlì¿rt both ,are
linked to the maint.enance of descent Sroup solidarity and
endogamy. After: all, if eth¡ricity is so important' if
cultures are so differentr then ít is easy to extend the
argument that those of di-fferent ethnic groups and cultures
must al-so be dffferent wittr respect to qualities whiclì ¿ìt:e

thoughf funportant in dif f erent pal:ts of the \,üork \ùorld ancl
for entrance to elite status. It may rìot fake vetry long
before that view becomes exl-ended even fut:t-her, to incJ,ude
the notion that qualitative dj.f f erences ¿rre inl¡orn. When



Chat pol.nE :[s reached we have c<¡me f ull circ] c ¿rnd wcr

begin to real j.ze that those theories of r¿lce ¿lnd ethn l'-<:

clJfferences whlch r,¿c thou¡;ht- clcs¡ royccl ()t' iìt. lc';rst: lrf ¡Ìhly
discredited by hrorld War II |.¡:,rrrg reerppe:rred ir.r ¿l ntrl guÍ.set
with culture repJ.acing race.
(.f . , Mea<l, sp. cit. , Ig7O, 29*30) .

(ìonse<1uentIy, ¿rs ¿ì reaction to\,J¿ìrds t:ìrt-r d.rngttr

cultural dif f erences Ner.¡marr st¡ttcd (9¿. c i_t. , 50) , ".

of Ìrow much rve are ¿¡b1et Lo pr€ìScìt:vc cli\¡eÌ se r:u.1. t LlrL-!ì

Americantt, and Canadian ¿.rs r,'e-1. 1, "cduc¿rl j orll¡.1. st,st.c:rir

r.54 .

of r:our¿rnt.1 c:i zing upon

tltrt t. rc¡4ard l ess

rtrrcl J arr¡gr,r;t¡¡cs, [.]rc:

sltoulcl cc¡uip nrinoriLiei;

ttt.t L t't i ;l I t-L'h/ir t'(ls it l.-('to participate in ttre culturaf rn¿rinstre¿ìrn \dhc-t-Lì t.lrtr

being disrrÍbuted". Support j.ve oI th is rrpp]-o.ì()lì,

(1975 , 24) remark that:

Ìlour iluru :rrrcl Chlrp i r.r

. we do not vie\,r culLural plr-rralisni rrs rneaning tlrrrt. the:
large number of ethni<) grorlps in thc l.i .s. iì1rL), or shor-rl.cl ber,
internally homogeneous, or th¿ìL thestr sub-cu l tr-rr¿rl. urLlts ¡rre
or should be segmented into corpor¿ltel groul.s w j [h d.is tingrrishable
sets of equivalent social institutj.ons . \{c vicì\^¡ cul.tur¿r-1.
pJ-uralism in rerms of structure wher:ein some: cu.l.tr¡l:¿l l. tr¿ti Ls
may be shared but others m¿ty rernain ilrt. lc't

As we1l, it must l¡e added Ìrere Lhat rsh¿rl. ¡lppe¿¡t:s t,o ber ¿r counl(,)r-

being assìnmed underne¿rth a gu.ise

sÍmil¡rrities. Cì.ifron (gp-..ç..il_.,

vail-ing force re cultural differences is

of research aimed at discelniri¡1 cul tura l

1975) and IJj,envenue (1978) , f or exanipl.e, rturbi t ious,ly qriesLion ¡1.,.r ¿rlniost-

folklorÍsh bel..ief f,hat l.ncli¿rns mlint¿rin;r rìc!liìtivc: r¡ell-Ínur¡3r-r irr; rr rt:;r-rl,L

of the accul.trrraLive process (.!,, I{¿il¿thor:r.r rrt. a.l , !ìp.!r_j.ç_.; King, -!Lp..,tj_!,.,

l^/olc.ott' -9.!.ctt" ' 1967b). Clif t.on st¿rters (gp-.S.tq., 1975, 578) LlìiìL cerLain

studies have a me-[hocio.i ogical l-¿iu] [ in tha t "courpitr is<¡ns; hrrver l¡ecn m¿rclc

impl1citly bet\^/een Indi¿tn ¡;Ludc¡nts ¿rncì citllcr'I).sL)rìle icl s¿rl r¡l-l-crct-iv<:

states the students ruould h¿rve Í1 llìey \\'e re nLrt Intl ian or o '2) the ¿rf f ecL.ivr-:

states of some j.deal. j,ze<l compari.son group".

Both rese¿rrc.ire.rs ¿,rdmínistrered quc.sLit¡nnrrit:es (Í.e., scntirrrIit:
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d.if f erential, r:elying on the

sp<-rclflc sarnp.lr-:s i.rl orclr:r t-o

det¿i:iled an¿ìlysis j s nc¡t in

support the contentÍon that

hum¿rn beings, but rlegativtrì..v

of thc ervlrlu¿rtive.

t lto t'(.:il)()tì(lL.tìt.s I

climerns j.on) to

scr I l-- lrrrlr¡ic.

¿ì$sunìer ¿ì Poh/c)l:

minor:i.ty nrcurbcr:,

P L) r (ì cr .i.v od

va.l. id i ty

cl r: (- tr l'ltt i ncr

ordcr- helttr-. Ilrt¡1t t.ltcsr¡ stLrd.ir.rfì, lì()wLtvct.-,

Posit,jr¡e-1.y i'ìbout Lllentscrivcs ¿rs

Llìt: "e¡r.rt-grou¡r"( i ..", nort-Ind.itrn)

rel trr.r|rr:c Lr) \¡lt.l.trrts llr: ld by nlrìllll)erS

Indi¿rns fecl

tor,l¿t lcls r.rhrr t

has stereotyped them to be as Incl j ¿ns; in

of Lhettout-gr<>u¡rtt

What are the iurplicatiorìs of: stuclj.es such ¡s LIlcsc for-Llre Ind.ilu

irr Canadian society? I{e rni.ghL colrr:ludtr Lh.rt. if l-ollr ¡¡r:t.rtrps lr;rrrt: r¿rtlrt r

positive self-concePts, sl'ror:Icl rvrr ¿ì¡lrco r+ith (lI'ii.torr L)l cL)ufsrì, ivlty should

\,/e maintain value differentiatioD ¿it ¿tl. l.';' llrrt therr r,'e nr.ight. lnteriec:t, so

what if the Indian feels good trbout himsc¡1t-'? Dur:ing the Seconci \,Jor1d l^/¿tr

in Germany, tl-re Jew may also harre f e¡lt good ¿rbout hiurself . lfhis clicì not

ameliorate his social círcumst¿ìnces, Ìrorvever. Nonetllerl.ess, his ro¡cl to

success led to the gas ch¡,rmber.

As educatorsr we become annoyingly perpl.execl rvhen ¿rttempti.ng to ullder-

stand our perspective roles vis-à-vis mr-r l tícu-1 tur¿ll educ¿rt.ion. On the¡ one

hand, analyses inclic¿rte the need to p(.ìrpctu¿rto culLrlr¿rI cltiff'crclrces; orì

the other hand' atì¿llyses ind,ic¿rte lliaL cu]trrl'.1 -l dif f t:rcnc)es ¿ure rroL r:c-rrÌ.Ly

that great. In light of this ¿ìpp¿ìrent cìichotomy Kjmbll.l. (,oLr_".ç_+.!,, 1974, 96)

rem¿ìl:ks that "in spite of our j-nsist(-nrr e LrpLìrì (tul.Lur¿tl pluritlisn ancl t,llc

tolt:r:¿lt-tce ol- devi.ancy., t,hc dltngct: ol'cult.ur:ll clirrrrr.sily t.-eulrt.í ns rr pi¡vcrr:1.uI

threattt.

As such, cuJ. tura:l. clivers i t y .ps¡ s_.1 i s

fact that :it's real.iz¿ìtiorr and periteLuatior-r

struggle arnongst the t'l-raves" ¡lnd tile "lravc:

llot so muclì ¿rn issue as i.s Ll-re

¿ìì.t I onì¿ì t icir.l l.y

llots". 'l'he:

dressed irr cu.ltur¿r1 t:ega-l-i¿1 , cìrÉì¿ìtes ¿r ¡ì_i Lr¡¡Lion rvhc:r:etlty
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ciif f erences somehow impl-y that tliese clif f erc:rrc.es ¿rrLì very rc¿r1. l^Jhereas,

ul.tÍm¿¡tely, itccor:<1Í.ng to \.J¿rx (L()7'.?: t76) "lrc:in¡1 ;rn lrrtl iirrì", lor: gxrrrrr¡;.1.c, ".ls

a social, and politi.cal j.dentity ar-r<ì noL ¿ì crrLttrr¿rl iclenLiL:y". hrlr¿tt- .i.s ¿rt:

stake, therefore, is a form of social ¿rrrcl pclliti.cir j, ¡rlrrr:¿r'l isnt.

In terms of social Progress, the educ¿ltor c¿ìrì1'ìot lrelp þrrL serit.r¡sJ 1,

contemplate the meaning of culture irr this colltrrxt. Àccor:cl ing t-r,r llor-rri¡iip

and Chapj-n (gP.-c-!t., 24), " . i¡e r¿orrlcl lilie tr'r see thr: pr:i¡ci¡ral ¡¡orl,

of education become the training of cultuiallv plural istic incl .ivi.clrrals;

That is, the focus of our edttc¿'ltiolr¿ll. inst-i-trrt,ir-rn.s slroulcì nr¡t l:e Lo (:reirtL)

ol: perpetuate distinct subcultr-rral. ur-rits btrt, ratiìcr o i t slìou.l tl bc Lo ac<luaint_

all students \../ith the great range of cu.l.tur¿rl r,¡rri.¿rt.iclns"

This, of course, resembles benevtr.l.ent nrrlllcul-tur:¿i.1.í.snr (Gibs;orr, 9J.!ìit.,
7), A major dilenuna f or tlie e cìuc¿ttor bec(rnres onc r)1 lrorv to Lc¿rch c:r¡l tur¿¡1.

variation? Tf. culture i.s per:cri¡jr,rccl .in Lel:rìì:i ()i'nì¿ìt-or.i.¡rl. cl i1-lt.¡rcnt-:crs t.lrj¡.;

would Present no f ormiclable task, . BLrt ¿ls clernrrrrsf r-rrt-ecl irr tllc: I>r:ev ious clra¡>ter

of th.is thesis, it is fall¿rcious ro vit:r*, cul.tur'¡r ir.r sut--h ¡t sìt-¿1tjC cli.ulrrnsion,

Rat-hero it nlust be vierved as tlrcr ni;rniie:;t.¿lt i.rtl-r ttl- inLùriì(tL itr¡,, ¡rt-()c(,s:j(:ìrì

(social, po-l :i t j c¿rl , econotnlct, ccro.Lo¡,, i.cr.r-L , ct,

creating a ne\^/ prodr-rct.

Cr)LLÌf¿l I lt;tL. ltI-L] (:r)ììstiul[.l V

CongruenL with t-he above por;Luìltt-r:, tìi,,r t'tì uc.rt()l: nìt.lljt :joìti.r¡¡sly

question the rc.levance of r,¡h¿rtr sonre et:hnj-tr nriilcrri.tv urombct.-rj n¡rivcl1, ìtrìl.Lìr L()

as ttt-.r¿rditional. cul.ture". P¿rrL of e[-lrni(.i ì:(]\ri.t-;r.ì i;:tt.ion inrro-l vrrsi ¿rn

insi.stance upou adhering Lo "Lraci itj,on¿rl" \r¿r.L.trt.s. In t-his r,rrÍLerts ¡1pi¡.i9r-l .

thi-s is comparable to embracÍng ¿ì muserÌuì piLìco irnd Lrylrr¡¡ to clrag it i¡tc.r

the present. As nlenti.oned previ.ously re ¿,lr:cìr¡rt:o1o¡.,,ir.:.aI r:clst:r,rrt:¡, ì11ì ¿ìrlj f,açt.

must be anaJ-yze:d !1 Êl-Ltf; <.rtrce clr¿r[<¡¡ccl orrt uL LIlt: or:igini'r.l c!)nLi,yt jLr v,, llir:h

it hacl meaning it can only be perceir,recl ¿Ìs ¿l erul.tur¿¡1. tr:¿lit. ( i "¡., nlat.(j¡ j¡ì-l )
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belonging to the past.

Transferri.ng this notion to t-hc iclea,rt. nrulticrrltur¿rl.isur ìlrrrlct

sr¿r tcs (,ltt..qj-!_. , lL)7 5 , 209 , 2.I')) :

. since the nernbers of ¿t particrrl¿rr etltnic grorrp irr:e
in most cases geographically clispersecl arrcl lligtrl.v rlil. IcrcLr-
tíated, according Èo time of arriv¿r1 ancl sr'rc ict-econonlÍc:
sf ¿ìtes in Lhe homelarrd ¿rncl in the receivin¡Ì coutÌtry.
It í.s hecause tirose members o f an etitnic ¡lt:oull rvlro r,¿isll
Lo preserve their identity in Can¿rda ¿ìre rio diversifiecl
tl'rat of terr Ll-re symbols of e-thnic iclenL itv ¡re 1rt¡;enclary
ireroes . rvhat the group memb ers h¿¡,,¡e in ctontmon j.s a
remote past, real or fictitious.
If 1t fnulticr.rltur:alisrq/ is lnter:pretecl . rrs enitbllng
various peoples to Lransf er forc'ign crnl tr¡rers ¡rucl lru.rgua¡¡es
as lÍvir-rg wholes into a nerv place and Lime mul ticul tur¿rl ism
is doomed.

In light of this, it should becone obvir)us to ¿r1l concer:r'rccl cdur:aLors

that the concePt of evolution and socio-cul.tur¿rl chirnge is ¿,r funcl¿rmerit¿:rL

and vital ingredient iu any discussiolr rrf ctrl Lru't¡. IJoìrrrnn¡ru (lg7Ì , 370)

ir-rsightfu1.1y gets right Lo tlìe lic¡rrt oi Llru. issrrc bv siurp.1.\, sLirt i.rr¡¡ tlrirL
t'the cult'ure t1ìat r..ras ãc1eqr-late it.i .'.'rtt'r-tl.tv is ilìiìrlrr(l iliìLrr l-trl- l.otì¡ì\,¡rucl

disastrous for tomorrow. If thel-e is ¿,r lar,' i:r¡r rtr.rlttrr:t.: t-lt¿rL is.iL".

Congruent with tlte tires;is t¡f lI¿irris; (-!lll .-,.i-1 ., 197/), \vL, uìrr:ìL ll;lnclrrn Llrt'

reveri.e associ.¿rLed with ctrl tural ronì¿lrìt-i.cisur.

Anthropol.ogy and teacher eciuc¿rLi.or-r inr,rr>l.vr.s rrrr ittLr'uìl)t rrL r.rx1>osin¡¡

statíc antiqulrri¿rn belief s t.o Lllc l i glrt o1- svs;tr'nrs lrncl l)t-()(ìcss('rì. 'l'lrr.

analysis of the four concepts íìs discussecì in Lltis; tlie¡sis r;lrorrlcl pror,riclc: ¡r

basÍs for critical cul-tural .rrvar:enr)ss. CìtrnseclucrLrtl.y, r:tr.l-trrrc is noL sc¡

much a given as it is ¿rn hypothesis, ¿lncì ¿ìnv irttempt at conrpirrlnlent¿rl izi¡g

iÈs constitue-nts is antÍ-holis tic ¿lnd uncler-rui r'rirr¡¡ of cont.irìLroLls c.han¡1c:.

As inclicated earl:ier, the the¡ure o 1' t ìic crlncluclin¡i r:hapterr .i.r; t'c:cluc:¿r [.6r

as social sr:ientistrr. It is furrclarnc:nL¿r1 to re¿rl-iee lll¿rt. t-lrrrory rrntl pl.¿rct.i.ce
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are insePeral)1e l:e¿tlns. l.'lre di1.f-r'-,-:u-l.L ta:;li, ot. Lr(rur.sLì, j.¡; irt.Lclìrl)Li.¡1¡ tt.r

attain a iuste rnj-1:Leu vis*à-vis Lhcse Lru,o. uonr;ct¡uenL,l..v, orìr) oLLep ovLìr--

powers the oLher. The foJ,lowi.ng chapter rvil-l ¿rt-tenìpt tcl deal wit¡ t¡is
dicLrotomy, emphasizin¡¡ tlie neecl for: the inter:n¿l 1iz;rtio¡r of Lhc alorcnrenLi.<>nccl

concePts in creatin¡¡ a l.earning situ¡rtion tll¿rt. is b¿rsecl u¡ron explorat.i1¡r.r

rather th¿ln the peìrl)erLu¿rrion of ir precleterm inccì truth.
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. \^/e teacl-ì history \dithout ¿ì sclrìse oL tlie lìi.scorialr.
while nathematics reveal,s the circle, the scluare arrcl
Èhe graph, the soci.al- scÍenccr ¿uliìlogLlcs or' .sc¡tt le_.urcnI
pattern, clique, rites clf passagc, ¿rncl Lhc l.ike, ¿Ìre
nowhere present. Yet the teacher nriglrt perf ornr an
appropriate service in ailor,'ing the chil.c'l those tools
and insights by which the things he does nc¡t knor.¡ ¿lre
discerned and macle comprehens;il¡le. If every m¿rn is ¡r
record of man t s past, e\¡ery chilcl otrght , in kir.rcl , be: tt
resear:cher himserf ; a partici¡>ant-ol¡scrver, i:ls it were,
on hi-s own concli.tio. clrilclrc. rvlro.rc cuuglìt- *p
solely in their own life-rvays have been re'derecl .o
service in our public schools. (Rosenfelcl, 196g, 130-L3l).

In 1898 ' at a sma11. school in the nlid-rvestern Unitccl St.¿rLes, Ni na van ¿c

walker (gP' cit. ) recogni-zed the ire ecì l or educ¿ltors to b¡.¡.6¡¡¡- lììore cr iLi calì,¡,

ref lective of their classloorn act j.vit ies . rn essence , the pirroch j.a I vier.r

of teacher/learner, wtrereby communicat ion ivas strictll, ¿1 olle_\./ay proccìss,

needed to be replaced by a view rvlrich hel.tl th¿rt the te¿rcher/Icarner r:¿ìpport

was actually a tlùo-way proc-ess; çhat br¡t.ll r,,erre influencecl onc by Lhc other,
and that Ehe categorization of the process int.o cliscreLe r.rn.iL.s sucll ¡rs

ttteaclìerttand "learnerttnigirt not only be misle¿¡.cling but acut¿rrly filll.¿rcio¡s
rn c. P. snowts celebrated rvork The Trvo crrtur:cs a.d ther Sc lont i f ic

lìevolutir>n (1959) , i.t is st.atccl (-1-1,_lil, lO) tlrr L , "t lrrr rìr'rb.l- ll i s .:l r¡cry

dangerous number: that is rvltv tlre cli¿r.Ltrctic is .i dirn¡1c:rous l)ro(ìLìss.

Attempts to ciÍvicle an-yth:lng into trvo orrght to be rçrgi.ìt-dtl(l rvi t ll nt¡r'lr susPi.cr.i.on

While actual-1¡r referring t.o Lhe applrr:c:nt1t'i.r'rl'iiritc rltlr¿rLrr lll¿rt. c9¡l-i¡¡crs

to divide the "scie.ti.sttt f ronr t-lre "l.it.rlil:r'-irrL Íst", Ilrt, lrrrL.irrrr nrir¡lrl. r,r.ll
be extenclecl to anyt-.hlng tl-riit impl ir,s tl i(rlt()t(rrìliz¡rL ion. ,l,lris rvriLcr lr,.rs

discussed earlier (gl.=, I'feacl , 9ll .S-lt., ,1.970 rLì l)LrsLr.igur:rrt:ivcr, c:olir¡rrr.irLirre,

pref igurative; shj'uahar:a, 
-o-1?-"ç-J*t-., .irr (ìh;rPter rIì ot t.h.i ¡¡ tlrcsis) rlr¿lt- tlrrr

enc,ulturative ¡lrocess .Í.s ilct.rr¿lJ -ly t,\r,o-\..'iìy, ¿ìn(l in l i¡¡1rt <ll Litr: lirc:t llrirL LIrt:
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rate of change today i.s so rapid, the eclrrc:¡ tot: ()1 [oclav c¿,rn lr¿rr:cl ,l.y lte

regarded as the ultirnatc¡ sjoLrrce of knorvleclge (g!., Ift:atl , gr.-!l!., 1970 re

pref i-gurarive soci ety) .

This is not to conclude t.hat t-he role c¡i the eclucator bc unclernlinccl

and viewed as a "baby-sitting" activitv. It cloes inrply, ¡orvever, t¡at
(s)he become crit'Í.ca1 of pecli.rgog.ic¿rl ter-lu"riqLrc \¡i th rcsl)clct to r:üp.ifl

ctlltural change. As is tirc case rvith crrl.f urc (t:1.., llolr¿rnnln, gll.c1!.,

197r, 370, quoted in prevíous chapcer) , so .it n j.¡¡irt equaJ, ly [re th¡rt- the:

pedagogy tirat t+as aclerqr-rate for yesterday i.s irì¿ìdLìqrriìt.c i-or t.ociay linrl

disastr:ous f oL tontorro\^r. If there is ¡ .Lar., I or peclagogìy tll¡rt, i.s _i_t.

It is the opiniOn of this rvr j.ter th¡rt scirotr L in¿¡ in \rtestcrrn sor:ic:L¡r

has becorne preoccupíed rvith a petli'rgogicri,rl Lcrc:lini cltrt that cnrplr¿rs j zc¡s i1 pr'Ìjl_...i_

t.he quantit yo f inf ormatior.r possessed bv ¿l ¡tLtpuliì t í(rtì. ¡\lì r,,t: I I , it Jtct:_

petuates an ethos that is c.rgo<,-.erntric: r¡ttlrcr tlurlt crlsrn,r /lioc ioccnt r i.ct

(cf ', Ilramelcl , E)..si!-., ,-l,96irb) ' ot. corrrst,, l,)' lt)r.\{.r¡rlirr¡1 t-lrt'r,; r, "iìr:,ìrr,,ìirt i.rì1.;,1

vte are on touchy ground, for rve inirnerl .iirLel1, iìssLllììLì to lrlrvt¡ Iinorvl cd¡;c o I

what ought to be as somethirrg otìrc.r (rllrtl l¡t tt'cr:) tlr¿rrr rqlrat is ( i.e.. ì)l¡f o'ic..

gE_., Burtonrs critique re Irreir:e, .!1.p._çi!., l9g0).

Nonetheless, cousicler-iu¡¡ tlre cì j. lenrnl¿r o f ¿r[¡srr.l.uùe: kr.rorv l,crl¡¡cr ! !vr-ì 1rìrrì t.

assume an aPpro¿lclr that is inf i.rrite r'¿rtlter Llr¿rn I initt:. 0oirsc<¡ur:ntl.y, rnrc:

must instill an awareness in our schools that enrph¿rsizes t.lre qucst. r¿rther

than the outcome. Granted, as it is ivri.ttr,-.rì llere it- seerrs ¿¡l l. tc>o pr:os;ri<:,

begging accol.ade f rr:m chosci lìLrr¡¿ìni,stic trcluc:¿ìt.r: s.

Undoubtedly, the quantity of inf orm¿,rlior-Ì possessed ¿urcl perpetu¿rted by

any' given society i-s itoth necesszlry arrcl i.m¡ror:t:rrrt . Any sc.i.e:n¡,i sL t¡r
medical doctor l<rror¡s l-hj.s;. IJul ¿ls cul.trrr:c coLrt Írlrrr:s to ¡rvolvc ( j._._1ì", lri.rs

not yet reached a final_ expression), lhe rltritnLitl, t., 1- linr¡rv.1.r:rl¡lcì ntlrsL rtvttl-ve
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(not merely accumuJ-ate) as rvell . This

is presented in Kuhn I s analysÍs (gÈ. ç*lt .

scientific paradigms.

La Ilellc (g¿.Sj!., 538) st¿rfcs Llr¿rL

sort of "evt'¡lut.i-on ot- linorvl.ecige"

, :tnd _s-cc \i¿r Ll¿rce, _!ll .tl-!_. ) of

Lìtr. ri rutrrL i tv o1- irrl'orrtr¿rt. ion

possesse<l by a populaLÍon is onl."' oncr

otlìer, or conceptual stYIe, is ol lrt

iì:il)(rrìt. (ìl rtrr-lLul',rl rli.tte fLìrì(:(li Llri:

L.east ec¡trlrl inrl)ort-iilrci-¡ i.n tcrl:ms r.rl.

¡rtrcl i.tts Lr:utr t. j.on¡rI p tt()c-ossirr .

a cli¿rlect-i.c¿r1 rel¿ìLionshi¡r (i.e. , ther

designing ancl pl.anning the curr j r.:u lunl

Unfortunately, this st¿rtemenE infers

one/t.he otlìer), tvhere in essence the t\.,o are inextric¿rbly bouncl . The ltclint

is, however, that knowledge only has meaning in terms of a g.iven c<tnceptual

frameworlc (see Polanyi, _o3_._c:lt_.; Ilecl fíe1tl , _q;l_._c_i_t-., 1953, rc ç,or.l d vir:w).

Consequently, congruent rvith the purpose of th j s thesis, this rvriter h¿ls

attempted to províde arguments that sul¡st¿tnt iate the rel ev¿rnce of anthro-

pology (not a priori) to the fc-¡r:mulation itl iì cor.rcrlpLu¿r L 1r¡rmervork tllat u¿ìy

provide for critical culLural ¿rrvaiç:ness ¿rncl insi¡¡ht .into clrltur:¿r,l proctrsses.

It nust be underlined tlr.rt anthropol o¡1y clr-:rr 1s rviL:lr ¡uucril ntrre tlt¿rn

stones and bones and exotic cultures. l'o c¿lst j-t: ln such ¿r l ight is

terribly misleading. In the past rrnìany a gradu¿ìte sLuclenL ch¡scr

anthopol.ogy with the hope of f íncli.ng ju rc¡rl it-l'-rtlltcit- Ír.r some tli¡;L¿rnt ¡rn11

exotlc tribe - tltc;se hutn¿rn vir:Lues ¿rticl lìrirt rrrlvc:rrl.trr:ouri :i{.]lìrir: o i l.i f-cr rvlr.i.t:Ir

romanticlsts of an earl.ier Éleneratic¡n llacl souglìt irr iura¡iin¿ttiont' ((i iì iin, 1.956,

24-25). It might be irr:gued that this Rotrs¡se:rrrrjrrn crtltc¡s is pr-csc¡t. ly bci.n¡i

maintai.ned amongst the cul-tural traditionalist:; and revit¿rl,iz¿rtion¿r l i sts.

Anthropology does, and must, cleal wi.tir niucir nrore tlt¿rrr tlrc: pr:i¡ri.tir¡e.

As dl.scus;sed ear:I1er, llot/ever, I)¿ìst eLhr-rogr';rphì trs ¿,rncl t-lLlre:r- s¡clr rru¡ l.¡,¡;¡,¡;

vis-à-vis pr:imitive cultures ¿lre both neìcìess¿ìry ancl inv¿r1tr¡rb l.r¡ i n <liscerr:ning
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socio-cultural evolutiorìary proc-.esses. Norrt:tlrcless, tlre cml>ìiasis nrr,rst

now be upon contemporary conplex socieLies. Iu reference to ei'rrly anthro-

pological sLudies Gillin states (.!!_19. , 24, 2-5), " . t.hey tendecl rcr

make common sense assumptions concer:nin¡l cont-enìl)or¿ìÌ.-y civi,[ i:ra t ictns in a

manner which seemed to indicate that such ¿rssunr¡rtions rvcre scr Lf -evldcrrt

and ¿r matter of g,eneral knowlcdgc Llrcv bcl Íervccl llr¿rL tsjorììt:r)rì.ìt ltnclv

what modern complex culture \*ras ¿ts tct ct6¡¡".r'ra, r)t-g¿.lrì izltt i()tì, r)r:ient-¿rL ion,

value-goals, crtc. "

Furthermore, in a couuneìnt¿ìr)'to (ìjlljn's 11 t'tii:lc: br'Íìtrr:ib (,|Þ_!,1, 30,

31) it Ís queslionned wheLher anthro¡lologi:;L:ì l-û.rllv krr.rr,,¿rs ntrrch ¿lbouL

Hopi, Zuni, ¿rnd Trobriand culture, f()r: Lìx¿ìrììl)l-L.s, .rs t-ltt:v ivt¡r.r.l.d l.ikc us to

believe. Streib cites a case (ilfi{. , 30) rshe¡r.. l'r-trl< :r',.':; itlcLrt: c r:rrl es lrrrcl

been interpreted dif f erently by two researr:hcrs . Srrch rìiìsL)i; nrtrs t bc:

numerous and lead us to quest-ion tirc capirc:.itl'of Llt.¡ soc.i.¿lI scitrrrt.ist- tr'r

be "objectivett (t!., "f¿rcts" reguiaLed bv corlcci)t-u¿rl f r¿rurervr>rlt).

The true romance c¡f anf liropology I j-i:s ilr t. lre l'¿rct t.hiit j t i¡tt.cltìl)t sì Lo

holist.ical1y surmlse hurnankind t s relationship Lo hrnnankinil , to tlie rvor.l.cl

(biologícally and cultr-rra1ly) , and iro less, to tllc unlvc'¡:sc i.tsc.l. 1.. Sr-rcll

¿rn un<ier:taking carìnot lrelp br-rt producc tlrt-r ()ccir:i j-olr¿r-L ¡iranci iosc¡. r;<.:llcmc Lh¿tL

seems f ar removed f rom immedi¿rte r:eal.ity " 'lllrrrs , irr clisc:clrrr irrg Llre ttltum¿tn

cond-i-tion" r,,e- might irarre a tertclr.:r1cy to i.gnore ci f ic'.Í.ency i¡r ¿r ur¿rteri¿rl. scns;c

(gL. , llarris r !p. cit. , Ig77) . 'fhe "lrrrn¿rrr cond i.t ltrntt sllttu.l tl ¡rt:rltirl>s noL [rc:

all that mysterious. According to Snor+ (.g_l ._l:f._t_. , l):

Most of our: fe1low human beings, for j.rr:ìt¿lnce, ¿ìt:È undctl.c:d
and die bef ore their time. In Lhe cr:uclc:s t- teruls, .!-ì1.r t. i r;

the social conclitÍon. Ther:e is ¿r nrc.¡ra1 t r;,rp r^¡hich Ltolìlrìs
through the insight into mants l-onel irress: iL terurpt_s otìe Lo
sit back, complacenI in one 's r-rnique tr'a¡,¡r:r11', ilncl ì-ct thc:
others go wí-thout a ¡tea.l..
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It is an observation suclì as this, f Òr ex¿ìnlple, that lea ¡ls t.his rvriter
to concl-ude that our societl'vitl.ues egocerlLrjcit-r,(r.'hiclr c¿rn l>e crxte¡cl ccl to

ethnocentriclty) over soclocenLrjcity, lÌclatin¡¡ tlris rrcrt irln t,o l<lnsh1.¡r

analysis, service states (_o¿. cit . , 1.6-17 ) thirt ".rlìcì o i .trr Pr.ulcnrs is thrt
part of the eLhnocentrism fies in tlte egocerrtrisnr o1'be¡iinning rvith t¡c:

1nc1 :ividual arld assumlng tliat kinshi¡r categorics ¿lrc Lìxtenclccl outrv¿ìrcl ,'.

On a broader scale this is a crucia,l obserr,¡¿-rtion irr th¿rt t[re cor.rcr:¡tL tlI

wholeness is underlnlned by placing grear,cr valur: on tlìer L)ilo. The rvorlcl ,

therefore, is regarded as arì extension of trie ego (g!. , vi..acke, !l.sit_. )

and has no intrinsic value in and of itself. Nor{, this is rìot to be

confused with wor-1.d view, which involves tllc¡ extension¿r1 ¡rr:o¡r<:rty of ¡¡rorrps

of people (i. e. , culture) .

If we r¡/ere to examine this notion conversely, rve might hypothesize

that the ego is actually an extension oi'thr: r¡lro1e ¡rncl c-¿rn only be ¡rc:rceivecl

in ref erence to it. As such, thà ego nìust be unclerminccl by praci¡g greaLer

significance on the whole. In procluci-ng a society that,is ecolog1c¿1 ly
fit, rve must reca11 that \./e are part of Natru'e ¿rnd susceptib.l.e t.o bj<l-.

evol-utionary f orces, and if cu-lture is an expression of ¡l populaLio¡ts

ecological f itness (gI ., IIarris, 
-9-p.S-1-!-. . L.g7 7), rn,or.rJ.cl i t rrot sce¡ f c.¿rsib.le

to incorporate the Iatter approacli in the Lronc'eptu¿11Íz¿rL.ion ol- currÍcrrLinir

materÍals? And if such an orientati,on is perceivecl a:¡ bei.g go.c1 (!.q._,

positively f unctional) , tl-ren airtlrropo,logy c¿lr'ì be ¿r vrr.l.rr¿rb1e too i tor,v¡rrc1s;

attaining its realization.

Of course' once again i¿e fa11 into the tr-a1> of rel.¿.rtivisni rvhen ¿tttempt.i.¡g

to surmise wltat Ís positive.i.l'furlctior-r¡ìI for: irnv qivtrrr sociert,y. A[ ¡l'
absolute 1evel v/hat we shou-l.ci be :;Lr.iving 1.or, ¡rer:liaps;, is crIf ic-ier¡tr1, vj:;*ì-
vis pooitive biocultural aclaptaì;ilít1,. Nonetlrolt:sr;, r-clrìLírrity is; nr¡l:r.l L¡¿llr
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a notion, for it espouses variabil.ity, whi,ch is tht¡ esìscìllcLr çf crlrrr¡ge',.

It is variabi.l.ity tha t- a.l.-1.ows f or l¡iologi cal er¡ol ut i.ort r¡i s--ì-vis n¿rLrrr¿,¡.1,

selection (recall previous discussion in Chapter III). Atrcl it is cultr.r¡:al

variability that has brouglit about., f or examp1.e, n nee d f or: t. lre formul¿rtion

of a policy on multiculturalism in C¿rrr.rcla (rec.rI1 Cha¡rter: IV).

With variability as a fundament.'lI I)Lrstu.Lirte! tltc t:rsk i:i- evcìlt\¡ cclu(t¿ìùor

must be one of exploring variabl lity in ¿¡r'l attcnrl)t to recltrr:cr crrlrur¿r ì nryop.l;l

and eÈhn<¡centrism. This is Iìot to inrpl.y thaI by deithronin¡¡ a cul.tuìîe \r(.ì

become lost in a sea of variability; r¿rther, r.;r: must bc proucl of our cu.l.ture

and heritage (*i-:9. 
' stability), but ir nlust ['re per:ceived withi,n ¿r Lramervork

that is relative rather tiran absol.ute.

Particularly at a youllg age are students ¿ìLrare of rvorldly opt ior1s .

Iforeso than the educator, for (s)he has already settl.ed lnto a cultur¿rl- nJ.cl-re.

Strongly entertainl-ng the notion of v¿lrj.¿lt¡i1íry, srrch studellt.s shoulcl be

encouraged to explore. They are'not ernpty vessel.s to be f1ll-ecl; r:at¡er,

they are f i11ed wit,h ideas, vraiting to be poiri:rrcl ¿rnd ¡rr:obe.l .

In this case learning becornes one of mutlr¿r1 symbittsis (!_f . , Irre iTe,

cp. cit. , re dialogue and conscientizacão) . I'o tl.r.is extent \,rcì ¿rl_.1. I¡c:come

"anthropologists" by exploring human j,rrter¿lcti.on vis*.ì-v:i.s confi.,ict, ¡rnd

cooperation, attempting l-o f ornullate value ì uclgeiments .Ln ,1 ight. ol. such ani,rl.yses

(Brameld 1965a fonclly 1abe1s such ¿r procesis Íì:i "rrnthroporher;rpy"). hrir¡1¡er

(1981, 35) states ttìat "it mi.ghr be help1'ul to thinl< of ¿l l.l lrtrm¿rn 5e i¡gs,

wherever they may be, as tf ielclç'orlcerst of a sor:t, corìtrol l.i-n¡¡ the cr.r.ltgr:e

shock of clai1y experíence through ¿l 1..1. kincls oJ .[nrag,i rrccl anr.l (:ons Li:rrc:t ccl

I rules I , traditions, ancl facts".

As discussed previously, \te are ¿ll l- in tiie micl:¡t of charr¡¡rr " C¡ir¡¡;c i.s

ine'vitable f Or grouPS of people rvho ¿rr:c e.i Ilror: i.n iso l.rrL Íon {'ronr or: iu crou--
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f rontation with other groups. Doth tlie ecluc¿rLclr- ancl the strrcìe'rt: nìrrst, l)e

ûware of thís, assuming, lhe ro.l.e oi "s;oc:i¿rl. scir'rrtisLt'¿rncl cxpl.gri,1¡3 tlrc
causes and eff ects of change. TIris wrtier r,'or.rlcl lilie to renraÍn opti¡ììistic,
with the hope that i'tulnan beings can direct cliange in ir pos.i.t-ive m¿r'ner.

As I'fuller (1960, 274) srares:

. many thoughtf ul people . stress t he ¡¡¡,.¡¿ l-rlr:
making people better prepare<l t,o utilize ç,ii¿lte\rer nì¿ìter.i¿rl-
means may exist r not prinrari.l'-r f or consp icuous co¡sunrpti6¡,status seeki'ng, mechanized vul.gar:it-v ¿rnd irrtensi l- iecl rvhoopere,but f or purposes enobr ing ra trler tha' de grocling to m¿1. .

Although presented in an id1'11j.c nr¿ìrìnrl r , this rem¿rr:k is impor:ta¡t in
that it implies that action, in this casc vi¿l nìrìterlirl nrc¿rns, i.s gtri.clccl by

a conceptual format. And indeecl , all actions are base<l upon a cert¿r.i.

concePtual premise. rt is exaccly this premise that needs to be explored,
and those values and goals that clerive f roni j_t.

Consequently, as societies change values must change as werll, emergi'g
and merging into a ne\r¡ order. rÌìis is tlie dÍ1emnr¿r of the tr:¿rditiorr¿rlists
who mÍght wish to adhere to vaÌues that ¿rre i.r.rcongrtrorrs witlr the re¿¡,1 j. ty of
change and, theref c¡re, systemicarly malacrapLive. As lÌirvigrìurst (¡¿p. !..1_t_. ,

136) has observed with respect to the Abor:igine in AtrsL.r¿rlialr socieLy, ,,rrl

their attempt to develop Aborigina1 icìentit\,, thcv h¿rvc. stlug¡t two t-¡irigs -
a satisfactory place rvithin tlìat syst-ern, ¿urd ¡r s¿rtisf,-¿rctory pl.¿rce out.sj-clr:

thaL system - and here lies the persona.l clilernnrrr i-or nr¡rnv l\bor-Ígi¡es ¿rncl

the social problcm for Austr¿rliar.r so<ric:t.yr'. llhj.s r,,ri.tcrr ¡toncler:s whcther

such a problern can be paraJ.leled to calradi¿ln society ancl its,,¿rborÍginaJ,,,
populatÍ-on?

Attempting' to counteì:act a trcncl tor+arcl t'cr,r.l [-lrl:¿rl- siJ)cci.¿¡ tion,r (g-.-g..,

structural-cu1'trrral pL"rralÍsn) rvri ters 1l¿rve str¡¡¡¡estc:cl Lhcr nec-.<1 tr¡ clevclop new

sets of goals (f-"S., soc:ia1 reconstrucLionjsn) tlì¿ìL ¿u:L) ¿ll.l-clrcoml>assi,'1i
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and 1ie beyond immedíate desires (çl-, , Brettrn, !lll._+_!. , 156, "nechanisnrs

n¡ust erxist f or tire formulation of sr-rperor:din¿r t-c ¡lotrls í f iiny concerLcrcl

action is to occurtt; hlagner r pp_. cit . , 59 , "ÌJ€:c¿luse we tus;c 
r.r¡r 

t our s),nlbo1s

in the courscì of using them, r*r(ì n(rs;t l.clr:r3t.' rrcrv :;vnlbol i.i: ¿ir:t-i.cgl.¡t.iorrs .il.

we are to retain the orientation th¿lt m¿lkes nreanitlg .itscll. possi.ble").

This reveals t\^¡o very importanr notiorrs. Irirst, "syrit.ems ¿ìre ¡ot to

be treated ¿rs couclusions clr resrrl.ts;, Ì¡rrt. ¿rs exprelsrìive ol tllc .i.rrt-c.r¡r¿r-1.

dynamics that govern stability ancl change" (Kimball, gll.s-ll. , rg74, 56).

Second, and as a corollary to this observ:rtion, "eco l-ogicarl systerns survive

Ín so far as they have evol-ved [actÍcs to keep the cìornai,n of stability,

or resiliencer broad enough to absorb the corrsequerlces of chrrnge" (I'urner,

cP-' cit. , 69). Might the same not be applieci to crrltural siystenÌs as well?

This brings us back to the notion of v.lriabilit.1,. Conseqr_rent Ly, the

greater the degree of variability ivithin a cultural system, the greater are

it-s chances f or positive adaplatiôn ¿rncl stu:viva.L . Ovc'rspeciali zat lo¡ m¿y

lead tc¡ extlnctí.on. This c¿.rn bc'. a nraj()r cor)Lribrrt-iou ol. anLlrropo Logy to

teacher education: the Ìrolistic, con¡:arat ive, ¿rnd evolrrtionirry ;rntrlys.is of

the great ranfl,e of bio-cultural var.i¿,rl¡i1..i.t-y ancl it.s imp.l icat iolt f-or: llrrnnn-

kindrs future evolutionary clevelopnrent. Tlli.s thes-is h¡rs intendecl to prr6vicle

a background fclr such an orierrt¿rti<tn.

IdearlJ.y, thi.s rvrj-r-er sincerely l¡e1ievcs tìrirt ¿lll t.e¿,rchers s;hor¡.1.d be

exposed to the anthropôlogicerl corlcepts ¿rs disctrssecl Ín tirís t¡esi.s.

Realistically, this ruriter aff-i.rms that, t-ho..;c t,c¡rchers I)r:escr-rt.l.y Lcaclrirr¡¡ in
areas related to Social- Stu<1ie.s l¡e clcl init..Ì ey i:x¡ros;ecì to Llrcnr, cl;pr-rc.ia I ly

those teachers irr trainirìg ¿ìt t.he valioris Facultjes; oJ lÌcltic¿tLion ¿lrrross

Canada. The material prclrri-<lecl hereÍ.n r¿il-I bro¿¡cli:rr t lrr,rj,r orrt-1ool< ou tllo

hurnan conclitiorl ¿Ìncl wil-1. ¿t.i..1 r¡r,: Llrc:nl t.o iìl)l)r(),ì(. ll t-lr.'i r: t t:¿ri:lr irr¡r, ¡ror¡
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crÍtical1y. Consequently, their:

awareness as we1l. And that i-s

stu<ìenLs mlglrt att_it.Ín tltis c_-r:ltj.c¿rl

rvh¿rt ecluc¡rtitln is ¿r Ll ¿rl¡out.
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